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ackie Kennedy's rapid death from "Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma" cancer in May 1994
shocked and saddened the world. Now officials of the American Cancer Society are
hinting that some lymphomas may be caused by viruses. If so, are these viruses
contagious? And how can we protect ourselves from them? What do we really know
about the origin and cause of cancer? Are these new cancer viruses related to
cancer-causing retroviruses like HIV (the AIDS virus)?
As a rich woman, Mrs. Kennedy-Onassis
received the best treatment for her disease at
one of the most prestigious cancer hospitals in
New York. Yet, within 5 months of the discovery of her lymphoma, she was dead. Even in
my most paranoid state I cannot conceive of
any sinister aspect of her demise. However, it
is a well kept secret in medical circles that the
required treatment for cancer, particularly
chemotherapy and radiation, can sometimes
hasten the death of cancer patients. For example, one of my patients had "routine"
treatment for Hodgkin's disease, which consisted of extensive surgery foliowed by radiation to the chest and abdomen. After he recovered from this, he Was given an intensive
course of chemotherapy. Within a year of his
diagnosis, and less than four months after
chemotherapy, he died. At autopsy, there was
no evidence of cancer. His death was caused
and lungs by the
bY fatal damage to his
radiation treatment he received. How much of
Jackie's death can be attributed to the treatment she undelwent for cancer will never be
known.
Cancer Mysteries
Cancer kills more American women than
any other disease. Cancer of the breast is the
#I
killer in Anglo, Black, Latina, Chinese and
,",:
....
...,
Japanese-American women. No one knows
* * ; ...
?!
the reason for this. Jackie's cancer, Non'
Hodgkin's lymphoma, is among the top 10
most common forms of cancer in all races.
except for Blacks. Again, no one knows why.

by
DY.Alan
bme1l, lr,
. . ..

& *:
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Why do Chinese-American men have a high
risk of liver cancer, when the disease is decidedly uncommon in other Americans? Why is
the prostate cancer rate among Blacks in Los
Angeles county 60% higher than in Anglos;
and 80% higher than Asians? Why do Anglo
men have a bladder cancer rate twice that of
other groups? No one has an adequate explanation for these cancer occurrences.
Lymphoma Cancer
There are three major types of lymphoma
cancer: Hodgkin's disease, Non-Hodgkin's
a type of lymphoma which
lymphoma,
affects the skin called mycosis fungoides. All
lymphoma patients may experience similar
symptoms, The exact type of lymphoma requiresdiagnosis by a pathologist, and depends on the microscopic appearance of the
cancerous cells and tissue. The "classification"
of lymphoma types is in constant flux and
reappraisal. Strangely, the cancer cells of
Jackie's Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma were repoded as a new type called 'Ki-I."
Hodgkin's disease is one of the very few
forms of cancer that has long been considered
as having a possible infectious origin. For
decades, epidemiologists have recognized
"cluster cases" of Hodgkin's. The actual number of cases was so high in certain communities that it was highly unlikely to be due to
statistical chance. Even so, definite proof of a
Hodgkin's disease agent has not been forthcoming. Some scientists are now suspecting a
possible cancer-causing retrovirus.

venient time in history that conspiracy buffs wonder if you
The Cancer Microbe
can "give" people cancer. I recall the propitious cancer
All this would not surprise my mentor, the late Virginia
deaths of Jack Ruby, William Casey, Martha Mitchell, the
Livingston MD, who for 40 years claimed that various bacteShah
of Iran, Mae B~sSeli,and others. (Even O.J. Sirnpson
rial and viral forms of "the cancer microbe" were responsible
was
tested
for lymphoma cancer in a swollen lymph node
for the infectiousness and possible contagiosity of cancer.
while imprisoned awaiting trial for murder.) Can you kill
Long before the discovely of the AlDS virus, she stressed
people by injecting them with cancer viruses and bacteria?
care in the sexual arena, as well as the importance of hyOf course! No one in their right mind would want blood from
giene, diet and supplements in the treatment of cancer. Her
use of vaccines made from the patient's own cancer bacteria a dying cancer or AlDS patient. Can you give a person
cancer? If cancer in animals can be caused by injecting
ultimately resulted in the condemnation of her cancer rethem with cancer viruses and bacteria, it would certainly be
search and her treatment methods for cancer. Robert Gallo
possible to do the same with human beings!
MD, the co-discoverer of the AlDS virus, denounced her
Cancer: One Disease o r Many?
scientific work as insanity.
The American Cancar Society constantly reminds us that
Over the Dast century physicians have refused to believe
there are many
that an infectious agenicoid
"differen? kinds of
cause cancer. In the 1970%
cancer. This concept
scientists proved that animal
is highly effective in
cancer viruses were capable
raising money for
of causing cancer, but there
each type of cancer
was no proof that viruses
that the ACS procaused human cancer. Now
motes. But in reality
with the discovery of
there
is a close
cancercausing retroviruses,
relationship
between
such as the AIDS virus,
certain
forms
of
doctors are reconsidering the
cancer,
particularly
idea. The history of modern
lymphoma and leumedicine seems to prove
kemia (cancer of the
Cantwell's law that "Most
blood). In the 1970s,
physicians are wrong in their
virologists discovered
understanding of most disthat animal retrovirus
eases, most of the time."
infection (similar to
Why is Non-Hodgkin's
the AIDS virus) could
lymphoma one of the fastest
cause an increase in
rising cancers in the US.? Is
lymphoma and ieuthe rise related to drug use
kemia in the animals,
(legal and illegal), immunoFamous victim: W h y is Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, which killed Jacqueline
as immunesuppression from environKennedy-Onasis, one of the fastest rising cancers In the U.S.?
suppression. In 1983,
mental sources, or radiation
a year before the official discovery of HIV, Haward veterinareffects? No one knows. My own published research into the
ian Myron Essex found that 25% of gay AlDS patients had
cause of all three types of lymphoma indicates that "cancer
viral
antibodies to blood from a case of "human T-cell leumicrobes" are the infectious agent. My studies confirm Livkemia,"
caused by a new retrovirus called "human T-cell
ingston's research, as weil as the cancer microbe research
leukemia
virus-I." When Robert Galio announced his disof dozens of other scientists throughout the world whohave
covery
of
the AIDS virus in 1984, he believed the virus was
implicated bacteria in various forms of cancer. This work is
related
to
this new family of leukemia viruses. Thus, he first
documented in my book The Cancer Microbe (1990). Over
named the AIDS virus "Human T-cell leukemia virus-3."
thirty of my published papers on AIDS, cancer, and other
Later, the virus was renamed HIV: the human immunodefiimmunologic diseases, are available in medical libraries. And
ciency virus.
anyone hooked into a computer network can get abstracts of
When the AIDS virus (HIV) was introduced into the gay
these papers through "Medlars 11." the National Library of
community in the late 1970s, the incidence of Kaposi's
Medicine's computer retrieval service.
sarcoma (a previously rare form of cancer), as well as the
The startling cancer microbe discoveries are ignored by
incidence of Non-Hodgkin's disease, began to skyrocket in
the cancer establishment. Undoubtedly the recognition of a
HIV-infected gay men. Both types of cancer had previously
heretofore unnoticed infectious agent in cancer and AIDS
been associated with immunodepression. For example, in
would provoke havoc in medical science. Thus, cancer
the mid-1970s the normal incidence of Kaposi's sarcoma
bacteria remain "in the closet" and the research "politically
increased 400 to 500 times in transplant patients who were
incorrect."
routinely immunosuppressedwith prescribed drugs as part of
Death by Cancer
the procedure. In 1981, the year the AlDS epidemic became
So many people have been done in by cancer at a conparanoia
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tions for political and genocidal purposes? Was the "introofficial, Bijan Safai and Robert Good, scientists at Memorial
duction" of the AlDS virus into the Black African population,
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York City, declared a
and into the U.S. gay male population, a deliberate attempt
close association between Kaposi's sarcoma, leukemia and
to eliminate these groups? Government AlDS experts relymphoma. They proposed all three cancers be considered
peatedly tell us that AIDS began as a Black African disease
"as part of a spectrum of disease affecting the lymphowhen an African green monkey 'Tumped species." The U.S.
reticular system."
public was initially told AIDS is a "gay" disease, caused by
The American Cancer Society is unlikely to remind its
anal sex and drugs. But who can
contributors that treatment for one form of
conceive of a Black heterosexual
cancer can cause the fom~ationof another
epidemic in Africa that transformed
"different" cancer. For instance, afler chemoitself into an exclusively young white
therapy about three percent of Hodgkin's
gay
male epidemic in New York. Los
disease patients go on to develop NonAngeles,
and San Francisco?
Hodgkin's lymphoma, or leukemia. Officially,
Recently
a physician colleague
the reason for these "second cancers" is
referred
a
patient
to me with a written
unknown. Surprisingly, most cancer experts
diagnosis
of
"AIDS
caused by homoassume two different diseases are involved.
sexuality."
This
indicates
how powerful
They theorize that chemotherapeutic drugs
and
effective
the
government's
disindepress the immune system, resulting in the
formation program has been in condevelopment of "new" cancers.
vincing the public (and some physiIs Cancer Contagious?
cians) that AlDS is a gay disease.
Physicians now understand that sexually
Now that 4 million men and women
transmitted retroviruses, such as HIV, can
are infected with HIV worldwide, do
cause cancer and immunosuppression.
people really think most were
Nevertheless, doctors continue to tell pasodomized?
ALAN CANTWELLJR., M.D.
tients (unless they are gay) that cancer is
Coping with Cancer
neither infectious or contagious. What
Jacqueline
Kennedy-Onassis's
about the transmissability of new
retroviruses that have been identified in
death from cancer, despite access to the best treatments and
certain human leukemia cases? So far.
doctors
that mney C O U I ~h ,
the cancer establishment is not wmcertainly justifies a degree of
menting. Do cancer viruses and the
cancerophobia, Her rapid demise
increasing rates of certain forms of
makes us wonder if her treatment
cancer, such as Non-Hodgkin's lymkilled her quicker that her lymphoma, have a relationship to the AIDS
phoma. (Some lymphoma paepidemic? In the absence of a positive
tients live for many years.) But did
HIV test, I would say no. (Both Jackie
she have any treatment options?
Kennedy and O.J. Simpson tested
If you had cancer, would you go
negative for HIV.) In my book, Queer
against
the advice and wisdom of
BIOO~: The Secret AIDS Genocide
a
cancer
expert? Who would turn
Plot (1993), 1 describe the genetic
down
chemotherapy
and radiation
engineering of animal cancer viruses in
if
they
thought
it
would
save their
the early 1970s that, in my opinion,
life?
How
do
doctors
separate
the
resulted in the creation the AIDS virus.
toxic
effects
of
cancer
from
the
toxic
effects
of
treatment
(Are there any PARANOIA readers who actually believe
with chemotherapeutic drugs, surgery, radiation and sterAIDS comes from African green monkeys?)
oids?
Will doctors be able to save us if we are diagnosed
Man-Made Viruses
with
cancer?
Can we catch cancer-causing viruses from our
is a manWhether one agrees with the idea that
family,
our
friends,
our lovers? Is this reason for paranoia?
made epidemic, it is a fact that we now deal with viruses that
You bet it is!.
are "natural" (so-called endogenous viruses); and viruses
that are genetically manipulated, man-made, and "unnatural"
Doctor Cantwell is the author o f T h e Cancer Mi(exogenous viruses). These laboratory-created viruses are
crobe ($18.95), Queer Blood: The Secret AlDS
now used as an integral part of the new gene splicing techGenocide Plot ( $ 12.95). and AIDS: The Mystery &
nology. Engineered and altered animal cancer viruses, such
The Solution ($9.95). All books are available from
as the mouse leukemia virus, have already been used in
Aries Rising Press, PO Box 29532, Los Angeles,
human genetic experiments. If cancer viruses can be inCA 90029. ( 2 13 ) 4 6 2 6 4 5 8 . Enclose $2.00 s&h
jected into people to make them well, they certainly can be
for one book; $3.00 s&h for t w o or more. CA
injected into people to make them sick! Can genetically
residents must add sales tax.
engineered viruses be covertly seeded into select popula-

It is a well kept ~ ~ c r in
et
medical circles that the

haSten the death
cancer patients.
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What possible reason could
NASA have for beheading rats with a
guillotine in a space craft?" an astute
reader of Flashpoint recently wrote
and asked. He was referring to the
bizarre "scientific experiment" conducted on rats during a recent space
shuttle mission.
NASA hailed the beheading of the
six rats a scientific triumph. Martin
Fettman, America's first veterinarian
in space, had the dubious honor of
using a miniature guillotine to complete this gory space task.
What possible reason, indeed?
Could it be that this strange incident
has something to do with Revelation
20:4? There we find the astonishing,
last days prophetic vision of John: "I
saw the souls of them that were
beheaded for the witness of Jesus."
Yes, in the finalstages the N~~

ladin in has bevn rlcicriherl as the "Mnrl
Dangerous Press in America." Millions
of satisfied readers rlis.~jirce.Outrageous
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Was the beheading of six
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mice by guillotine in space some kind
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Of Occultic
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NASA's explanation that the guillotine
sonry in its highest managerial ranks
beheading was part of a "scientific"
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n a recent interview for Fortean Tirnes, veteran paranormal
researches John A. Keel stated his belief that many "supernatural"
events were indeed acts of black magic staged for the benefit of a
paaicular group of percipients. This belief could perhaps be
carried even further, into the all-too-real world of cryptic, nonsensical
messages and designs that fill the pages of certain books (like the
infamous Voynich Manuscript) or are handed to dumbfounded contactees by long-haired, space-suited aliens.
The Washington, D.C. City Paper,
in the Fall of 1985, featured in its
"personals" column a small ad which
read: "O.T.O. A.A.: where are you,
brothers and sisters?" Readers of this
section of the free paper state that the
bulk of the messages in the personals
are communications between members
of the gay community or crack dealers.
The aforementioned ad, however,
hailed the attention of anyone able to
recognize the initials for the Ordo
Templo Orientalis and Argentorarum
Astrum-occult lodges of the early 20th
century, which might perhaps be experiencing a rebirth toward the latter
decades of the same century.
On the subject of hidden messages
in our cities' newspapers and journals,
Jacques Bergier, the prolific French
author and scientist, commented: "I've
often wondered if certain strange
classified ads in the newspapers are in
fact messages between superintelligent
beings." (1) Bergier, coauthor of The
Morning of the Magicians, dedicated
winter 1994195

a great deal of study to the problem of
cryptology as a branch of paranormal
research.
If the existence of enigmatic,
ciphered messages were confined to
the newspapers, it would be possible to
dismiss them as merely the pranks of a
particular group of people, drug runners, or those soliciting companionship.
The riddle posed by occult messages
goes far beyond foolscap: into stone
carvings on European monasteries,
carefully etched metal tablets given to
the founders of religions (as was the
case with Joseph Smith, founder of the
Mormon faith), and the cuneiform-like
messages given to the contactees of
our UFO age by the denizens of other
dimensions or worlds.
What secret societies or order of
"superintelligent beings" could be
making use of concealed messages to
contact each other? We can begin by
examining some highly intriguing leads
which hint at a much vaster picture.
Foremost among these leads is the
paranoia

ages-old
quest for the elixir
of life and the Philosopher's Stone. It
was long held in esoteric circles that
both of these had in fact been discovered and that their Secret Was tightly
guarded by the Rosicrucians and
another more carefully concealed
organization known as the Priory of
Sion, which allegedly still exists in Our
times and has had a distinguished
series of "grand masters" which includes some of the foremost names in
scientific history (however, neither
Newton nor Einstein are named as
being part of this society).
Authors Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe have delved deeply into the
subject, producing a book entitled
Secrets of Rennes-le-Chateau, a look
at a site in France which resonates
with the intrigue of esoteric groups
ranging from the Merovingian Franks to
the Knights Templar. They suggest
that the entire physical layout of
Rennes-ie-Chateau and its neighboring
villages compose a single occult design, pointing to a particular location
where something of great importance
+r a warning to stay away-may be
waiting to be discovered. ( 2 )
The Voynich Manuscript, mentioned
earlier, constitutes a perfect example
of an encoded document that can only
be understood byexactly the right
person or persons, to the chagrin of
cryptologists and those bent on unlocking its secrets. Allegedly, it was originally the property of Roger Bacon, the
medieval Franciscan friar, and found
its way into the hands of many Renaissance occultists, such as the infamous
Dr. John Dee. The Vatican eventually
acquired the manuscript, and some of
its best minds attempted to crack the
illustrated manuscript's coded mysteries. Some eighty years ago, an American antiquarian. Wilfrid Voynich, purchased the bizarre text which now
bears his name and circulated it
among the most learned minds of the
time: some believed that its illustrations
depicted the flora of another world;
others hinted at charts of the constellations as they appeared thousands-or
millions-of years ago. After World
War 2, a scholar claimed to have
deciphered part of the manuscript and
obtained the instructions for a viable

contraceptive method. (3) The
Voynich Manuscript couid well be the
factual basis for H.P. Lovecraft's
accursed grimoire, the Necronomicon.
In the 1820's, a young farmer in
New York state, Joseph Smith, was
visited by an angelic being who instructed him to dig up a number of
golden tablets buried near his property. He was to translate the tablets,
which recounted the history of the
tribes that had arrived in America by
means of the sea. His translation is
known to us as the Book o f Mormon.
Many people known to Smith saw
the tablets, and two notarized statements describing their size, shape and
curious hieroglyphics are known to
exist. Who deposited the golden
tablets there? What became of them
after Smith reinterred them?
The authors of The Secret of
Rennes-IeChateau hint that one of
the items whose location couid probably be hinted at by the coded symbols
are the Emerald Tablets of Hermes
Trismegistus, the Egyptian deity
Thoth, patron of magic. Possession of
said tablets could have aided the
medieval alchemists in attaining their
goals.
History reminds us, however, that
the alchemists were merely protoscientists, and that their life-extending
elixir and the Philosophers' Stone
were merely the stuff of dreams. Yet,
could some alchemists have stumbled
upon the secrets, and made use of
them? Could alchemy be alive and
well in our times?
Professor Juan Rocha de Azevedo,
author of En Los Limites de lo Inexplicable, relates the tale of Eugene
Canseliet, who belonged to the circle
of adepts surrounding the shadowy
figure of the "alchemist" Fulcanelli in
the 1920's. At the time, members of
the inner circle boasted that their
master was on the brink of cracking
the Philosopher's Stone. But as decades passed, Canseliet stated that
Fulcanelli had long since disappeared
-although he claimed to have visited
him in Seviile. Spain, in the 195OSs,
and that Fulcanelli had undergone
extensive physical changes as a result

of having ingested the Elixir of Life.
Azevedo states that the nature of
these changes was an overall androgynous appearance. (4)
What we know for sure about
Fulcanelli is collected in his books
Mysteries of the Great Cathedrals
and The Philosophers' Dwellings.
Apparently, he was conversant in the
matter of the secret symbols employed among those "in the know": "In
the Middle Ages, the masters whose
treatises have sulvived until our times
would decorate their homes with
esoteric signs and images." The
reader is advised that one such symbol is that of a lion rampant and a
dragon biting its own tail. (5)
There is no dearth of "secret societies" to blame for the many coded
messages that exist. Everyone from
the Illuminati to the Catholic Church
has been accused, at one point in
time or another, of being a cabal of
dark "superminds" ruling the fate of a
plodding, unsuspecting mankind.
Obviously, any group capable of
sustained existence from the depths
of antiquity to the present must surely
be remarkable, if we consider the ups
and downs of human history and the
propensity of organizations to come
unraveled-unless we make the
prodigious leap of faith that would lead
us to accept that there could be "immortal" humans, or paranormal beings
in human guise that guide the hidden
groups throughout the ages.
Consider the case of Apollonius of
Tyana, a sorcererlscholar from the city
of Tyana in what is now modem
Turkey. If that tradition is to be credited, we are faced with a man who
was capable of teleportation, was
most celtainly immortal or extremely
long-lived, and who was a master of
Pythagoric doctrine and geometry.
Apollonius traveled to Tibet led by his
guide. Damis, arriving at a land of
Greek-speaking people with an "unreal," mutable landscape (another
dimension?). The dwellers of this
hidden kingdom had mastered ievitation, robotics and the artificial illumination. The errant philosopher learned
that this land existed "in the world, but
beyond it." Returning to the Mediterraparanoia

nean area, then controlled by Rome,
Apollonius was accused of treason
against Emperor Domitian. Brought
before Caesar, Apollonius declared:
"You may imprison my body, but
never my soul, and I will add, not my
body, either!" In a burst of light, witnessed by Roman courtiers and a
stunned Domitian, the captive vanished into thin air.
In esoteric circles, it is believed to
this day that Apollonius is the same
entity known as the Count of Sainte
Germain, who was active in the

There is no dearth of
"secret societies" to
blame for the many
coded messages that
exist. Everyone from the
Illuminati to the Catholic
Church has been
accused

... of being a

cabal of dark
"superminds" ruling the
fate of a plodding,
unsuspecting mankind.
1700's and was renown for his great
wealth and insight. Sainte Germain
and Apollonius had certain powers in
common: bilocation (the ability to be in
two places at the same timeprobably the ability most coveted by
20th century man!), the power of
healing the sick and the ability to
decipher "the language of birds."
Fulcanelli could be merely another
guise of this everlasting being.
Even if we do not give credence to
such an idea, it could perhaps answer
the question as to who or whom is the
winter 1994195 0

Source for the cryptic messages and
codes hidden in works of art and architecture. Furthermore, the years in which
St. Germain operated were also those
in which a number of scientific
developments-some which were
never followed through-became aPParent. He could have been the catalyst
for the Enlightenment, as others have
suggested.
Roger Boscovitch, in 1756, circulated
a tract on time travel, anti-gravity and
bilocation, matters which are still unattainable to modern science. James
Price, who was reputedly able to
change mercury
goid in lessthan
15 minutes, lived roughly around the
same time. Before he vanished from
the 18th century. St. Germain allegedly
informed a guest at a dinner party that
he had to leave, in order to bring about
more inventions that would be useful to
humanity in the future: the steam engine and electricity. it would be this
"secret society" of inventors and experimenters, then, that would leave

behind
and
that
could only be understood by a peer or
equal. In Secrets of Rennes-leChateau, Fanthorpe suggests that

,

these symbols are still in use today,
and make sense, naturally, only to the
target reader or viewer. Fanthorpe
considers the highly elaborate drawing
of the Gates of Moria in J.R.R.
Tolkien's Fellowship of the Ring to be
one such device. (6)
The reader might well feel cheated at
this point-we are no closer to solving
the mystery of cryptic messages than
we were at the outset, Yet we are
deluged by such messages, perhaps
even
in
television
age, in
which these mysterious
communications could be broadcast subliminally to
the intended receptors, or overtly,
through strange or unusual advertiseSpanish researcher Salvador
Freixedo received a personal communication from the sources behind the
controversial UMMO documentsconcerning a group of extraterrestrials
allegedly on Earth, originating from the
star Wolf 424, now thought to be a
mere disinformation exercise--and was
told to signal his interest in continuing
communication with them by placing a
classified ad in his local newspaper. (7)
Freixedo went ahead and placed the

ad, which contained the "Ummite" word
for "man" (OEMII). To avoid hassles
from the papefs editor, Freixedo
claimed that the ~nusualword was a
brand of radionics machine!
Ifwe bear in mind that such messages do exist, perhaps we will find
ourselves giving everything, from odd
TV commercials to the graffiti on our
Streets, a

.

thought.'
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errick Ross, an alert
~ h r i s i a n i n~ o r n e ; . ~ e d + ~Mi is, .
watching the old.Batmanserie.s.

on the screen for just.

I

had insehed a subliminal message frame. It showed anti-Christian protesters demonstrating with "Keep Abortidn Legal" signs. Caught redhanded, a Nstation spokesman claimed that the subliminal message was
simply a "technic41 accident."
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by Jerome Eden
October 14, and
that should Moise arrive late, "If
necessarywe could
continue the conference afler
supper, until late in the evening,,,
NOW,before we pursue any further events, let us examine
the background and highlights in the career of this scientific
UFO researcher, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, which led to the crucial
meeting between Reich3sassociate, William Moise, and
top-level
personnel of the U.S. Air Force Air Technical Intell ,
ligence Command. Back in 1954, General Harold E. Watson
Jerome Eden's widow, Dcsiree, who continued distributionof leromc's work ~hraughEden Press in Northem Idaho, wrote this inlroduc- had a reputation for being extremely skeptical with regard to
lion on September 1, 1993. She diedon Marchzo. 1994. Jerome l?denrs UFO sightings and especially those who reported them. As
reported by Major Donald E. Keyhoe, when General Watson
books. Planet in Trouble: UFO Assault on Earth. Seavencersfiorn
was
still a colonel he made a public pronouncement that
Space and Orgone Energy: Annvcr to Atomic Suicide are currently not
available. The following article by Jerome Eden fint appmred in Otlicial stung and shocked every serious and responsible UFO
UFO Magazine in October, 1975 and i s tile first of a hree part series.
researcher in the United States. The then Colonel Watson
Reprinted with permission.
had stated, "At the end of nearly every report tracked down
stands
a crackpot, a religious fanatic, a publicity hound or a
n October 11. 1954, General Harold E. Watson,
malicious
practical joker." Having made such a strong public
head of the U.S. Air Force Air Technical Intellistatement
while still a colonel, General Watson must have
gence Command (ATIC), Wright-Patterson Air
had
very
good
reasons for wanting to discuss the disabiing
Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, received an unusual
of UFOs. To find those reasons, we must examine some of
and urgent telephone call from a research laborathe research conducted by Dr. Wilhelm Reich.
tory near Rangeley, Maine. This long-distance call
Reich was born on March 24, 1897 in imperial Austria. He
was made by William Moise, a research associate of
received his medical degree from the University of Vienna in
Dr. Wilhelm Reich, director of the Orgone Institute.
1922. For six years he was first clinical-assistantat Freud's
Moise informed General Watson that Dr. Reich had actuPsychoanalytic
Polyclinic. Even in those early years, Reich
ally disabled two UFOs over the Rangeley, Maine, area the
was
known
for
his
enormous vitality and scientific integrity.
night before-October 10. 1954. Air Force scientists and
While seeking the biological energy behind neurotic manifesintelligence personnel were familiar with Reich's research
tations, Reich discovered a specific biological energy which
and his discovery of a mass-free, pre-atomic cosmic energy
he named "orgone," after the words "organismic" and "orthat fills all space. Reich had reported and documented two
gastic." Research between 1934 and 1939 led Reich to an
previous UFO sightings over his Rangeley laboratory on
understanding of this totally different form of energy and to a
January 28th of that same year. He had continually kept
comprehension of how it functions in the human organism in
various government agencies advised of his research work,
sickness and in health.
including the CIA, the FBI, the President's office and the
In August 1939, Reich transferred his scientific laboratory
~ e ~ a r t m eof
n tHealth, Education and Welfare.
to the United States and eventually became an American
General Watson was extremely interested in this latest
citizen. From 1939 to 1941, he was Associate Professor of
development in Reich's research. He asked Moise how
Reich knew the UFOs had been disabled. Moise replied that Medical Psychology at the New School for Social Research
in New York City. In December 1940, Reich wrote a letter to
"the manner of their behavior and movement clearly indiProfessor Albert Einstein, who was then working at the
cated they were disabled." Moise added that the matter was
Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J. It may be
so crucial that Dr. Reich desired to report this event to the
recalled
that at this time, Einstein, as well as other scientists
General at a personal meeting where the facts could be
and
physicists,
was attempting to interest President RoosePresented in full detail. And since Reich was preparing to
velt
in
atomic
energy
research and the development of the
travel to the Arizona desert with a research expedition,
atomic
bomb.
Reich,
in
this brief but important lefter to
Moise requested a personal appointment to see General
Einstein, expressed his hope that he might interest Einstein
Watson on October 15th.
in the discovery of a life-positive, pre-atomic primordiai
General Watson told Moise he could not see him on that
energy that filled all space! Reich had been able to scientifiday because a CIA group from Washington was arriving.
cally objectify this orgone energy thermically, electroscopiHowever, he said that he could see Moise on Thursday,
cally, microscopically, visually and in other ways.
Jerome Edeu ivas apioneer Orgone Energy and UFO researder since
1951, aclively sbidyirtg l i ~ eivork of Dr. MU~elelrnReid~foraln~osr40
),ears. He was bonz in New York Cify in 1925, receivedizis B.A. from New
Yor. Uliwrsify and ius M M . p o ~ t tCoBlrnbia Llniversiry Teadters College.
~e served as a hospiral COI~SIIUIII~ I the
I
my in borit World War I I W I ~
rite Korean War. He ivas a dedimred o l d resporuible clo~rdbtrsleroperalor, wndrrcring sticcessJii1 clondbusting operdi01u i l l A l ~ k 0and iddlo.
His iasf years were spent feaci~iftgrile science of Orgorror~yand ivntirtg
book o~zOrgone Energy as it applies lo ed~iwfio~r,
science and UFOs. He
died afrer a 101tg illness on January 18, 1989, ill ~ ~ ~ d rda~o.
~ ~ i ~ ,
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Would Professor Einstein be willing to listen to Reich's
presentation of his findings? Einstein invited Reich to his
home, where the two scientists met on January 13,1941 for
nearly five hours of discussion. It was at this initial meeting
that Reich presented Einstein with an "orgonoscope," an
instrument invented by Reich which magnifies the atmospheric orgone energy and
makes it more readily visible. Einstein was amazed.
at a second meeting with EinReich set up one of his orenergy accumulators in
basement. The orgone
iator was invented

c

atmospheric orgone
scientific and
make it available for
medical research.
amazement increased.
discovely is valid, he to
Reichp
Ein"it will be a bomb in physics!"
stein's choice of words here is
rsther significant, because of his
own interest in developing the ato
bomb.
Unfortunately, Einstein's interest in the
crucial discovery of a mass-free, preatomic atmospheric energy was thwarted by
political interests at variance with American
progress. Einstein continued to pursue the development of atomic energy, while Reich and a
handful of dedicated co-workers concentrated on
further elaborations of the Life Energy of man and his
universe-orgone energy. The scientific community of Earth
had been given a choice between the development of the
destructive power of the atom or the life-positive power of

orgone energy. Unfortunately, the majority of the scientific
community chose to pursue the atom and ignore orgone
energy-the Life Energy of man and his planet.
For the next 10 years, quietly and without fanfare. Reich
continued his research in orgonomy, the science of the Life
Energy, on his 280-acre laboratory-estate (called "Orgonon")
near Rangeley, Maine. On January 5, 1951, Reich performed a series of experiments which were to prove crucial
to both atomic energy and UFO research. According to the
report of Dr. Elsworth F. Baker, who witnessed these events,
Reich put 1 milligram of radium, still in its lead container, into
a 20-fold orgone energy accumulator in a metal-lined room
for five hours. This procedure was repeated daily for one
week. The results were described in Reich's publication, The
Oranur Experiment: First Report (1947-1951). In Dr.
Baker's own words:
"The count on the Geiger counter went up alarmingly and finally
jammed. The building and atmosphere around it glowed at night.
One physician went into shock and nearly lost her life. The mice
which were used in this experiment died. A peculiar, sickening
acrid odor pervaded the atmosphere, while clouds hung over the
area constantly. Reich fell ill and hovered between life and death
for weeks. The whole area became uninhabitable."
Classical science can give no explanation for this extremely deadly occurrence. One milligram of radium within
its lead container would, under normal circumstances,
harm no one. Yet this same one milligram of radium
when placed within a high concentration of orgone
energy, produced a reaction of profoundly dangerous proportions. Reich termed this interaction between the orgone and nuclear energy "oranur." Orgone energy exists
,
.,, everywhere. All space, both within our
'.. planet and in our universe, is filled
with this mass-free, primordial
orgone energy. Thus, atomic-

'

period of drought. (Photo by Desiree Eden, fro
Scavengers from Space.)
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energy production and use anywhere on Earth (underground, in nuclear plants, or in the atmosphere) can
cause-and is causing-an "oranur reaction." Such oranur
reactions reach out into deepest space. Reich believed it is
this reaction which has brought down the spacemen and
their UFOs to investigate our planers irresponsible use of
nuclear energy.
Copies of this experiment were sent to almost every major
U.S. governmental agency. After the Oranur Experiment,
Reich buried the radioactive material and all but forgot about
it. In succeeding years, however, around the laboratory site,
with no nuclear material present, Reich and co-workers
noticed an increase of background radiation on the G-M
counter around the vernal equinox. Also. UFOs were noticed
over the Rangeley region. At first Reich paid little attention to
the outer-space visitors, and it wasn't until 1953 that Reich
read any books on the UFO enigma. He made a series of
time-stop photographs of the night sky. The tracks of certain
"stars" in the heavens indicated by their variance from other
stars that they were not stars at all.

T

he repeated appearance of UFOs over Orgonon,
coupled with the high radiation counts on the G-M
counter, plus the appearance of certain dirty, blackish
"clouds" that hovered over the region, forced Reich to
focus his attention on these events. The passage of
UFOs in the area, or the appearance of UFOs in the night
sky was regularly accompanied by these noxious, black
"clouds" which Reich came to call "DOR" clouds-that is.
clouds containing Deadly Orgone energy. Reich discovered
that DOR is actually "exhausted" orgone energy. Just as a
gasoline engine converts gasoline, via combustion, into
deadly carbon monoxide, so, too, does the "destruction" of
orgone energy result in its deadly variant, DOR!
When these dirty, noxious DOR clouds appeared over
Orgonon, the sparkle left the atmosphere. Peopie would
begin to feel weak, without energy. DOR, Reich noted, lacks
oxygen and water. It is also highly radioactive. In its thirst for
oxygen and water, DOR will attack animal, vegetable or
mineral. It will dry out the moisture from soil and atmosphere. It w~ilconsume the oxygen from rooms. As it filters
down from the atmosphere, DOR will cause symptoms in
human beings that are closely akin to flu: chronic weakness,
wandering aches and pains, stomach upset, diarrhea, nausea to the point of vomiting, need for oxygen, etc.
To rid the skies of these noxious DOR clouds over Orgonon, Reich invented what he termed a '"Cloudbuster"or
"DOR-Buster" which is described in my book, Planet in
Trouble. Briefly, the Cloudbuster consists of a number of
hollow metal pipes grounded by metal cables into water,
preferably flowing water. Orgone energy is strongly attracted
to water, and so is DOR. When Reich pointed his Cloudbuster at the noxious DOR clouds coming in from the west, an
astounding result occurred. The DOR clouds began to shrink
and dissolve and a fresh breeze would start up immediately.
As soon as the area had been cleaned of DOR clouds,
people felt better, more alive, and the distressing symptoms
of "DOR-sickness" disappeared as well.
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The invention of the Reich Cloudbuster led to an entirely
new field of weather-control which Reich called Cosmic
Orgone Engineering. A responsible orgone engineer who is
thoroughly versed in the study of orgone-energy functions
can, with a Cloudbuster, change wind direction, bring about
clouds and rainfail in a previously cloud-free sky, lift fog, and
even stop rain, if desired. In 1953, Reich produced rain for a
group of blueberry farmers in Maine whose crops were being
destroyed because of severe drought. The farmers agreed
to pay Reich if he could bring sufficient rain in a specified
time, and the farmers paid Reich when his Cosmic Orgone
Engineering Operation proved successful. A local Maine
newspaper carried the story. Moreover, Reich sent reports of
his weather-control activities to the Maine Commissioner of
Agriculture, the Governor of Maine, and the U.S. Weather
Bureau. For the most part, however, his efforts brought
nothing but official silence.
Now we come to another amazing occurrence which was
to lead, eventually, to a meeting between William Moise and
top-level Air Force Intelligence personnel at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in Dayton. Ohio. The night is May 12. 1954.
Let us reconstruct this unprecedented event in Reich's own
words, as recorded on the Court records:
'I made aclual contact by way of the cloudbuster with luminous
objects in the sky on May 12,1954, between 9:40 and 10:45 p.m.
During this hour men on earth saw for the first time in the history
of man and his science two 'StarsYo the west fade oul several
of
times wben cosmic enerav was drawn from them. The shock
- ~.~
In's exper:ence was greai'enough not to repeat s~chaction unli
October 10,1954. The reason for the hesialon was obvio-slv the
risk to precipitate an Interplanetary war by such experimentation.
Easy contact was made on lhal faleful day with whal obviously
turned out to be a heretofore unknown type of UFO. I had
nesilated for weems to t.m r y c.o~dbus!erppes icward a 'star,
as 'f I had known that some of the oinking ;gnls hang.ng
. .in the
sky were not planets or fixed stars."
~

~

~

~

It should be noted that when Reich succeeded in actualiy
disabling the UFO by withdrawing its propulsive power (the
cosmic orgone energy), the DOR emergency situation over
his area improved considerably! There was no mistaking the
connection between UFOs, the presence of DOR, and
drought development. Reich did not repeat the stunning
Cloudbuster "Star" experiment again until the night of October 10, 1954 It was at this time that he succeeded again, in
the presence of several highly reliable witnesses, to disable
two UFOs. These spaceships were hovering silently in the
night sky, and each time Reich pointed his Cloudbuster at
them, they faded, their lights dimmed appreciably, they
wobbled as if in an attempt to get away, and then dimmed
out altogether!
It was after this second disabling of UFOs on October 10,
1954, that Wiiliam Moise, one of Reich's close associates
and a skilled Cloudbuster operator, made the long-distance
telephone call to General Harold E. Watson of ATiC.
As he told General Watson over the phone. Dr. Reich was
preparing a research expedition into the Southwest in order
to test his theory that DOR infestation of our planet Earth
was causing world-wide drought and desert development. It
was Reich's idea to travel with two mechanized Cloudbuster
units mounted on trucks, and Set Up a research camp in the

Arizona desert.
On the way west, Moise sent a telegram to General Watson confirming his arrival at Dayton Air Force Base on October 14, 1954. When Moise arrived, he phoned General
Watson, and his meeting with the General was confirmed for
4 p.m. When he arrived for his conference Moise was met
by Dr. W.H. Byers, a ATIC physicist, who told him he was
familiar with the work being done by the Orgone Institute. Dr.
Byers escorted Moise to the conference room where Air
Force Captain D.M. Hill and Mr. Harry Haberer, described as
a "civilian working with the Air Force in regard to the histoly
of UFOs," were also present. Moise was told that General
Watson was "unavailable."
Moise refused to discuss matters with anyone other than
General Watson. Angered over the General's nonappearance, Moise left the
conference room, stating
that, if necessary, he could
stay on for two more days to in March, 1957.
meet with the General. (All
the events at this crucial
meeting are documented in
Reich's book, Contact With
Space.) The following morning, October 15, 1954,
Captain Hill telephoned
Moise at the latter's Dayton
motel, apologized for Watson's absence and asked if
the "Orgone Institute would
report to Colonel Wertenbaker, the ATlC Deputy
Commander." Moise agreed,
and the meeting took place
between Colonel Wertenbaker, Captain Hill, Harry
Haberer and Moise at 9:30
a.m. on October 15, 1954.
At this conference, Moise presented Reich's crucial information regarding the disabling of UFOs, speaking for
nearly an hour while most of these gentlemen took notes.
This was followed by Reich's request (conveyed through
Moise) that Reich's space equations be "sealed and secured" by the USAF for safekeeping in the event something
happened to Reich. Colonel Wertenbaker readily agreed to
this request. As Moise's report of these events (given in
Contact With Space) indicates, he "showed the Colonel the
equations" and asked "if such a copy as I had with me could
be deposited, sealed with the Air Force to take care of such
a situation. Colonel Wertenbaker answered immediately that
this could be done and that the Air Force would respect the
confidence entrusted to it."
Reich and his research expedition proceeded to the
Arizona desert and began their first DOR-removal work on
November 2, 1954. Reich's theory, it will be recalled, was
that DOR is responsible for desert development. By removing DOR from the desert atmosphere, the natural functions
of cosmic orgone energy would be "revived," so to speak,

the atmospheric moisture would increase and rainfall could
then occur. This is precisely what happened! By December
1954, grass was actually growing more than a foot high in
previously desert soil! However, the UFOs, evidently aware
of Reich's desert-reversal operations, became increasingly
active. Each time Reich withdrew the DOR from the desert
atmosphere, UFOs would pour it back in again. In order to
maintain a DOR-free environment, Dr. Reich was forced to
turn his cloudbuster machines upon the hovering, harassing
UFOs!
Reich's conclusions are grim and very shocking. He
believed that UFOs are definitely contributing to world-wide
drought and desert development, and that unless mankind
reversed the DOR-assault upon our planet, Earth will soon
become another desert wasteland like the moonl Instead of
being honored and
rewarded for his
valiant efforts in UFO
research, Reich
returned from Arizona
to face false charges
brought against him
through the FDA by
certain political and
commercial hoodlums
in the United States
and abroad.
As we all know by
now from our "energy
crisis," energy runs
the world. And here
.
was a magnificent
scientist who discovered a freely available
source of cosmic
energy! Reich had
actually hooked up
electric motors that
ran on this limitless source of free cosmic power. He was
willing, freely and openly, to give this discovery to the United
States Government. An injunction was obtained through the
Food and Drug Administration which stated in effect that
Reich was a fraud and a quack, that there is no such thing
as "cosmic orgone energy," and that Reich claimed he could
cure, with this energy, all kinds of diseases from cancer to
the common cold. All of these FDA allegations are totally
false.
Nevertheless, Reich was imprisoned in Lewisburg Penitentiary for failure to comply with the FDA injunction. All of
his books, research publications and scientific literature were
banned and burned, and Reich was found dead in his cell
on November 3, 1957, just one week before he was to be
released. Reich's disabling of UFOs is on the record. His
"greening" of the Arizona desert is also on the record. Today, there is renewed interest, worldwide, in Wilhelrn Reich's
UFO research-the only genuinely scientific UFO research
that offers Earthmen the slightest hope of combating the
increasing DOR-assault upon our planet..
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Cellular Phone-Brain Tumor Link?
Last December, headlines assured us that cellular
telephones were safe and did not cause brain tumors.
Industry spokespeople trumpeted the news and decried
public "hysteria" over the issue. Now, the study on which
the headlines were based has been declared invalid by
the scientist who performed it, and the FDA is now
advis ng people to use hand-held cellular phones only
%hen necessaw.' Tne studv had been done bv Om
Ghandi, chairman of the ~epartmentof ~lectricalEngineering of the University of Utah, and was declared
invalid by Ghandi as well as other scientists who reviewed it. "This is a scientific process, and yes, you find
some errors," admitted George Carlo, chairman of the
seemingly impartial Scientific Advisory Group on Cellular
Telephone Research, an outtit actually established by
the industry. Questions about the phones' safety were
prompted by a lawsuit filed last year by David Reynard of
Madeira Beach. Fla.. alleging that his wife Susan's death
was caused by a brain tumor triggered by radiation from
her cellular phone. ( F t Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel)

-

Baseball Conspiracy
Gerald A. Carroll, and adjunct assistant professor at
the University of Iowa's School of Journalism, has
charged that the suspension of the major league baseball season is a conspiracy hatched by the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR). Noting that Richard Ravich,
chief negotiator for the major league owners, is a CFR
member, Carroll believes that the baseball shutdown is a
CFR attempt to undermine a traditional American sport
and that the CFR power brokers want to break the back
of a small group of affluent athletes who could be an
obstacle to the CFR's drive for one-world government.
Critics of Carroll's theory, likely proposed in jest, should
note that Baseball Hall of Famer Steve Carlton came
under heavy fire last year for 'saying publicly that a small
clique of international bankers rules the world. (The
Spotlight, 30 weeks for $19.94, 1-800-522-6292)

.

Compiled by
Al Hidell

International Cult Murders
While 'cult experts" initially labeled the autumn
deaths of fifty members of the Order of the Solar Temple
in Switzerland and Canada the result of a "suicide pact,"
it's now clear that It was a case of mass murder. Salvan,
Switzerland police chief Bernard Geiger has stated, 'It
would be more proper to talk of a collective murder than
a suicide..."and police said that most of the shots that
killed the victims were not Rred by the three rifles found
near the dead.
Like Lee Hawey Oswald, cult founder Luc Jouret had
a confusing mix of left- and right-wing political associations in his past. From 1965 to 1975, Jouret was an
actrve member of a Belg~anComm~nistyouth league,
but prlor to estaolisn'ng hls cult ne Pad belonaed to the
~ e Order
w
of the ~emple,a cult founded by a ~ r e n c h
right-wing extremist in 1968. He has also been connected to Chinese and Peruvian Marxist groups. Meanwhile, Jouret associate Joseph di Mambro is said to have
been connected to Nazis during World War II.
Another odd aspect of the case is the fact that the
interior of the cult Temple contained images (an Egyptian
sphinx, a rose and cross, a grail) that suggest links to a
secretive and ancient religious sed known as the Ca-
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thars. The Cathars, similar in philosophy to the Knights
Templar, were severely persecuted and massacred by
the Catholic Church. The Cathars andlor the Knights
Templar are thought by some to have possessed powerful secrets relating to the life of Christ and perhaps the
Holy Grail itself.
Perhaps most significant in this case is the fact that
both Jouret and di Mambro had been under investigation
by the RCMP in Canada for arms running and money
laundering. While a recent CNN report did mention that
the cult may have been involved with international
money laundering, this angle has not been widely reported or investigated. (Reuters. CNN. Holy Blood,
Holy Grail)
The "Medical CIA"
A semi-secret wing of the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) was founded in 1951, and continues ils
shadowy work today. Among epidemiologists, it is often
half-jokingly referred to as the 'medical CIA." The Epidemic Intelligence Sewice (EIS) recruits recent medical
or biological graduates, who undergo several weeks of
intensive training at the CDC's Atlanta headquarters.
Graduates are then assigned to various stafe or local
health departments, where they effectively act as the
"eyes and ears" of the CDC. When their two-year'tour of
duty" ends, EIS officers must remain prepared to retum
to active duty at any time. For example, during a war or
"national emergency," the EIS would operate under any
emergency powers granted the CDC, potentially including conducting quarantines and forced mass immunizations. The nearly 2,000 EIS alumni have gone on to high
positions within the medical establishment, including the
Surgeon General's ofice and World Health Organization.
In these capacities, they may continue to selve as the
CDC's surveillance arm, as well as seemingly "independent" advocates for CDC policies. Members do not
tend to discuss their amliation, however, and public
availability of the EIS membership directory has been
suppressed since 1993. (Bryan J. Ellison. from a forthcoming book, Inventing Aids)
J u s t a Coincidence?
O n June 13 1993, soon afler announcing that Pennsylvania Governor Robert P. Casey would require a
lifesaving heart and liver transplant, doctors reported that
they had located donor organs of the right tissue, blood
type, and size for the governor. Within hours. Casey was
on the operating table, and transplant surgeon Dr. Thomas Starzl was sewing in the heart and liver of a recent
black murder victim. 34-year old William Michael Lucas.
Because the average wait for a heart alone is one year,
Dr. John Young, one of Casev's other surgeons. has
adm~tled,'We were concerneb about people's perceptlon that thls smacks of favor~t'smor conspiracy " (In
contrast to Casey, a young Pennsylvania girl recently
died after 10 years on an organ waiting list.) A man
involved with the Lucas beating. Christopher Claud Gary,
had been working forthe Pennsylvania Attorney General's Westmoreland County Drug Task Force as an informant. The charges against the alleged ringleader of
the group of men who beaf Lucas, Ron Whethers, were
dropped when a c ~ alcw.tness disappeared and refused to test.b (Business Week. Greensbura PA

blame the saucer people or the
Illuminati. If we are unhappy with
the decisions people make, we
can blame mind control It may
.I seem like harmless fun to pile
spurious crimes on top of the very
.
Ireal ones committed by, say, an E.
Howard Hunt. But you do e shameful thing
,
when you
/:
. .jump. on the ritual abuse
./F
bandwagon, and repeat charges leveled
against innocent people [PARANOIA lssue 51;
you lose sight of the fact that it could easily
be you or me accused in these cases. As
c~
NO Spam
.?.c.>." Absolutely, without a doubt, this is
people who would appear to revel in being
part of the fringe, please tell me why you
top o' the line quality material here. I read
[PARANOIA] inside and out, upside down and would align yourself with state power, as
exercised by prosecutors and police. OK, you
backwards There's no SPAM frying here,
printed a disclaimer ... Fair enough. Since you
just plain, lay it on the line, chip off the ol'
block, relative truth! Buy bulk back issues end are "committed to critical thought," I urge you
to secure permission to reprint the enclosed
pass 'em out. Hell, stand up on a soapbox on
Main Street! Wear a bow tie! And praise BOB article on the McMartin Tunnels, and publish
it by way of rebuttal.
Matt L. via email
or kill me! Yessirree Bob! There's nothing like
[Matt: Our article did point out that the
a little down home truth to ruin your
McMartin defendants were found not
consumer frenzy. Buy it. Learn. Prepare.
E. M. Tatsuhwa, via email guilty, but your point is well taken.
Regarding the article you enclosed by
M o r e on P h o e n i x
Debbie Nathan, it is i n fact a well.argued
In your sfory on the death of River Phoenix case against the McMartin accusers.
[PARANOIA lssue 61 you confess to confusion However, I have not a t this time been able
regarding "whether River Phoenix had been
t o secure Ms. Nathan's reprint permission.
contacted by, or was going to be contacted
Debbie, did you get m y e-mail?-All
by, the Argentine prosecutors M y point in
6+6+6
my July Hustler article PFamily Ties'l, that
Has anyone noticed that 18 years are
Phoenix was a prospective witness for the
unrecorded in the life of Christ; 18 pages are
prosecution, was not i n reference to the
missing from John Wilkes Booth's diary; 18
Argentine sexual abuse case. By the time
minutes are erased from the Nixon tapes;
Phosnix died, investigations of the [Family of
Hangar 18 is said to contain the Roswell
Love] sect had spread throughout South
spacecraft wreckages; and finally- 6+6+6
America In fact, Clarin reported on
-181 Yours until we put out the Eye in tho
September 12. 1993, "All over Latin America,
Illuminati pyramid,
Satanic and esoteric rites have been the
Cedric K. Madison, WI
subject of complaints concerning the sect." All
of this war filtered out of the American press,
Setting T e x e Straight
which falsely reported that no medical
Just read my f i s t PARANOIA and was
evidence of abuse was found and simply
very favorably impressed! But I really have to
dropped the story after an initial flurry of
respond to Texe Marrs' attack an San
coverage. As a result, the investigation that
Francisco's Glide Memorial Church
directly concerned River Phoenix-of Ihe San
[PARANOIA lssue 41. 1 don't know where Mr.
Cristobel, Venezuela branch of the Family,
Merrs
comes from, but I'd be willing to bet
which raised himwould have, if at all
comprehensive, included the involvement of his there isn't much diversity in his region. By
parents. Had Phoenix lived, his account of sex singling out the hookers' convention. which
was actually a women's empowerment event
with adults at the ago af four would surely
and hosted very few, if any, hookers, Mr.
have been of interest to Venezuelan
Marrs attempts to make some kind of
authorities.
Alex Constantine, Los Angeles CA Memorial Church-Jezebel cult equation. What
about the hundreds of other charitable and
fundraising events that Glide and its pastor,
R i t u a l A b u s e Conspiracies
Cecil Williams, have put on over the years?
As a minor player in the world of
And the congregation is "strongly pro-gay."
conspiracies, I did my part to advance the
Oh, my word! Over the years, the Church's
paranoiac world view. I now renounce my
former activities. It is a futile game; if we are dining room has fed breakfast, lunch and
dinner to thousands of low-income Tenderloin
not happy with our lives, we can always
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residents The Church and its congregation
is also mostly Black and has a proud history
of championing progressive causes. To print a
rave such as Mr. Marrs' does a great
disservice to the integrity of your periodical.
Please get rid of crap like this in future
issues.
Michael R. San Francisco, CA
[Mike: I'm uleased that vou have
balanced out Mr. Marrs' admittedly
one-sided view of the Church. ~ o k e v e r ,I
believe that the "integrity." if any, of
PARANOIA, would actually be damaged if
We were to use some sort o f "politically
correct" or "progressive" filter t o block
certain viewpoints. For w h a t it's worth,
I'm sure Mr. Marrs doesn't agree with
everything w e publish, either.-All
Underground Developments
This concerns the theft of my material
without attribution by Serge Monast, the
FrenchXanadien "Investigative Plagiarist." ...
After reading his press release advertising his
new book [about UN Concentration Campsl, I
have determined that 80% to 90% of the
material on the release comes from my book!
The man is nothing if not bold. And here's
the kicker-in some cases he has copied my
stuff word.for-word and still gotten the
spelling and syntax jumbled. A rare talent.
Also, thank you for the review of my book
Underground Bases and Tunnels
[PARANOIA lssue 61. However, I would like
to point out that the review erroneously
states that I have concluded that the military
has built an extensive, secret underground
tunnel system. In fact, I have not reached
such a conclusion. I explicitly say in my book
that I have no hard proof in that regard. What
1 do present are actual plans for such a
system. But plans are not the same as real
tunnels ... Where underground bases and
installations are concerned, the matter is
different: there are many of them and they
are very real.
Richard Sauder, PO Box 81543,
Albuquerque. NM 87198
IA new edition of Underground Tunnels and
Bases will be available in January, 1995.
from Mr. Sauder for $16.90 postpaid.-All
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Bobby Beausoleil-who became one of
Manson's most beloved hippie
henchman-was lead singer in a pseudo
psychedelic rock band named Orkustra
around the time of Manson's arrival on the
Haight, and also starred in occultist Kenneth Anger's experimental film Invocation
of My Demon Brother (1969). That film
also featured Anton LaVey, and a brief
appearance by Rolling Stones frontman
Mick Jagger, who also composed the
soundtrack. Around that time, Jagger also
w-wrote the Stones' classic opus "Sympathy for the Devil."
After working with filmmaker Anger,
Bobby Beausoleil sank to greater depths,
burrowing down into the deep dark pit of
Helter Skelter accompanied by Sexy
Sadie, Tex Watson, Patricia Krenwinkel, et
al. Watson is perhaps the most guilty and
dangerous of them all, including Manson.
Today, Watson has found Christ as his
personal savior and has a mail-order
ministry which he operates from prison,
apparently making serious bucks and
attracting true believers.
Satan's Top 407
Aleister Crowley-the renowned Satanist
and druglsex experimenter-greatly influenced late sixties rock music, as well as
the contemporary Heavy Metal DevilWorshippers. Crowley died and presumably went to Hell in 1947, but his evil spirit
made a comeback in the sixties with the
resurgence of interest in the occult. In fact,
he appears among the myriad of famous
faces adorning the cover of the Beatles'
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band.
While that is not indisputable evidence that
the four Liverpudlian Lads were also part
of the Satanic Underground, the Beatles
were in fact one of the first rock group to
explore backward masking, and the use of
subliminal and "coded" messages in their
songs. Hence, the "Paul is Dead" hoax.
And the Beatle song that Manson said
inspired him, the title of which his followers
wrote in blood on Sharon Tate's wall. (Hint:
it wasn't "I Want to Hold Your Hand.")
In the early 80s, Christian broadcasters
Paul and Jan Crouch produced one of the
first television segments on backward
masking. In this fascinating broadcast, they
played several rock songs backwards, by
artists including Led Zeppelin, ELO, and
Black Oak Arkansas. On one tune from the
Black Oak Live album could be heard the

The Rolling

Stones' infamous
1969 Altamont
concert was a
harbinger of
things t o come;
just the tip of
Satan's iceberg.
words "Natas, Natas"Satan spelled
backwards-raspily repeated over and over
in a devilish growl. Similarly, another researcher has demonstrated that Aeorosmith's "Walk this Way" sounds a lot like
"Hail Satan" when played backwards.
Some believe that such subliminal messages are poisoning the minds of susceptible listeners, who receive these sacrilegious missives surreptitiously and go on to
perform evil deeds. Such an evil deed
shook the small town of Northport, New
York in the Summer of 1984. The incident
involved three teenage boys, all from
"good" homes: Rlcky Kasso (photo at left),
Jimmy Troiano and Gary Lauwers.
On the night of June 16, the three got
together in a local park to do some mescaline, smoke some pot, and listen to a tape
of Black Sabbath's Ozzy Osbourne, who
most assuredly led." Within a few hours,
Lauwers was dead, stabbed at least thirty
times in what police called a "sacrificial"
and Satanic "cult killing." Kasso, it was
said, had repeatedly ordered Lauwers to
"Say you love Satan" as he stabbed him,
while Lauwers could only cry for his
mother.
The police and media labeled it a "Satanic" killing based on testimony given at
the trial, as well as the presence near the
scene of grafitti proclaiming such sentiments as "666and "Satan Rules." Alparanoia
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though there were clearly Satanic
elements in the killing, as well as in
the heavy metal music the boys oflen
listened to, there is no evidence
whatsoever that tine music "compelled"
the action, or that the killing was part
of organized Satanic "cult" activity. In
fact, the killing appears to have hsd
more to do with Kasso's drugged-out
state, and his anger at Lauwers for
not having paid him for an order of
mescaline. However, Kasso's jailhouse suicide, and the subsequent
acquittal of Jimmy Troiano, raised the
possibility that there was more to the
story. (Perhaps the most horrifying
aspect of the killing was reported by
David St.Clair in his book Say You
Love Satan. He quotes a Northport
real estate saleswoman's lament that
"the worst thing" about the incident
was that it "lowered property
values.")
Mellow Slaves
Recently, a commentator on a
Christian television show was waxing
elephants on the subject of "Satanism in Rock." Not surprisingly, Aleister Crowley was the first person he
mentioned before launching into a
devil-bashing diswurse on the world
of rock n' roll, where everyone from
screamin' demons like Judas Priest
to mellow countrylrock groups like
the Eagles [See PARANOIA Issue 1,
"Mellow Slaves to Satan?"-ed.] are
part and parcel of the backwardmasking demonic conspiracy, beguiling our misguided youth and leading
them into the wicked world of Drugs,
Sex, Satan...and "The Simpsons."
To illustrate his point, the wmmen.
tator showed a clip from "The Simpsons" in which Homer and God have a
talk about why Homer hasn't been to
Church lately. I found it hysterical,
though the faithful in the flock were
not laughing. In fact they all looked
quite distressed. Maybe there was
something going around; some sinister strain of intestinal flu, perhaps?
Heads Will Roll
In the 70s, Creem magazine was
the rag to read if you wanted to keep
Up with the Heavy Metal scene. The
hugely successful group Led Zeppelin
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was a frequent presence on its slick
yet gaudy pages, with stories of Zeppelin guitarist Jimmy Page's famous
haunted castle, once owned by none
otiner lhan FAr. AIeis!?r Cro:,iey. (Page
is said to have reported various
creepy apparitions, including a disembodied head ru!lii)g c-wr: ill? sir~~rway.) It seems Page was heavily
involved in the supernatural, owning at
one time an occult bookstore. Another
item of interest concerning Page was
that he composed music, not used, for
the aforementioned Kenneth Anger's

Jimi Hendrlx

film, Lucifer Rising (1970).
Rumor has it that the woes which
befell Led Zep toward the end of the
seventies were due to a curse upon
the band caused by Jimmy Page's
endeavor into the Dark Side. Given
the death of Robert Plant's son, in
addition to the drinking- and drugrelated demise of drummer John
Bonham, some believe that the Zeppelinites were paying their just and
due karma for years of reckless and
deviant behavior; specifically that Of
Jimmy Page, who was said be a
notorious dNg abuser
'pent his
idle hours poking Pubescentjailbait
babes usually 14 years or younger.
paranoia

Standing at the Crossroads
Other performers besides Led
Zeppelin may have been victims of
Satanic curses, signing pacts that
came due too early in their music
careers. Ironically, the guy who
probably started it all was a man who
inspired Jimmy Page: blues guitarist
Robert Johnson. As legend has it,
some time around the Great Depression, the struggling Johnson made a
pact with the Devil while "standing at
the crossroads." The deal provided
him with awesome guitar-playing

named Ingrid ~hompsonsnorted up

a bunch of wke and shared a cup of
ritual blood. They then fornicated
wildly, howling like banshees. Afler
this wicked night of blood-drenched
sex, Morrison woke up to discover the
woman gone, and himself and the
sheets of his bed dry-caked with
blood. This scared the shit out of even
wildman Jim, who rushed out of the
den of wickedness only to die in Paris
a few years later under mysterious
circumstances.
A few months previously, Morrison
had married witch Patricia Kennelywhile at the same time betrothed to
common-law wife Pamela-in a secret
Wiccan ritual. However, it is important

to note that witches (or Wiccans) like
Kennely are not Satanists. Rather,
they worship the ancient forces of
nature: the Great Mother and her
counterpart, the Horned God.
And then there's Jimi Hendrix. In an
interview conducted afler his death,
one of his many concubines stated
that Hendrix had been prone to fits
and seizures where-driven to the
point of madness-he'd pull his hair
and go nuts, thinking himself possessed by evil entities. Was Hendrix
himself the "Voodoo Chile"? Was Jimi
tapped into strange spirits that in
the end took his life at the pinnacle of a brilliant career?
The song has remained the
same for many other rock legends, from Buddy Holly to Kurt
Cobain. Afler all the gifts of
Heaven and Earth were bestowed to them at young ages,
in a snap of a finger they were
taken away. Does this not sound
like a pact with el Diablo?

-

Satanic Underaround
In The Ultimate Evil, Maury
Terry connects Charles Manson
with various rock stars from the
sixties who in turn were connected to a sinister Satanic
Underground of drugs, sex, ritual
murder and-ostensibly-The
Process Church, a Satanic religious organization formed in England during the psychedelic

the cocaine fast lane, apparently
working as a bodyguard for the producer. Soon afler Radin's messy
demise, Mr. Wilson found God and
picked up the Bible, becoming a
Baptist Minister. Like Mansonoid Tex
Watson, David "Son of Sam" Berkowitz is yet another recent Christian
convert. Do you see an odd pattern
here, or is it all just coincidence?
Two more rock stars alleged to
have been connected to the celebrity
Satanic Undergroundwere Mama
Cass and John Phillips of the Mamas

Sharon Tate, Mama Cass and John
Phillips: Tate, of course, was brutally
killed by the Mansonites; Cass soon
died, allegedly done in by a sandwich
on which she choked; and John Phillips' life was nearly destroyed by his
growing drug addiction. (Today, Phillips is clean and drug-free, due in part.
it Is said, to the encouragement of
friend Mick Jagger.)
Chuck is Chic
Surprisingly, Manson had other
celebrity connections. Prior to the
TatelLa Bianca murders and
Chuck's ignominious fall from
grace, Beach Boy Dennis Wilson
.IS sa~d
. to have been a Manson

1 The Uki~nateEvil,

Mallrv Terry conneclfj .
ehalalefj i\lans()n \vith
v8pj0~18rock star8 froni
tile sixties ~110ill t11~11
were @onne@
teQ to a
sinigter Satanic Ulldepgroound of drugs, sex,
and rit~lalmurder

sixties.
attributes this Satanic
Underground to not only the Tate1I-a
Bianca murders, but also Son of Sam
kiliings of the 1970s. Terry's thesis is
that while David Berkowitz did in fact
commit some of the Son of Sam
murders, Others were
by
this Satanic Underground, namely a
character named Manson 2,who is
still at large. (In 1993, Berkowitz
himself claimed the involvement of
unnamed Others, part of a Satanic
Cult, in The Son of Sam murders.)
According to Terry, Manson 2
played a pivotal part in the drugrelated murder of ROY Radin, Producer
of the film The Cotton Club. Actor
Demand Wilson, of the 70s sitcom
Sanford and Son, appears to have
also been connected with Radin and

l)i

and Papas. After achieving phenomerial success wih that group, John
phillips seemedto be the crown
a
prince
ofthe ~~~l~~~d
mover and shaker who knew the
right people and made all the right
moves, financially and socially. Legat his posh
endary were the
pad in the ~
~
lH~IIS,
l where
~ a~
Who Of Hip were known fiequently to gather, gettinghigh and
cutting deals, plotting the new revolution of drugs, left-wing politics and
sexual liberation. Mr. Terry suggests it
was at some of these parties where
the paths of Roman Polanski, Sharon
Tate and the rest of the star-struck
Cielo Drive crowd initially crossed with
the M~~~~~clan,Fining the familiar
panem, misfortune soon fell upon
paranoia

supporter. Manson and his "fam11y"d.~ d,in fact live in Dennis'
house for a few months, supported by Wilson. Soon, Manson
was recordina some sonas at
Dennis' brother (and fellow Beach
BOY)Brian Wilson's home studio.
However, Dennis soon became
frightened by Manson and fled the
house, whose lease was about to
run out anyway. Manson and
friends remained, but were soon
evicted by the landlord (not an
enviabletask.) everth he less, a
song by Manson, with slightly
altered lyrics, appears on the
Beach Boys album 2012r The
original song was prophetically
titledUCeaseto Exist," but it is
called "Never Learn Not to Love"
on the album.
Because he dared to alter Man-

son's "sacred lyrics, and also failed to
get him a recording contract with
producer Terry Melcher, Manson
apparently grew to hate Dennis Wiison. Some believe that the TateILa
Bianca murders were actually a
twisted warning to Terry Meicher, who
~
d
was living at the murder scene just
weeks before the killings occurred. In
addition, a few days after the murders,
Manson showed up at Dennis Wilson's
Manson
house.aDennis
bullet and
was on tour,
the but

answering the door to tell
Wilson that "this is for you."
Tragically, Dennis Wilson died an
early and (according to the late conspiracy researcher Mae Brussell)
winter 1994/95 @

mysterious drowning
death in 1983. Was
this the result of a
Mansonvendettaor
curse? Did Dennis
Wilson possess
knowledge that would
have turned Satan's
Mighty Underground
upside down if revealed? Or did he die,
as friends report, in
what was nothing
more sinister than a
drunken swimming
accident?
Before her own
untimely death.
Brussell was researchina the miliJlrn morrlson
tary's involvement
with the occult, Satanism and child abductions vis-a-vis
Satanist and military intelligence officer Michael Aquino,
and others. Did she discover certain secrets that led to her
undoing? (Some believe the cancer which killed Mae was
created in a lab and injected, a scenario which Lee Harvey
Oswald's killer Jack Ruby believed applied to his own fatal

cancer. But that's another story.) In the 90s, singer Axl
Rose has become Charles Manson's latest celebrity s u p
porter. Rose has been criticized for recording a Manson
song, wearing and selling Manson T-shirts at Guns and
Roses concerts, and sharing the profits with Charlie. Why is
he doing this? Pehaps Rosa is simply trying to attract
publicity through his shocking and controversial actions. If
so, he wouldn't be the first rock star to do so.
However, this might instead be a sign that a new generation of rockers has begun to play the same old dangerous game, courting forces more sinister than they or their
fans can imagine:
A previous version of this article was first published
in Off the Deep End. PO Box 85874, Seattle, WA
98145. Current Issue $3.50, 4-issue sub $12.00.

You Can Get A New Social
Security Number...
And then you can disappear from
Big Brother. An amazing new report
reveals how t o force the government
t o issue you a new, legal SSN.
For more information, lush $1 to:
"Underground," 305 Spring Creek
Suite 327,
Texas 75248.
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lei!Yitv Hoax
An icortoclastic alternative to tlte slop found in tlrepolitically
correct troughs of mainstream media
is a newsletter publication available on a per
lssue
.
basis. Each issue contains razor sharp ranting which hacks its way through the informationjungle proffered
by the planetary owners. Issue #5 available Winter 1994.

kdlty Hoax

Price is $3 domestic and $4 foreign, payable in carefully
wrapped CASH (devalued U.S. currency O.K.) or checW
money order made out to: Reality Hoar.
Address all orders and correspondence to:

Are yo,, sick oad firer1 ofheittg forcibly sodoatized by
Jiizlty pprcvorieolors wlrose focus lies, sot in llre
presearolioa oJlrurh, brrl itr lhe erealion ofconflict?

P.O. Gox 428
Cornell, W I 54732-0428
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Water under
the bridge

believe 111eevider~ceiturrarrts a serious reappraisal of
the raosr irrfa,~rousmotor vehicle accident ill history.
for wlriclt Ted Kennedy had rto cltoice brrt to take tlte
blarrre. Should we j~rstlet sleepirrg corpses lie? Eve11
rlratrglr Ke~etedyis still alive, 111is CIA-orchestrated
a~r~lirrslt
I@ himpolin'cally deod. Forced to lie abortt
being behind rlre ~~lteel,
Kerlrredy dropped orrl of the
presiderrrial campaign r~irremotrtlrs later. Arrd tltat ~nlkir~g
copse
110s beerr lie-ing for 25 years.

Dean: ...if they get those bank records
between the start of July of 1969 through June of
1971 ... there wmes Chappaquiddick with a vengeance ...
Nixon: (unintelligible)
Dean: ...if they get to it ...that is going to come out and this
whole thing can turn around on that. If Kennedy knew what a bear
trap he was walking into...
Watergate tape, 3113173

Give us a hint 'Teddy. A wink and a nod. With CL.
glirzs at your back, how deliberate were your mnysterioris
hints like "when I filly realized what happened" and
"whetherthe girl ?night still be alive somewhere out of
the i~r~mediate
area..."?DO you h o w who really killed
Ma~yJo Kopechne?
A lecture by Robert B. Cutler to the Providence (RI)
Conspiracy League, October 29,1994. Edited by Joan w r c .

A n the matter of Chappaquiddick, it's a very easy. thinq- to

resolve if you first make;p your mind thai, of course, Teddy
was running aHer the girls, that he leH the party to go to the
he Chappaquiddick "accider~t"occirrred just thir- beachfor sex, that he was
and ,hat the party was in
teen months afrer the U3Sa~Sinationof Robert effect nothing more than a drunken brawl. This is the story that
beell the media tried so hard to make it out as. It's simple to say what
Kennedy, It was nclno,& tllat Teddy
and to believe what Teddy himself said happened, but
drinking heavily during tllose molltlzs,traur,,a,ized happenedd,
~fyou read the transcript of the inquest and you're thinking to
assmsillationsof
of his brothers,A ~ e @ e/lit~ l yourself %hat the hell is going on here" and you go after the
on the third Kennedy brother's political career, there- FACTS of the case, you've got a different story.
fore, did not necessitate la'llinx him. 61 fact, a tllird
Here's a test: sitting in your car on dry land, try getting out from
>/looting would /mve been poo;ly advised; as jl would under the steering wheel and climbing out your c i ~ n d o w Now
.
flip
your
car
completely
upside-down
and
try
to
climb
out
of
that
a sleepillg citizenly to the ~~onspiracy
~2 ill
have
window with water rushing in, on a pitch-dark moonless night. Try
charge of America's Seat of Power.
to think about that and I think you'll see that it really is impossible.
Using Teddy's lveahlessfor alcohol asdlrrt him was theperfect We're down to Sherlock Holmes: "When vou have eliminated the
way to shrdalize hirn out of llrepresiderr&l roce of 1972. No better impossible, whatever remains, no matter 'how improbable, must
trap could lmi'e beer1 set rlran arr eilgirreered autor~robileacciderrt be the truth.' There is no question in my mind that it is impossible
aper a p a q which had irrvolved "booze, blorrdes, arrd tlte beach. " for Ted Kennedy to climb out that window. Therefore Teddy was
Brrt You the People rtever had the charice lo hear the ivhole story. not in the car and it was an engineered accident.
Marly quesriorrs wererreverproperly arrswered, rrlaay ~ O l l a d i ~ t i O ~ !How
~ do you get Teddy out of that car? How do you get him
trot addressed. Now, aj?er 25 years of rfistorirort arid C O w + p , tl~e walking over a rnlle back to the wHage after the accident, walklng
Clrappaqurddrck accrdml llrar Afled Mary Jo Kopeclutc, Bobb) past two or three liahted ho~ses.a fre house? It's un maa~nable
Introduction by Joan WArc

T
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What reallv ha~ened

front-running Democrat, then you
have the answer. If you can assume that answer for a while.. vou
*
,
can go back and prove it to yourself, because there is no other
answer as far as Ipersonally am
concerned, afler looking at all the
facts up close.
I, I,
Engineering a n Accident
it took me a long time to take all the facts of the Chappaquiddick case-the damage to the car, the damage to Ted Kennedy.
~ i $ ~ o u ' v egot the 'skidmarks" on the bridge, which are not
hit on the head and possibly kicked in the back, as the doctofs
skidmarks at all because they go absolutely straight! Skidmarks
report suggests. If you take the fact that the car windshield is
would indicate that brakes were used, so there would be a
swerve to them. There are two paraiiel marks on the Nbrail going smashed, the roof is damaged, and evely panel on the right side
of the car is completely smashed, with all the glass on the inside
in the same direction, no swerving. Now anyone coming toward
that bridge would have turned the wheel at least a little bit; it's not of the car, the driver side mirror post hanging by one bolt; if you
much, only about a 23 degree turn is all that's necessary to avoid take all these facts, then you have to ask how could you have all
of that with a car that could only have limped off the edge of a
going off into the "drink." But there are no turn marks. The marks
bridge at 22 miles per hour? The answer is, of course, you can't.
are absolutely straight, so you have to wonder how those marks
were made, because they were not made by somebody going 22
A s s Over Tea Kettles
miies per hour, as Ted Kennedy claims.
It is physically impossible for a car to do a flip of that sort and
The registry report shows the measurements of the marks,
wind uo with damaae to front, roof and sides all at once! You
where the car was from
can, by going ass over
starting point and where
tea kettles, shatter the
It could have been a
it ended up and all that,
windshield and damall done very scientifiage the roof, but you
they
could
cally, but nobody paid a
can't get the right side.
damn bit of attention to
have taken Teddy out
If you fall off the edge.
it! The final report of the
maybe you could get
forcibly, or pretended to be
Registry of MotorVehithe right side damcles in Massachusetts
aged, but those panels
says exactly what
are really beat in and
Teddy says: that he
the windows are comCuriously, Teddy said in a
was traveling at 22
pletely shattered, with
magazine article a few years
miies per hour!
the glass on the inside.
That doesn't happen
The judge at inquest
later "I always thought Mary
at 22 miles per hour.
never paid attention to
Therefore, it seems
those things. RememJo
safe to say that Ted
ber, there was no trial
for the death of Mary Jo Kopechne. It was just a hearing to deKennedy's Chappaquiddick accident was engineered.
termine the facts of the case and whether there was negligence.
LeYs figure out what happened to the front mirror post. If you
and that's what the judge found, of course: that Ted Kennedy
take a line, secure it to the wheel, pass ti out through thevent
was negligent in leaving the scene, and failing to report a motor
and secure it to the mirror post so that the front wheels stay
vehicle accident.
straight, whal's going to happen when the front wheel hits the
Also curious is the fact that the car literally "flewT36 feet into
Nbrail on the edge of the bridge? Something has to give! So with
the air. In other words, when you measure from the point of
the car moving at about 40 miles per hour by the time it hit the
takeoff to where the engine landed, you've got 36 feet. Now an
rubrail, going at a slight angle so that the right front wheel hit
engine of that weight (Oldsmobile) does not travel 36 feet at 22
slightly before the left, there was a shimmy there, a pull. The front
mph! John Farrar, a fireman and scuba diver, the one who dove
wheel wants to turn but the line securing the steering wheel pulls
down and found Mary Jo, had an engineer friend estimate how
straight, so the weakest point lets go, that's the bolt holding the
fast the car had to be going in order for the weight of the car to
mirror post. I think that if the front wheels hadn't been tied somego that 36 feet, and it comes out to 40 miles per houri If you think how to the steering wheel, the wheels wouid have turned and the
in t e n s of 40 miles per hour, that's not Teddy driving, that's
car would have roiled over sideways off the bridge. The car didn't
something else! So right away you begin to think of an engiroll, it flipped back end over front. There was, of course, no
neered accident. And when you begin to think about this in those
mention of anyone finding any rope.
tens, you've got an entirely different frame of reference.
One question might be how to get the car going that fast.
Political Assassination
There are some very smart people who could figure that one out.
It could have been a wedge holding down the gas pedal or
Now, why wouid anybody want to engineer an accident involvmaybe they just boosted up the carburetor or got into the linkage
ing Teddy Kennedy, and why would Teddy say that he drove off
somehow. There's plenty of ways to engineer an accident. But in
the bridge himself? These aren't easy questions to answer. But
this case, I'm thinking once the friction is gone from the rear
nine months after the Chappaquiddick "accident" Ted Kennedy
wheels and the engine
from, let's say, 2000 to 5000 revs,
announced 'I am not a candidate for the Democratic nomination
. goes
.
in the presidential race for campaign '72.'' If you begin to underAbove: Edgartowo Police Chief Domenick Arena sits on the submerged
stand that this isa political assassination in order to get rid of the
accident car, unaware that Mary Jo Kopechne is in the vehicle.

roadblock,

Secret Service.

got away,"
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done? The only way I can think of is some type of needle and
you've got a tremendous force. It must have been fairly loud!
syringe. And I'm thinking that perhaps they hit a blood vessel
Wlth the front end heavier than the rear end, the weight of the
when they punctured the neck. They got the alcohol in but pune
engine weighing the front down, the rear end flies up and over.
lured something, and the blood ended up all over the back of the
Mary Jo's Blouse
The facts of the victim. Mary Jo Kopechne, are also important: blouse when she was laying in the back seat.
The Ambush: A Scenario
the victim had I believe a .I0 blood alcohol level. That is not
The mortician. Walter Frye, went over the body very, very
consistent with Mary Jo's behavior! All of her friends, the socarefully and found no bumps, no scratches, no nothing. Just a
called "Boiler Room Girls" stated emphatically that she was a
little something under the fingernails where she had been clawing
non-drinker!Therefore, when you've got .I0 alcohol, which was
in the footwell of the upturned car. Quite peculiar. What
practically legally drunk in the state of Massachusetts at the
happened? You also have to try to figure out how
time, there's something that daesn't jibe, so you have
Teddy got his wounds. He was hit on the
to question that one. Put that with another fact,
head and on the back and was in a
that on the back of the blouse, almost all the
neck brace for a time. His medical
way down the back and both sleeves, a
exam indicated that he was
vely large area, and especially around
more damaged than Mary Jo
the collar, residual traces of blood
except, of course. that Mary
were found in testing about three
Jo lost her life. So if you
weeks afler the accident.
put ail these facts
I found out about it at
together, a possible
the time and Icalled the
mronefs OW
at the
scenario
Public Works Department
emerges:
Teddy and Mary
on Commonwealth Aven
Jo left the party at the same time, most
think his name was McHugh, and I spoke to
in attendance at the party say it was 11:15.
him on the telephone. I explained that I was
Mary Jo was tired and Teddy was tired, he
d ~ n agbook on Chappaquiddick and would
had raced that day, so he offered her a ride
like to make a drawing ofthe blouse and the
back to the hotel, which meant they had to
areas where the residual blood traces were
make the last ferry before midnight. Somefound. He initially agreed to provide the inwhere between the cottage and the feny.
formation and wanted me to call him back the
somebody intervened. I call ilan
next week. When I called back for verifmtion
ambush. N depends on what you
a week later, he was very upset and stated in A Big Laundromat: The residual
mean by ambush. It could have
no uncertain terms that he could not speak
bloodstains on Mary Jo's blouse
about the Kennedy case. He wanted nothing to (from an illustration by Robert Cutler, been a roadblock, they could have taken
Teddy out forcibly, or pretended to be
do with me. The fad that I had even gotten
based on published reports.)
Secret Service. Curiously, Teddy said in a
through to him was bad news apparently. So in
magazine artide a few years later 'I ahways thought Mary Jo got
my book. You the Jury In Re: Chappaquiddlok. Ihave a sketch
away." So somehow they were separated, and he didn't know
which appro*mates where the residual blood traces were found
where she was. They took Ted out from behind the wheel and
according to the available published reports.
Now it's interesting, where do you suppose all that blood came they took Mary Jo in the ~ldsmobile.
I say 'they" because this scenario needs a team of maybe five
from? John Farrar is the diver who pulled Mary Jo out of the car
people: two people to take care of Mary Jo, two people to take
and she came up and he held her and passed her up to Jim
care of Teddy and one other penon. There is no way that this
Arena, the Chief, who was sitting on the upturned car near the
could have been pulled off without this person: the one who
gas tank. Jim Arena held her and then put her in the boat and
impersonated Ted Kennedy. So the ambush occurs, two people
took her over and laid her on a while stretcher, and the doctor
lake the Olds with Mary Jo n it and the other two take the car
had a look at her. Not one of those people said anything aoout
across on the ferry. I have no problem
blood1 I even established from tPe hos~italveoDle at the time that they've got and go
. nght
with thatway of gelting Teddy across to his room at the Shirethere was no blood seen on the white stretiheiwhere she had
town Inn, as opposed to his ridiculous claim that he swam across.
lain on her back. Not a trace! So what happened, I propose, is
Just knock him out, a blow to the head and a kick in the back.
that the blood stains had been there when she went into the
and whatever else it takes and hide h m in the ~ackseat.He was
water (I'll jump ahead a little bit) at about t:00 a.m. and John
druQQedthe whole night, an0 the way I see it, he was lust anFamr didn't aet her out until 5 rr:nutes to 9. so she'd been there
othe;passenger thatnight on the feiy. There was no moon, it
about 8 hours. In the interim, the salt water ides coming in and
was very dark.
out washed all the blood stains out of the blouse. There's no
question, it's very simple. You're in a big laundromat: salt water is
One of the facts not very well known is that Teddy's wallet was
excellent of that kind of thing.
in fact missing after the accident. He did not have his wallet when
As soon as District Attorney Dinis found out about the resdual he got to the station. Go back and ask: why? Because they'd
blood stains, he knew there was foul play, and that prompted him gotten his wallet in order to prove to [Kennedy associates] Gargan and Markham that they had him in hand. They may have
to request an exhumation. He went to herfamily and said he
even forced Gargan and Markham to w'te Kennedy a note telling
wanted to exhume the body to see if they could find anything.
him not to do one damn thing until they got over to him on the
Well, if vou take the fad of the blood stains and the level of
first feny in the morning. That explains~ed'sinactivity until momakoholin the blood, and the fact that the girl was not a drinker,
ing. The operatives may have engineered a spoof kidnapping of
vou've
aot to aet alcohol into that sir1 somehow. How was that
,~~
~ i r Jo.
y I" other words, we've
Mary Jo, wait by the pay -

&*

- -
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phone at Chappaquiddick for ransom inst~ctions.When they got
there, the body had been found in the car and there went the
ransom story. It was all over. They had been had.

What Did Look See?
Of course, the ambush team had radios and communicated to
each other all night. The other two meanwhile plied Mary Jo w%h
alcohol and had her slumped in the back seat. At about 12:30,
the Olds drove right past the cottage and when it got to the corner, they did the wrong thing. They drove straight ahead down
Cemetery Road. At that particular moment, as fate would have it,
Huck Look, the Deputy Sheriff and a bouncer at the Yacht Club,
sees the Oids driving onto Cemetery Road, which everyone
knows is a dead end. The Olds stops and backs up, appearing to
be lost. Huck Look stopped his car and got out in order to give
directions to the driver, but the driver apparently did not want
directions, seeing that Look was a cop or some kind of official,
and he sped away down Dike Road toward the bridge. The time
according to the testimony of Huck Look was 12:45. The car had
a Massachusetts license plate beginning with the letter L, and the
number contained two Ts, one at the beginning and one at the
end.
When Huck Look heard about the accident in the morning and
drove down to the bridge, he found the dark Oldsmobile sedan he
had seen the night before, with the license plate L78-207. He was
the one who put his finger right on it! With his testimony, you've
got the car on dry land at a quarter to one. Teddy says he drove
straight down toward the ferry, took a wrong turn onto Dike Road,
and drove off the bridge at 11:30, at most fifteen minutes after the
leaving the party. You've got those two conflicting statements
made at inquest, and nobody ever looks at them and says, wait a
minutel

The Cover-Up
Huck Look has never changed his testimony, and Ted Kennedy has never changed his testimony1 He's a politician and he
wants those people off his back, and that is what he is going to
continue to say. That is always going to be his position, but his
position is incorrect1 It's correct for him only because he was told
that he damn well better say he was driving or someone else will
lose their life! I'm sure that the word he received, througn Gargan
and Markham via ITedl K-2 the imoersonator. was that ifTed
, not going to be very
Kennedy goes to ihe white ~ o u s $ it's
healthy for him.

Ted surely must have realized it was curtains for his political
career. He's got a great big family, from Rose all the way down to
the youngest grandchild, to worry about. They could take any one
of them, or even Ted. It was the perfect political assassination.
where the victim is politically dead, but he's alive and breathing,
and walking around, and he's having a hard time mentally. If you
put yourself in Ted Kennedy's position you would realize that he
has really had a bad time, because he knows what happened. I
don't know if he knows who killed Jack, or who killed Bobby, but
we know it wasn't Lee Harvey Oswald and it wasn't Sirhan
Sirhan. And it sure as hell wasn't Edward Moore Kennedy who
killed Mary Jo Kopechne.
I don't know whether Teddy's ever been able to find out who
engineered the accident at Chappaquiddick, but we can guess
what would happen if his inquiries went anywhere near the FBI or
the CIA. You know. Hoover was terribly interested in everything
that was happening at Ulat time. He was absolutely certain it was
Ted Kennedy driving that car before any information had been
gathered. Here it is 3:30 on the afternoon of the accident, and
Hoover already knew it was Teddy driving, so we know damn
well it was Hoover behind the whole thing. [Aside from the FBI,]
where else do you find a bunch of guys that can engineer an
accident like that? You look for the CIA.
Kennedqs attorneys. Ropes & Gray of Boston, went to the
Supreme Court to keep the inquest secret. They had to do all
kinds of things in order to keep information from the press. There
had to be an effective cover-up to make Teddy's story, as stupid
as it was, pass as what really happened. In effect. Teddy's story
itself operated as the cover-up for the engineered accident. The
cover-up story was so effective that the media bought into it and
reacted exactly as the people who engineered the accident
expected them to: a blonde, booze and the beach, that's all they
need.You3renot able to think about what really happened, afier
you're bombarded with this stuff for three months in the newspapers, radio, television. The Teddy bashing was phenomenal.
There's no way anybody can think straight after the media gets
through with their character assassination. The media is part of
the whole problem!.
Exhibit 14: Drawing shows the position of the body as
discovered by diver John Farrar, and the different water levels.
Fanar was not allowed t o testify at the inquest
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Accident or

phone. I think they probably were going to
get some ransom money for Maw Jo, so
;hey went to the phone io rece:ve a &all.
not to make a call, as others have assumed. I beleve that Gargan and Markham had been instructed to be at the
telephone by 9:00a.m. to make arrange.
ments to get Maly Jo back.
So when Teddv states in his oolice
report that mornihg, "When Ifuliy realized what happened, I immediately went
to the police" ...
That was the only truthful statement he
made the whole day, that's the most
imporlant statement.
He didn't know anything about Mary
Jo until Gargan and Markham informed
him in the morning?
He knew thev had been seoarated. but
tnat's all he knew. As I said, he may have
been told she hao been kidnapped and
was awaitinu further instructions on that. I
th:nk that thise two. Gargan and Markham, were up all night looking for Maw Jo
and that sometimeafter sunrise thev
finally spotted the car and dove in, and
may have even seen that she was in
there. Because when they showed up at
tne Inn and grabbed Teddy away fmm his
nonchalant conversation. thev were soaking wet! And the judge wouldill a low that.
the inquest records state that they were
"damp." If thev were allowed to be 'soaking wit' on the rernrd, then that would be
incons'stent with Ted's story that they had
dove in for Maw Jo around~midnioht:I
to kill him or another family member, of
don't think ~ e kver
d went swimmhg at all.
course, the same way they killed Bobby
Didn't Kennedy make several phoneonly thirteen months before.
calls during the night?
And his sidekicks, Gargan and MarkI really don't think so. I believe he was
ham, know the truth as we117
out cold all night. They certainly had his
Oh hell yes. They were told to tell
wallet, so they could have done anything
Teddy to keep his mouth shut, or we'll get
they wanted. K-2, the Kennedy impersomeone else in your family.
sonator, could have made phonecalls. I
So they told Ted to say he swam
believe he had Ted's wallet. There were
back to the Inn?
some calls made by Gargan and Markham
from the PO ice station Teddy didn't even
I don't reallv think so. I think thev were
bas.cally free io say whatever theywanted have monev'for a ohonecall in the momino
from the stat~on.~e borrowed a dime. b is"
as long as Teddy sald he was driving I
th~nkGaraan and Markham made that o l e wallet was definitely missinq. I don't believe he personallimade any phonecalls
up, that h;? swam across.
dunng the night.
So. let's aet back to the mornina
So, Chappaquiddick happened 13
chat with M
.; and Mrs. Richards. ~ i d d y
months after Bobby Kennedy's
is talking with them and in walks Garassassination
gan and- arkh ham
Yes. And I might add that a third KenYes, soaking wet, and they quickly
nedy h'n would hive stretched the lone nut
usher Ted into his room to speak in pritheory to the breaking point. It had to be a
vate.
scandal. not a straight hit. People would
Is this the first Ted knows about
have been convinced of a conspiracy had
Mary Jo's death?
Ted
been assassinated. So, what could
This is the first possible time. They may
scandalize him out of the presidential
not have known for sure vet at that time,
ace? On the front of the Boston Herald
but their clothes were soaking wet ind:in early 1969. Ted was talking about
caling that they had been div:ng around in
getting the hell out of the Vietnam War. In
the water. ~ h e mav
v have seen her body
other
words, Teddy had picked up the
in the car :n tne ea& morning and got on
the first feny at 7:OO. The first thing the
Above: Joan and Ted Kennedy (in neck
three of them do is zao riaht back over to
Chappaquiddick to w i t bi the public pay
brace) attend Mary Jo Kopechne's funeral

An interview with Robert Cutler

b y Joan D'Arc
There was a lot of talk about how
much Ted Kennedy had to drink that
night, but has there ever been any
proof?
I don't think there was much booze at
the party. It was mainly a cookout. I interviewed Ross Richards, who sat with his
wife and talked with Teddy at the Shiretown Inn for a half an hour the morning
afler the accident. He said 'Ted didn't
have a hangover I had the hangover I
wsh I lookeo ke Teddy'' This was ,ust
before [Kennedy assoclatesl Joe Gargan
and ~ a uMarkham
l
showed up and
dragged Ted off to speak with him in his
room.
Did anyone ever see Kennedy's wet
clothing7
No, I don't think so. Had he really swam
back to the other side of the channel, he
would have staggered home all by himself.
Ted would have had a very long walk
back to the inn, if he did swim, according to your analysis o f where the current would have carried him.
That's right. Of course, he didn't swim
at all. He was taken across either by boat
or on the feny, hidden in the back seat of
someone else's car.
So, why does Ted lie about it?
He has to. Because they've threatened
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torch and went right on doins what Bobbv
and Jack would hHve done. And by this .
time, they fig~redout this guy has go! to go.
Nixon was paranoid about Ted Kennedv.
..
absolutely bananas.
Yes. l notice a ouote in vour book
which comes from'the waiergate tapes
about Chappaquiddick.
yes, basically, I think ~i~~~
knew that
something was going to happen at chappaquiddick; he didn't know exactly what, but
Hoover was planning something. Hoover
was behind the whole Chappaquiddick hit.
There was a document that clarified that
Hoover got the infonnabn at 3:30 in the
atemoon from somebody who had notified
the FBI earlier, and the FBI sent a nottce to
Hoover to the effect that nobody's saying
Ted was driving the car but, rest assured.
'he was" And ik blanked out as to who sent
it I tned to find out who 11was that informed
the FBI, because that had to be around
12:30 or so the night of the "accident."
Teddy would have just gotten off the island
around that time. Somebody made
%re the dlrenor of the FBI was perfectly content that everylnlng had gone
thewayheexpectednlo.Thal.swhat
,
11,1151.

I think Nixon knew
f hat something was
going
at
- to happen
- Chappaquiddick; he
didn't know exactly
what, but H00ver
was ~lannina
"
something. Hoover
Was behind the whole
Chappaquiddick hit.

So you don't believe it was a
renegade faction that pulled off the
ambush at Chappaquiddick?
Well, however they pulled it off,
they've got a bunch of people m the
CIAwho've been dolng thts sort of
thtng all over the world All they do 1s
sit around and figure out how to pull it
off. And they have a wondelful time. I
still maintain that they had a boat, a
S ~ I outboard
I
was seen at about
2:30 by a few wlnesses. There are so
many details. The information is there.
YOUaren't able to followevew sinale
one, you make the best scekrio
possible given the facts. You can't
bother with evew sinale little piece of
~nformat~on
Bas;calli t thlnk'my
soluton IS the best one -here are
small deta's that need to be worked
out.ma~beitwasdonethiswa~
maybe that way. I think there was a
~ennedvdoubie I call K-2 who sot
Gargan and Markham to get in The
Valiant with him and took them and gave
stow. then aot over to
them the kidna~~ina
Shiretown by =';mil o~tboardaGd talked to
'Peachey' at the Inn. K-2 would be tne guy
at the bottom of tne stairs who asked
Peachey what time it was and Peachey
responded it was 2:25 a.m., establishing
'Kennedv's" whereabouts at that hour.
~ctuall~,.~enned~
was probably still out cold
in his room at that time.
So when "Kennedy" or K-2 walked
back to the cottage for help, how did he
alert the rest of the party that something
had happened? He requested help from a
distance in the dark and slipped into the
back seat of the Valiant?
Yes! Can you imagine him doing that?

-

~~

~

~~~~~

He'd never do a thina like that. If he was
sertous about gettin{~ary Jo, he'd come up
and say. 'Hey gang, I've got a problem, let's
ao? It's tolallv ridiculous to bel:eve he would
stand in the dark shadows and request Ray
LaRosa to "get me Paul, and get me Joe"
and slip intothe back seat of the Valiant He
would have walked right up to Ray and
requested assistance. Ray is a fireman, a
scuba diver, a rescue man just like John
Farrar! He would have said 'Ray, we need
You!"
Was there ever any question about
identification of the voice?
Nobody even brought 1up! What happened to me was I suddenly reahzed that
kay LaRosa did not realy see Ted Kennedy
as he stood in tne dark, he only heard h:m!
The same with Russell Peachev at the
Shlretown !nn. And there yo^ solve the
problem witn Y-2, the Kennedy double.
So, in the dark, in the shadows,
someone the same build, same height as
Kennedv...

He could even have had a voice box of
some sort. for all we know. or a mask. or a
tape record~n~.
They havethose you know.
E. Howard Hunt hao a vo.ce box when he
talked to C~etreBeard in the hos0:tal. Thev
have ways of making your voice:when
talk, sound like someone else. The CIA has
some areat technolosv.
D ~ think
; ~ the&
~ agents stopped the
car shortly after -red and Mary joleft the
party and said something like "Senator,
come with us, we'll take the girl home"?
Well, i think there must have been more
to it than that. The car was badly damaged
along the right side. Kennedy may have put
UP a fight, because he was hit on the head.
In effect, it was an ambush but its hard to
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say exactly how il was dore. A roadblock of
some sort perhaps. They probably d ~ dnot
have guns, beciuse residents would have
heard-something, and bullets would indicate
murder rather than 'accident.' So they had
to do 1 by force. Maybe Mary Jo even got
away, scrambled away for a short tme and
was caught ~p with.
Kennedy's television statement a week
later claimed that somewhere in the back
of his mind he wanted to think she was
somewhere else, not in the car.
Yes, that's why I wonder if she got away.
They had definitely been separated, and he
vrasn't sure where she was until momina
- It
was very well done!
What good it does knowing this 25
years later, Idon't know. Do Mary Jo's
parents suspect any of this?
If they do, they don't belleve it. They have
my book, and they won? read it I don't think.
I've tr:ed to pet to them. but it doesn't work.
Why didthey fight the exhumation and
autopsy?
It has a good deal to do wlh reliaion. I
guess. To leave her in one piece. lrs tofally
emotional. Also, the implications, rumors.
what are they going
- to -get out of it? What
were they gdin?j to prove with an autopsy?
There was nothing they could find. As far as
the needle mark in the back of the neck.
maybe (for intravenous alcohol delivery):
Now that would have been something. But
they already knew she had a high level of
alcohol. Maybe they wanted to know if she'd
been raped, that would be one thing.
So the official cause of death was not
drowning?
No. Asphyxiation was the cause of death.
That means she used UD all the oxvoen and
you can? breathe anymbre. 0rown;G is
asphyxiation by immsn'on. There was less
than a cupful of vdaler in Mary Jo. The water
was secondary to her running out of oxygen
in the pockel of air she had been breathing
In the footwell. She was alive a couple of
hours, at least, at most three. You can
p:npoint that by going backwards from 9.00
a.m when she was found under water in
almost complete rigor mortls. Her body
floated up with no effort. A drowned body
would not float for at least 100 hours.
So, when the car flipped over, it held a
pocket of air In the footwell for her to
breathe
-..
- . ..in?
....
Yes, but the judge at inquest wouldn't
allow any of that. The trunk was completely
dly. They couldn't allow people to find out
about that, because then you have the girl
alive in there all that time. It looks really bad
then. It's much easier to say she just went in
a" Teddy couldn't get to her in time and
she drowned. John Alba, the guy
the
he was going to testify about all

the bubbles
that came from the
and
the footwet',butthey wouldn't all0wany
Of
his testimony. It would have screwed up
Ted's
that she drowned and
want
could be done to save her. They
contir~ued,page 55
winter 1994/95
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BEYOND LITTLE
GRAY MEN
Abduction: Human Encounters With Aliens by
Dr. John E. Mack, M.D. $22
T h e concept of alien beings interfacing in the lives
of human beings has intruded irrevocably into mainstream
American culture with the publication of Abduction by Dr.
John E. Mack, M.D., a Pulitzer Prize-winning psychiatrist
who practices at Harvard University.
This apparently ominous phenomenon of alien abductions has been known for centuries and investigated thoroughiy during the past two decades. But by virtue of his
impeccable establishment credentials, Mack has given a
new and powerful legitimacy to the age-old series of
strange encounters between humans and otherworldly
beings which have previously been consigned either to the
dustbin of occuit sciences or the psycho ward.
Through the emotional testimony of 13 "experiencers"
culled from among the many Dr. Mack has treated comes
a body of new knowledge that vividly reflects a new perspective on the current status of human evolution, namely,
the realization that a consciousness existing in other realities for a long time has been trying to communicate with
the materialist human mindset.
Whether or not UFOs are real is no longer a question,
but whether they come from outer space or another, unperceived dimension remains a mystery. What this book

firmly establishes, however, is that
those who have claimed to have been
abducted by strange, gray beings are
neither psychopathological nor delusional. The consistency of the hypnotically regressed experiences
appears to be startling proof of a
bonafide alien species which can
appear instantaneously from a dimension we currently cannot even
imagine. Despite this honifying evidence, all the abductees interviewed
by Mack appear to respect and admire an
presencethat they see
as crucial to the sulvival of the human
species. Their testimony argues that
the aliens are, in fact, here to help us.
The narrative of Abduction shows
that Mack genuinely respects the
sincerity of the experiencers. "The transmission of information from the alien beings appears to be a fundamental
aspect ofthe abduction phenomenon," writes Mack, and
"the infonation the abductees receive is concerned primanly with the fate of the earth in the wake of human
destructiveness,mMack Writes: ,,Abductions seem to be
concerned primarily with two related projects: changing
human consciousness to prevent the destruction of the
earth's life, and a joining of two species for the creation of
a new evolutionary form." He suggests that
expanded
epistemology, especially in psychology, may demand the
legitimization (re-legitimization) of neglected areas of
ourselves as instruments of knowing.n

John Kami~lshi
from Walter Bowart's hard-to-fmd book

Although Jim Martin's FLATLAND has been around for ten issues,
the current issue i s something of a
premiere. While previous editions were
devoted mainly to FLATLAND'S mailorder catalog, KATLAND #11i s a
full-fledged zine. This issue focuses on
mind control, and examines the subject
from some unique perspectives. Martin's
def~tion
of mind control i s broad
enough to encompass the concept of
compulsory public schoolmg, the subject
of a fascinating interview with John
Taylor Gatto, author of Dumbing Us
Down. The issue also feaNreS excerpts
winter 1994195
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rewrted dangers of electromagnetic
radiation. His practical research included the use of a device to measure
the electromagnetic field sumoundmg a
check-out worker at a local supermarket.
He found the worker was being exposed
to a frighteningly high 200 milligauss
("So that's why I'm always so nervous," she observed.) Also, Lisa Crosby,s well-researched report on the
potential use of injectable microchips to
identify and track humans (reprinted
from her zinc Eye) i s a real eye-opener.
All in all, a good fix for the discriminating conspiracy addict.
-Al Hidell

TALES FROM
THE DARK SIDE
Compromised: Clinton. Bush and the CIA by
Terry Reed and John Cummings, S.P.I. Books.
212-633-2022,
$23.95
T h e life of a whistleblower is sad, lonely and
dangerous.
American businessman Terry Reed's troubles began in
Mexico when he discovered that his com~anvwarehouse
was being used by the CIAfor transshipmf?niof cocaine.
He found a crate full of the white powder,
and realizing he was in over his head, he
left Mexico with his wife and family on a
cross-country odyssey. This journey lasted
for years, as the Reeds evaded FBI and
CIA pursuit. Finally, after their alrest on
trumped-up charges, they spent three
more years in court battles with the government. Now acquitted of all charges,
they have a book that chronicles their
"adventures."
Compromised: Clinton, Bush and the
CIA by Terry Reed and John Cummings is
a devastating look at the dark side of
government, describing behind-the-scene
details of the so-called lran-Contra scandal
and the Arkansas Connection. Most importantly, it names the key players, dates
and events. Some of the questions it
explores:
.Did Bill Clinton really let the state of Arkansas be used
as a "banana republic" money laundry for the CIA'Sdrugdealing and gun-running profits, estimated at $9 million per
week?
.Were the Arkansas Development Finance Authority
(ADFA) and the Arkansas "bond daddies" (brokerage
companies) complicit partners in this money laundering

operation?
.Did CIA agent Oliver North and his controller William P
Barr, George Bush's attorney general, knowingly deal in
illegal guns and drugs, orwere they misled by "patriotic"
sentiments?
One of the most electrifying anecdotes in Compromised concerns the meeting of Bill Clinton, Oliver North
(aka John Cathey), Felix Rodriguez (aka Max Gomez),
William P. Barr (aka Robert Johnson). CIA agent Akihide
Sawahata, and Terry Reed:
Under CIA DirectorWilliam Casey's plan, the CIA needed other
wmpanies that would be a source of secretlyproduced
weapons that would find their way into the hands of the
Confras. These selected businesses needed ~avmentto ~ e r form these sewices for the CIA, and that cash came to hem
conveniently in a legal and undetectable manner, through
IClinton'sl ADFA. in h e form of industn'ai
bevelcpment loans bacred by tax-free develwn-ant bonas. The CIA shoula have been
shoiiing a profit through accrued interest on
their secured investments. But a problem had
arisen. As Johnson had said, the "laundry
was shrinkino"
-~ .....s.
And Johnson [aka Bar] was not happy abo~t
mal, as evidenced oy the way he was firng
back at C.inlon. It was apparent that Johnson
knew CI:nton and h's people had nor ab'ded
by ns agreement with the Agency. 'Our deal
was for you to have 10 per cent of he profits.
nol 10 percent of the gross,' Johnson sfemly
admonished Cinton. "This has tumeo Into a
feedina frenzv bv vour aood ole bov sharks.
and you've had a hand iii 'Itoo, Mr. Cinton ..:
This ADFA of you6 ;s &uble.d'pping. Our
deal with vou was to launder our monei. You
get 10 pekent a!ler costs and afier post-lax
pror.6 No one agreed for you to slam loan'ng
our monev out 6 vour fiends throuah voG
ADFA so Vlat they could buy machin& to buid our guis. that
wasn't the deal ... Thai's why we're pulling out of Arkansas..."
Read the book and decide for yourself. Mr. Cummings'
and Mr. Reed's narrative is as fast-paced as any John
Grisham novel. It's an explosive page-turner that will keep
you enthralled, and its one of.the most informative books
on how the state and federal governments work together in
criminal enterprise.
Uri Dowber~ko

51512000 Ice: the Ultimate Disaster explains, for the first time in 6,003
Does tlie Great Pyramid contain a
message of
complicated ~i~athematical
warning built into its structure by SUMvors of an earth catastrophe 6,000years
ago? Richard Noone presents informadon from varied sources as he presents a
cyclical theory of history, including
secrets of ancient Freenusanty, pycanlidology, lost civilzations, plate tectonics,
Stonehenge, Atlantis, arid evidence of
pre-liistoric eartli disasters.
On May 5 in tlie year 2000,Noone

years, all the planets of our solar system
will be aligned with the earth in practically a straight h i e across space. Antarctica's ice mass will be 3 to 4 nliles thick,
this nlassive ice accunlulation creating a
weight uiibalance in the earth's axis. As
this ice mass grows heavier. the earth's
tilt will not be able to overcolile Uie
centrifugal force of i t s sphi. The ice
masses at the poles, consisk~gof trillions of tons of ice arid water, will be
liurled suddenly, witliin tluee or four
hours, toward tlie equator-tlie point of
greatest sphi. The liunkeydorey news is

this planetary disaster will destroy our
civilization as i t has wiped out ancient
supercivilizations of tlie past, possibly
every 60W years!
Noone's bibliograpliy i s inunense,
quoting from a wide array of books.
articles and papers and the pictures.
diagrarns and maps in this book are
astounding. Interviews with well-known
geologists, archaeologists and clinutologists add to the convincing case for the
doonuday prophecies of Nostradamus.
Read tllis book and weep.
-Joari D'Arc
winter 1994195 @
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by Alex Constantine

Y

ears before the public was made aware of
the name Charles Keating, hints of impending financial disaster loomed in the back
pages of the major dailies. In October 1982,
the same month that President Reagan signed
deregulation of the nation's thrift industry into law,
the Commercial Bank of California in Beverly Hills
announced a $2.5 million loan loss.
A founder of the bank, legendary NBC Tonight
Show host Johnny Carson, paid $1,950,000 for his

shares of Commercial stock, and became the CEO. But the
bank's financial troubles weren't all that preyed on Carson's
mind. Tim Hoffman, an informant in the joint FBllDEA investigation of John DeLorean, had informed agents that the
auto maker had a partner in the cocaine trade-a certain
well-known talk show host.
The alleged partnership was not as far-fetched as it
might have seemed. Carson was a close friend of DeLorean. According to SEC registers, the comedian also
owned 250,000 shares in DeLorean Motors, a $500,000
investment. Carson's assignee on the DeLorean board of
directors was Carson's best friend.and financial adviser.
Henry Bushkin, a known mob associate.
After the arrest of John DeLorean in the ABSCAM sting.
Howard Weihman. DeLorean's attorney, told reporters that
developments in the investigation had been closely followed by then U.S. Attomey General Edwin Meese Ill.
Meese's cohort, J. Peter Grace, a leading light of Reagan's
deregulation campaign, retained DeLorean on his payroll
as a consultant, and was a director of DeLorean's company. Attomey General Meese, announced Weitzman, had
made "key decisions" in building a case against DeLorean
on charges of cocaine trafficking. DeLorean insisted that
he'd been " et up." He was, in fact, a cut-out, the designated fall guy, and the jury believed the cover story. But
the Justice Department was desperate to staunch public
exposure of others involved in the laundering operation.
Washington columnist Jack Anderson published a
transcript of an audio tape after the arrest, in which Dewinter 1994/95

Lorean attempted to renege in a cocaine deal set up by
the FBI. "When he tried to back out," Anderson wrote. "the
FBI's undercover informant threatened to bash in his
daughter's head."
The CIA'S Bank of the Stars
The ABSCAM trap had originally been set for one William Morgan Hetrick, described by authorities as one of the
foremost cocaine distributors on the west coast, and by his
attorney as "a man who may border on genius." Hetrick
was arrested with DeLorean on October 19, 1982. A pilot
and operator of a private flying service in the desert community of Mojave, Hetrick had served four years in Vietnam, and went on to work with Nugan Hand Bank in
Australia-the notorious CIA fiduciary with ties to the
international mafia and third world dictators. The bank was
looted by its CIA directors-foreshadowing the fate of the
country's S&Ls-and collapsed after the lurid suicide of a
founder, leaving a $50 million hole in the Australian economy. Although the bank was an independent business run
by former CIA operatives, it provided cover for the
Agency's underground arn~sldrugsnetwork. (One of Nugan
Hand's clients, Ferdinand Marcos, entered the Amnerican
S&L scene by purchasing Redwood Savings in San Francisco. A Marcos cohort took over San Francisco's Oceanic
Bank, and hired a former CIA Manila station chief to run it.)
DeLorean's intelligence connections were almost turned
to his advantage in court. The Los Anqeles Times reported: "The Drug Enforcement Administration, the CIA
(and) the FBI were ordered to turn over documents to
DeLorean in advance of the trial...for private inspection by
the court." Also named in the judge's orders were "Army
intelligence, the National Security Council, the Internal
Revenue Selvice. U.S. Customs, several departments
within the Justice Department, the State Department,
several field offices of the FBI, and the Defense Intelli.
gence Agency and the Pentagon.
Unfortunately for DeLorean's attorneys, when they
asked to review documents concerning contacts between
the U.S. and British governments during the sting, the
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judge refused, insisting that "communications between
sovereigns are meant to be confidential."
As a cover and base of operations for the DeLorean
arrest, federal agents posed as crooked bankers for
Eureka Federal Savings in the San Francisco Bay area.
The president of Eureka was Kenneth Kidwell, a familiar
face on the Nevada casino circuit, and a volatile eccentric
in the stodgy California banking establishment. Kidwell was
the protagonist in a series of bizarre events. One evening
police spotted his car weaving on the road. They suspected he was drunk. The officers searched him and
turned up a .38 strapped to his leg and a ,357 magnum.
The pistols were loaded with armor-piercing, tefion-coated
bullets. The police said that Kidwell had tried to talk his
way out of the arrest by flashing a gold deputy sheriffs
badge conferred upon him by a ranking official of the Sari
Mateo Sheriffs Office. Some banker. The ultimate
irony was that Eureka, the FBI's cover in the De-

indirectly with organized crime." In 1983, Carson's Beverly
Hills thrifl tiled bankruptcy papers.
Among the dubious loans made by Carson financial
adviser Henly Bushkin was $450,000 to Jack Catain of the
Angelo Bruno crime family in Philadelphia. The FDiC
couldn't help noticing that Bushkin was also an officer of
Catain's TMX Marketing, a retail distributor of car alarms in
Westwood, California. Catain eventually sold TMX to the
North Ireland Development Angency, which subsidized the
DeLorean Motors plant.
Shortly afler DeLorean's arrest, several of the principals
had a run of misfortune. Colin Chapman, DeLorean's
partner in the car business, had a heart attack and died.
Alan David Saxon, and officer of "Carson's Bank," apparently committed suicide. Saxon, who was known to travel
frequently to places like Switzerland and Brazil, told friends

Among the dubious loans
made by Carson f inancial
adviser Henry Bushkin was
$q50,000 to Jack Catain of
the Angela Bruno crime
family in Philadelphia.
Lorean sting, was saddled with some $32 million in
delinquent ioans-170 of them-to organized crime
fiaures.
"
A key informant in the DeLorean sting was James
Hoffman, who often boasted to his neighbors of daring
covert exploits in Latin America, according to DeLorean
biographer Hillel Levin. Hoffman proposed the cocaine
deal to DeLorean and later turned evidence against him.
-Thus did DeLorean become the sacrificial cut-out.
Hoffman had, in turn, been fingered by Robert Durand,
his partner in an Oregon airline used to smuggle cocaine
from Bolivia into the U.S. The drug profits were laundered
at Commercial Bank of Beverly Hills.
Commercial Bank began to flounder when the board's
drug and organized crime connections caught the attention
of federal regulators. FBI and DEA investigators refused to
buyHoffman's tip that Johnny Carson was involved in
money launderingwith DeLorean and the CIA, a charge
that Carson publicly denied. But there was a surfeit of
financial chicanery at Commercial, enough to prompt the
FDIC to impose a $10 million lawsuit against bank officials,
who had extended loans to clients "associated directly or

Here's Johnny: What does he know about the S&L crisis?
that he feared he would be killed for his knowledge of the
bank's business connections. Following Saxon's demise,
investigators discovered that $60-80 million was "missing"
from the coffers of Commercial Bank. The Los Angeles
Police Department immediately cremated Saxon's body.
Soon, two new directors of the bank reported that their
lives had been threatened.
They took up shooting practice at the Beverly Hills Gun
Club:
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n the heart of Washington, D.C., there
is a large statue and monument honoring the most important founder of
the Ku Klux Klan.Inscribed on the base
of the statue are the words, "poet" (the
terrorist anthem of the KKK was his most
famous literary work) and "jurist" (he was
called the KKK's chief judiciary officer, and
reputedly wrote the organization manual for ( the terrorist anti-black movement after the
U.S. Civil War.) The immense, bearded
figure of Confederate General Albert Pike is
loomine over a ~ublicsauare in the nation's .-- .
capital. Why has it never been pulled down ,Secret Roots of the KKK,
in that predominantly black city?
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by Anton Chaitkin

part I
This is the edited text of a speech delivered by Mr. Chaitkin to a Labor Day weekend conference of the Schiller
Institute in suburban Washington, D.C. It originally appeared in the New Federalist (v6, #35), PO Box 889,
Leesburg, VA 22075, $20 for 50 weekly issues. Illustrations for this article appeared (unaltered) in James
Ridgeway's Blood in the Face (Thunder's Mouth Press, 1990), $19.95.
The statue is a tribute to the influence of Pike's organization. It has
power in the Executive Branch and the
Congress, and it is decisive in the
courts. It has great power in all
branches of law enforcement and the
military. Do I mean that the Ku Klux
Klan has such sway over the government? No, I'm speaking here of the
"Scottish Rite of Freemasonry Southem
Jurisdiction," of which Pike was the
chief, or "Sovereign Grand Commander."
The Ku Klux Klan, the Southern
Confederacy, and the pre-Civil War
secession movement were a single,
continuous project, with Pike's "Scottish
Rite" at its center. Though the Confederacy was defeated, this project lives
on today, and now dominates U.S.
political life.
at Baker & Botts, the Houston
family firm and power base of [former]
Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill.
This law firm was formed afler the Civil
War by die-hard Confederate and
Masonic officials in Albert Pike's Scotwinter 1994/95

views on these issues with his Baptist
tish Rite andmilitary ciique. With their
British imperial racial notibns, Baker 8 ' minister, the late Rev. W.O. Vaught,
who was Clinton's spiritual guide and
Botts and Scottish Rite freemasonry
virtual foster father.
have dominated the Texas power
structure ever since. Secretary Baker's
As Vaught's son recently told me,
grandfather, Captain James A. Baker,
Clinton and his pastor agreed that their
brought English race scientist Julian
religion permits the killing of prisoners
Huxley in to supervise the "race purifiand unborn children. The authority for
cation" study program for Texas, at
this version of Christianity is derived
Rice University. Secretary Baker's
from a peculiar, neb-pagan reading of
family wealth and power came from
the Old Testament. And the New
their representing Harriman, the interTestament, with its ban on revenge and
national oil companies and George
requirement to love, is considered
Bush's Zapata Petroleum, all sponsors
irrelevant. They say that Christwas
of thepopulation control (or ban-darkprimarily concerned with fulfilling the
babiqs) movement. This movement is
Old Law of the Hebrews (as interpreted
synonymous with the Scottish Rite.
by this faction), and when Christ said
love your enemy and turn the other
Bill Clinton was governor of Arkancheek, he was really trying to resas, a state infested by the tradition of
Albert Pike, who was the Grand bragon enforce and impose the authority of the
of the Ku Klux Klan in Arkansas. Look
Roman Empire.
closely at the mind-set. Bill Clinton
But whose religiln is this? Well, the
supports and carries out the death
Reverend W.O. Vaught was a 32nd
penalty, which in practice means exeDegree Mason, a Sublime Prince of the
Cutions of black people and poor peoRoyal Secret within the Scottish Rite
pie; and Clinton supports abortion.
hierarchy.
Clinton sat down and worked out his
paranoia

and had turned them against the British of Scottish Ritedominated FreemaWhat's Wrong With the Rite
Crown in the American Revolution. But sonry is shockingly perdasive in AmeriWhat, then, is the Scottish Rite?
in the 1820s and 1830s Masonry had
can government and culture, particuFreemasonry was founded in the early
larly in the South. But it has come
been
widely
condemned
and
virtually
1700s in England by the so-called
run
out
of
the
U.S.A.
as
a
would-be
under
attack from some surprising
Venetian Party. This clique of British
quarters.
The Southem Baptist Convendictatorial
grouping,
an
unwanted
philosophical liberals had a few other
tion
recently
voted to conduct an
"British
underground"
intrusion
into
experiments in human misery; for
investigation of Freemasonry in all
America. With British assistance, the
example: the East India Company, the
Masonic lodges were reintroduced,
forms, and to prepare a report on
royal African Company of slavers, and
whether Masonry is compatible with
the siave colony of South Carolina. The under the control of the Scottish Rite
based in Charleston, South Carolina.
Christianity. The Southem Baptist
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, in parConvention, predominantly white, is the
ticular, has a feudalist lore and legend, as a force for Southern secession.
Since the 1840s, the U.S. Freemasonic largest U.S. Protestant denomination,
that is rooted in the black siave trade
with 18 million church-goers. Freethrouah the Caribbean Islands. In
thoseislands, the pagan cults of
~h~ K~
Man, the Southem masons make up a sizable proportion of this church's male memberslavers in ancient Rome, and
Confederacy,
and
the
pre-civil
War
ship,
perhaps 20 percent. So this is
Venice. were reused as
secession movement
were a sinple
a dramatic,ernotional issue, a
anti-dudeo~hristianor Satanic
~~~~U~
strongly factional issue within Protescults
and
Ior
the amusement project, with w o n AlbertJ Pike's tant Christianity,
and gratification of the slave"S~om'shRite" d its center- Though At their annual meeting last June
traders, the British, Dutch, Bostonian, and Jewish-ethnic slave runthe Confederacy was defeated, this in Indianapolis, the Baptists also
ners.
adopted a resolution against secret
project
lives
on
today,
and
now
societies, which reads in part:
,,,
The Scottish Rite was formally
dominates
U.S.
political
life.
call
upon
all
Christians
to
...
[avoid]
oraanized in the U.S.A. in 1801, as a
any issociation which conflicts with
griup of Tory partisans on the k i n g
Structure has been Strictly dominated
clear Biblical ... teachings concerning
side of the American Revolution. The
the taking of oaths, the secrecy of
Scottish Rite came to rule over ~ m e r i - by the Scottish Rite. The Scottish Rite
activities, mystical knowledge, or racial
can.Freemasonry during the nineteenth dispenses the 4th and higher Masonic
discrimination...." A leader of this initiacentury. American coionial leaders had "degrees" of initiation, Up to the 33rd.
tive. Dr. James Holly of Beaumont.
used the British Emoire's Freemasonic The Scottish Rite Was divided into a
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Synod has declared itself firmly opthem the Arbiters and Kings of the
during the middle decades of the last
World...."
posed to all societies, lodges and
century. We shall trace this endeavor,
organizations of an unchristian or
from the U.S. occupation of Mexico in
Pike wrote this particular section to
anti-Christian character." The Lutheran
the Mexican War (1846-48), to the
instruct -Sublime Princes of the
Missouri Synod has also printed an
Secret,n
of the 3znd Degree, slave owners' rebellion or U.S. Civil
attack On
which
such as was Bill Clinton's preacher,
War (1861-65), through the KU KIUX
its racialism and quotes from an absurd
Klan's war against Reconstruction of
Thus, Pike is an illusionist, a conMasonic explanation of why blacks are jurer,
his priesthood the
the South (1867-1870s).
excluded from white lodges:
means of controlling their squads of
few individuals will come into view
"There are excellent reasons for this
initiates,
eut
what is the underlying
repeatedly as gang ieaders and
apparent race discrimination which only belief? in France in 1889, Pike said:
project directors: Boston's Albert
a Mason can fuliy understand ... [racial
"That which we must say to the crowd is,
pike,
boss
of Arkansas; New York's
integration] would endanger the harwe worship a God, but it is the God one
JO~,, A,
boss of Mississippi;
mony of the lodge.... Secondly, aladores without superstition.... The MaNew
York's
John
Slidell,
boss of Lousonic
be, by all of us
though Negroes today may technically
isiana:
Slidell's
nephew
and
Partner,
initiates of the high degrees, maintained
fulfill the Masonic requirement of being
in
the
purity
of
the
Luciferian
Doctrine.
If
Belmont,
boss of
British
banker
August
' 'free,' their subordinate economic,
Lucifer were not God, would Adonay
the
Democratic
Party;
Slidell's
trainee
educational, and cultural position is
(the God of the Christians) whose deeds
and partner, Britain's Judah
such that they hardly fulfill the spirit
Benjamin,
boss of the Confederof that prerequisite to initiation."
in
the
1820s
and
1830~,
Masonry
had
ate
secret
sewice,
"The True Religion of Masonry"
as a would-be Patriots such as thenBut let us ask, does Mr. Pike's been widely condemned
Congressman Abraham Lincoln
organization have an "un-Christian
dictatorial grouping, an unwanted
1846 U,S, invasion of
character"? Aibert
Or
''British
underground"
mth
British
Mexico
as
a crime and folly,
Pike responded in 1861 to a Mapushed
by
strategists Of
assistance, the Masonic lodges were
son who tried t~ claim the Scottish
who
also
aimed
at the destruction
Rite was somehow Christian. Pike
reintroduced, under the control of the of the U.S,A,
said that if the Scottish Rite "had a
Scottish Rite based in Charleston, South Southern Democrat John Slidell,
Christian basis, how did it chance
and Whig leader Caleb Cushing,
that most of those who had posCarolina, as aforcefor Smthem
spokesma,, for Boston's opium
session of it in this country from
secession.
and slave-running fortunes, had
1763 to 1800 were Hebrews?" In
both planned and promoted the
fact, Pike and the Scottish Rite borprove his cruelty, perfidy and hatred of
attack
on Mexico,
man, barbarism and repuision to scirowed a good deal of numerology and
As
that
first U.S. war of aggression
ence,
would
Adonay
and
his
priests
other superstition from the Jewish
calumniate him?
drew
to
a
close,
volunteer General
cabala, a neo-pagan tradition in direct
John
A.
Quitman
became the military
opposition to the Mosaic law underlying
Yes, Lucifer is God, and unfortunately
governor
and
dictator
Over Mexico City.
Adonay
is
also
God.
For
the
eternal
law
the Jewish religion. We shall deal later
The
U.S.A.
prepared
to seize Mexico's
is
that
there
is
no
light
without
shade,
no
on with the relationship of Jews to the
beauty wilhout ugliness, no white wilhnorthern
territory,
the
area
from CaliforScottish Rite.
out black, for the absolute can only exist
~yet Quitman
~
~ proposed
~
.to
nia to T
But if the Rite is not specifically
as
Gods.... Thus, the
Of
President Polk a plan for the forcible
Satanism is a heresy; and the true and
Christian, is it anti-Christian? We may
annexation of ail Mexico, to be an area
u r e p ~ i ~ o sreligion
o p ~ is
~the
c abelief
~ in
judge this from Sovereign Grand Comfor
negro Slave plantations. During the
Fucifer, the equal of Adonay; but Lucifer,
mander Pike's words, on his method,
God of Light and God of Good, is
peace negotiations. Quitman traveled
InPike's
and On the true
struggling for humanity against Adonay,
as a conquering
hero to charleston,
Morals and Dogma, the Scottish Rite's
the God of Darknc;s and Evil."
South Carolina. He was crowned a
main guide to the universe, he explains
Sovereign Grand Inspector General of
This quote, by the way, is available
his method:
in French and English in the Albert Pike the Scottish Rite, and became the most
'Magic is the science of the ancient
Powerful and Prominent member of the
vertical file at the library of the Scottish
magi.... Magic unites in one and the
Rite's
Supreme Council.
Rite
Southern
Jurisdiction
at
1733
16th
same science, whatsoever Philosophy
St. NW, Washington D.C.
can possess that is most certain, and
John Quitman's grandfather was
Religion of the Infallible and the Eternal.
governor of the island of Curacao, the
~ h , T~~~~~project
It perfectly ... reconciles these two terms
Dutch West India Company's slave
The Scottish Rite of Freemasonry,
... faith and reason ... lhose who accept
an instrument of British Empire stratconcentration camp; his parents had
[magic] as a rule may give their will a
fled the Caribbean slave revolts, taking
sovereign power that will make them the
egy, directed a continuous offensive of
masters of all inferior beings and of all
murder and racist terrorism against the their slaves with them to New York
errant spirits; that is to say, will make
where John was born. In 1830, young
U,S,A, and neighboring countries,

A
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...
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Quitman had been formally commissioned by the Scottish Rite, leaders of
the secession movement, to establish
their organization in the state of Mississippi.
In the autumn of 1849, General
Quitman held a meeting of anti-Union
operatives from throughout the South.
They resolved to call a formal convention of the Southern states for the
following June, to begin the breakup of
the United States.
Quitman became governor of Mississippi in January 1850, and his Nashville
secession convention met from June 3
to 12. Delegates from nine states
proclaimed the rights of slaveholders.
Quitman and his clique meanwhile
moved to provoke immediate civil war.
He proposed to lead a private army
from Texas, to conquer the new U.S.
territory of New Mexico on behalf of
slavery. President Zachary Taylor faced
Quitman down. President Taylor was
determined to bring the new southwest
into the Union as free states. On June
21, 1850, nine days after the secession
con&tion, Governor Quitman was
indicted by a federal grand jury for
violating the U.S. Neutrality Laws!
The charge was based on Quitman's
leadership of a well-financed wnspiracy to invade and "liberate" Cuba from
Spanish rule. Then two weeks later, on
July 3, President Taylor threatened to
hang those "taken in rebellion against
the Union." The next day the President
fell ill, vomited blackish material, and
died soon after. The Quitman prosecution was delayed. (You may recall that
Taylor's body was recently dug up by
Kentucky authorities, looking for evidence of arsenic poisoning.)
The following summer, 1851, Quitman brought fellow Mississippian
Jefferson Davis to Massachusetts to
meet with Caleb Cushing. They picked
the man to be nominated by the Democrats for the U.S. presidency: volunteer
General Franklin Pierce, a member of
their clique in the Mexican War. Pierce
surprised everyone by taking the nomination at the convention. Then, August
Belmont, the U.S. representative of
Britain's Rothschild banks, paid for
Pierce's 1852 election campaign.
Though this blatant foreign intrusion
caused a flare-up of resentment among

be too surprising to us, given prosecutor Benjamin's own growing role in the
faction of which Gen. Quitman was
then the shining star. Benjamin joined
Slidell as a U.S. senator from Louisiana
at the next election, and was a top
leader of the slaveowners' insurrectionary government.
The Terrible Trio
Let's look for a minute at the trio of
Slidell, Belmont, and Benjamin. Slidell
had a mastets degree in political dirty
tricks, learned as a member of Aaron
Burr's machine in New York and Louisiana. Slidell had politically schooled
Belmont and had brought him into the
Democratic Party, and Belmont married
Slidell's niece. Slidell had also virtually
adopted, taught and brought into politics the young Judah Benjamin, a
British West Indian Jew living in Louisiana. Both Belmont, and his banking
client Benjamin, were passionate
backers of the expansion of slavery into
Latin Amerioa.
When he was a young private secretary for the Rothschild family, Belmont
had toured continental Europe doing
financial'and political intelligence work
for the Rothschild bank, a pillar of the
paranoia

Cover of a 1983 pro-Klan guidebook by
Robelt Mile. Note the "33," a number of great
Freemasonic significance.
British royal family. With Britain meddling in Spain's civilwar, the Rothschilds had sent Belmont off to the
Spanish colony of Cuba in 1837 to
"take charge of Rothschild interests" in
Cuba. Belmont's ship stopped overin
New York and he never went on to
Cuba, but his subsequent U.S. banking
and political career was often focused
on Cuba's wealth and strategic location.
Following the 1853 presidential
inauguration of their candidate Pierce,
Scottish Rite chief John Quitman and
his New York financiers signed a formal
agreement making Quitman the "civil
and military chief of the revolution"
which they would impose on Cuba.
Once he had seized the island, Quitman was due to receive $1 million from
the proceeds of the revolutionary bonds
the financiers were floating.
Quitman's criminal enterprise recruited as many as 50,000 U.S. mercenaries for the intended invasion. But
the Spanish authorities brought these
plans to grief. They emancipated most
w i n t e r 1994/95@
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of Cuba's slaves, encouraged racial
intermarriage, armed the freed blacks
and recruited them into a militia
through which they could defend their
own freedom from the gringo attackers. The Spanish governor arrested
Quitman's intriguer, Captain James
D. Bulloch, when Bulloch brought his
ship, the Black Warrior, into Havana.
Senator John Siidell of Louisiana
demanded the U.S. neutrality laws be
repealed. Attorney General Caleb
Cushing called for a naval blockade
around Cuba. But given the military
realities, saner heads prevailed, and
Quitman was placed under legal
restraint. Afler the Black Warrior
affair, the Quitman mercenary force
was absorbed into a new, more
aggressive movement with enlarged
aims. The Knights of the Golden
Circle appeared first in Cincinnati,
under the supervision of the Scottish
Rite's midwest organizer Killian Van
Rensselaer, a longtime underground
military operative for Britain in North
America. So Cincinnati was the
northern capital of the pro-slavery,
Masonic terrorist underground. From
there the Knights spread throughout
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, down the
Mississippito the Gulf south,
The Golden Circle was to be a
new slave empire centered in Cuba.
It would break up the U.S.A. and
~ o n ~ u e r ~ e x iCentral
c o , America and
the Caribbean. The Knights armed
and drilled up to 100,000 would-be
emigrants, raiders, rapists, and
slaveholders. They were organized
into lodges called "castles," with
Masonic signs, grips, and passwords.
They were to kill the hated Catholic
Hispanics, and fill their places with
black slaves brought fresh from
Africa. This is the first "North American Free Trade Agreemenl'!
(The Masonic imperialism of the
Franklin Pierce administration lives
on as'the romantic, elite legend of
the Eastem Establishment. They
celebrate that legend in the marriage
of Presideht Pierce's blood relative
Barbara Pierce to George Bush,
whose imperial ideas are rooted in
the ev.ents of the 1850s.)
Led by Quitman and his allies in
the lower South, the Knights of the

Golden Circle formed the heart of the
secession military machine as the
crisis of the Union deepened. But
John Quitman died in July 1858. The
Scottish Rite leadership was then
totaliy reorganized. Albert Pike was
brought into the Supreme Council
and, in 1859, Pike was elevated to
Commander of the Southern Jurisdiction. While the Knights of the Golden
Circle intensified their terrorist activities in Texas, and their "filibuster"
raids into Mexico and Centrai America, Albert Pike pulled together the
inner core of a revolutionary government for the U.S. southern states.
As Albert Pike said himself, Pike
had not even heard of the Scottish
Rite until 1853. Sponsored by his
fellow Bostonian, Attorney General
Caleb Cushing, who inserted Pike's
cronies into office for him in the
1840s. Pike had become the boss of
Arkansas politics. He had proven his
"Southemness" by running racial
hysteria campaigns against Arkansas's handful of freed blacks and
against America's Catholic immigrants.
Joining Pike's new Scottish Rite
Supreme Council in 1859 was the
U.S. vice president, John C. Breckinridge of Kentucky. He would soon run
for President on a secession platbrm, his campaign managed by
Caleb Cushing. In March 1860, the
U.S. treasury secretary, Howell Cobb,
joined Pike's Supreme Council.
(Cobb was a ruler of the Georgia
Masonic mafia with Robert Toombs
and James Bulloch.) If you are going
to iead a revolt against a government, fi is handy to have the head of
that government's treasury take
charge of your finances, as Cobb did
for his Masonic boss Albert Pike.
Cobb resigned his treasury post in
December 1860, following Abraham
Lincoln's election to the U.S. presidency. Two months later, Cobb was
president of the convention in Alabama, which created the Confederate
government and broke up the United
States. Cobb's name appears at the
top of signers of the Confederate
Constitution, a document which Cobb
and Albert Pike are supposed to
have drafled together..
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Lectures of Masonic Symbolism $30
Book of the Words $17
Meaning of Masonry $18

UFOs

Manly P. Hall

Secret Teachings of All Ages, Masonic, Hermetic,
Abduction, John Mack $23
Qabbalistic $29.95
Angels and Aliens: UFOs and the Mythic ImaginaFreemasonry of the Ancient Egyptians, $14.95
tion, Keith Thompson Allagash
Lost Keys of Freemasonry: Secret of Hiram Abiff $10
Abductions: Undeniable Evidence of Alien I n t e ~ e n L~~~~~~~
on ~~~i~~~
philosophy sZ0
tion, Fowler, $16.95
Man: Grand Symbol of the Mysteries $14
Magic: A Treatise on Esoteric Ethics $5
-.93Roswell Incident: Classic Study of UFO Contact, Berlitz
~ a s o n i cOrders of Fraternity $8
Truth About the UFO Crash at Roswell, Kevin Randle
Secret Destiny of America $9
$19.95
America's
With Destiny $8
t
Files Revealed. TimoAlien Contact: T o ~ S e c r eUFO
thy Good $12
Above Top Secret: Worldwide UFO Coverup, Timothy Send $1 for Newspeak's 24-page catalog, or buy a book from
this list and get the catalog free! Please add 10% shipping,
Good $14
UFOs and the Psychic Factor, Kannenberg $12.95
and 7% sales tax for Rhode Island residents. Newspeak, 5
and the Alien
Presence, SixView~Oints,.LindeSteeple Street, Providence, RI 02903. Call for information:
mann $12.95
401-331-3540.
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as a calculated conspiracy by Chief Gates and George
Bush. This results in mvstificatlonfor those who don't know
give us our image of the socially responsible reporter. Either
the editor gives him-it's usually a him-his assignment or
by Joffre Stewart
the assignment finds him, and with no weapon but his trusty
typewriter, justice (more likely criminal than social) is done.
An-archisnc: A social philosophy that rejects authoritarian
This is a fiction that slights the fact that in the bureaucratic
government and maintains that voluntary institutions are best
organization of labor, the editor, the reporter's supervisor, is
suited to express man's natural social tendetlcies.
-George Woodcock there to block socially-sensitive reports that the reporter
might submit. In the 1960%Karl Meyer, A. J. Muste and
Mr. Stewart reports that this is part of a presentation
other pacifists went into South Vietnam and demonstrated
given "at the Chicago regional gathering of the
against
the war. Reporters did their job and sent the story
International Black Writers Conference (PO Box 1030,
home,
and
editors did their job by killing it. Likewise, at the
Chicago, IL 60690) on Soweto [Walkathon Satur-] Day in
time
of
the
Gulf
War, NBC News fired a reporter because he
the depopulation of the Americas
brought
back
news
of the war. (As I've indicated, people like
monotheistic barbarisms of Europe..."
Dr. Strangelove (Kissinger) sit on corporate boards that
f journalism schools don't train students to be
control the likes of NBC.)
operationally stupid, then maybe the admitted
The journalistic profession is organized against the exstudents arrive with no real need to be trained pression of significant social responsibility, or anything that
might lo6k like it. It's easy to imagine that some of the bombfor a blunting of their sense of social responing
of Bagdhad was aimed more at killing CNN's Peter
sibility. If the raw material of journalism is
Arnett than Saddam Hussein. It can be useless merely being
predisposed by status quo animus to be stupid
a reporter. One Sunday, probably in the 1960s, I remarked
and insensitive to social responsibility, then the
to one Ted Heil about something in the headlines. Ted
school training may merely be icing on the cake.
stared at me a moment, then said he didn't read the papers.
Political analysts can be drawn from this pool. I know a
Ted had been with the Navy, March 1, 1954, when the MAD
former student, Don Justine Terry, who sat at classes at the
BOMBERS exploded the Hydrogen BOMB at Bikini, which
Medill School of Journalism. Terry has an ex-Communist
resulted in the death of Aikichi Kuboyama on a Japanese
father, an-archist mother, and Republican brother. His own
fishing vessel. Heil understood that it was a cobalt bomb, a
choice resembles liberal; not an ignorant choice, but an
designedly dirty BOMB. No paper or magazine told the truth
examined and informed choice. He hardly knew he was
about this BOMB test. So Heil stopped reading them... I
black until he went to Oberlin College. At Medill, he found his went through WWll without ever, to my certain knowledge,
classmates difficult, almost impossible to talk to. Conversahearing a shot fired in anger. In October, 1950. 1 saw a cop
tions were by way of argument and disagreement.
kill a man at 48th and South Parkway (Now King Drive). The
cop's visage was not unfamiliar. I might have passed him in
The Institutional Stupidity of the Media cultivates medi-athe halls at high school. I rarely buy a paper, but this time I
ted stupefaction of the Masses, whether it stems from the
Standard Operating Procedures of newsgatherers, the initial thought I would, in order to compare their account with what
I actually saw. I went over every column inch in the Chicago
moral poverty of journalism trainees, or the board room
control of Dr. Strangelove (Henry Kissinger), Daddy WarDefender two or three times looking for the front page story
bucks (Warburg), and Masonic hierarchs. This stupidity is
which was not there. I felt gyped. The Defender was coverevident in the media treatment of LA Riots, Part II, where the ing up a case of police abuse. A friend of mine refuses to
non-function of Rodney King batterers at the inception of the buy the Defender, because (and I think this applies to all
riot--which allowed white T-shifted provocateurs to ignite
black papers) they were once trying to get him killed. He was
fires and spark the looting--is consistently portrayed i s
with the army in Italy in WW II while the Defender was
honest accident, incompetence, or underreaction rather than agitating for black servicemen to be given combat duty. It's

I
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impossible for me to say my fnend is wrong, because a
sociaily responsible paper would be anti-war and would not
be agitating to gets blacks or anyone else killed out of some
patriotic loyalty to integration. A socially responsible political
analyst or reporter must oppose the policy of papers like the
Defender, which could mean not having a job. Which brings
me to why I am glad I don't have a job.
Noam Chomsky, who reads the New York Times religiously, has said that the New York Times is the most cormpt
paper in America. It, in sync with other papers, helped to
make Ed Koch, a Zionist, mayor of New York, by denying
coverage to a black candidate. The histoly of the Times
helps explain some of this. At the end of the last century, the
Times went through various changes in ownership. Suddenly, one of these new
-1
10
,
owners found he had no
advertising, as Jewish
store owners were

.

Dorothy Hunt, wife of Watergate burglar and possible Grassy
Knoll man E. Howard Hunt, was murdered [along with the
other passengers] in the crash of a United Airlines flight at
Midway airport in Chicago. [See PARANOIA Issue 5.1 The
hitman lived to admit his role to one of Sherman Skolnick's
investigators. Just so one could not fully determine how or
when Clarke was niurdered, her employer, CBS, had the
body burned before even her parents could get to it. This
should be no surprise inasmuch as CBS, which gave Dan
Rather an 8 million dollar contract as a payoff for helping
Dorothy Hunt's CIA-connected husband kill Kennedy, was a
CIA front at the time. In the 1980s, when CBS laid off many
workers, it was because then-Director of the CIA William
Casey had shifled the CIA subsidy from CBS to ABC, in
which Casey had invested some of his own money. Casey
/

I

.

'lhe ~ournall~tic
prok~slonis
the paper.
organized
against the expression of
And that's how it stayed
,
until it got Jewish ownsocial,respomlbility, or
ership. I have another
fri6.d who works for the anything that might look like it, It
Times and who shall
.
.
remain nameless bethat some of the
cause he is afraid I
m i g r him to lose
was aimed
hiskob. I don't think he's
ever reacted one way or
the other to the Chom- more at
Peter Arnett

sky statement. Currently,
he is in the Chicago
bureau of the Times
and doesn't want me, a Chicagoan, to seek coverage for any
of the local anti-Apartheid pickets, demonstrations against
the Anglo-American WASP-Jewish Ruling Class dictatorship
in Guatemala, or pro-Palestinian solidarity activities, because
my doing so might cost him his job. He once explained that
60% of his assignments are determined by the New York
office, 40% he can suggest, subject to approval by New
York. On hearing this, I never felt so glad not to have a job.,
and particularly not to have a prestigious, well-paying job in
journalism. My friend-who-shall-remain-nameless seems to
be saying that his first responsibility is keeping his job, not
losing it in some socially responsible way.
But if the journalist has a responsibility to be honest, which
is as much an admirably selfish responsibility to one's self as
to society, then even a conventional, no-radical-ax-to-grind
journalist might lose life and job simultaneously. A professional, well-connected journalist who lucks into a chance to
be honest can be more at risk than an amateur journalist
who blabs all: Jessica Savich saw the rifle that shot Ronald
Reagan, in March 1981, and so her murder was carrie'd out,
and faked as a road accident. [Editor's Note: Shortly before
her death, newswoman Savich had produced an incredible
expose of the Italian MasonidFascist group P2 for,the PBS
show Frontline, and some believe that this was the reason
she was killed.] In December, 1972, Michelle Clarke, a
WBBM-CBS reporter who was getting information from

conveniently died while on
his way to testify at an
Iran-Contra hearing, so I'm
not certain which broadcast
nehok
the
favor-

ite today. Maybe they all
are.
According to Sherman
.
Skolnick. WMAW-NBC
r e a r t e r ~ e smart
d
was getting close to who
shot John Kennedy and.
Martin Luther King when he
was murdered in Belmont
Harborona
of July. A Chicago Tribune
reporter named Tucker put
an accidental-drowning spin
on the story. It goes without saying that political analysts and
reporters "on duty" for the CIA are essentially inimical to
social responsibility in journalism. The government (CIA) is
more dangerous to journalists than the Mafia, per se. The
CIA may hire the Mafia, but both
Mafiosi and journalists are in
more danger from government
(CIA) than journalists are
from Mafiosi. Government is the
mega-criminal
organization and
the an-archist
solution is to abolish it absolutely and
penanenily, precipitating the terminal win of the
Anglo-American
WASP-Jewlsh
Ruling CIAss. NO
COPS, no murTs,
no jAils, no TaxES.. 9
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Part 1
Niccolo Machiavelli was bom in
Florence, Italy, in 1469. Raised
during a period of great political
and personal danger, his
instilled in him an
appreciation for the art of social
manipulation on a grand scale.
By insinuating himself into the
Courts of the more powerful
Potentates of the day, he managed to achieve the exalted
position of Secretary to the SecChancery of the Republic of
Florence, thus controlling the
Republic's military and foreign
affairs. His fortunes took a turn
for the worse thirteen years later
when a change in the power
structure forced him into exile. It
was during this unhappy period of
peasant labor that he penned his
famous tome The Prince, thus
assuring that his very name
would become synonymous with
the darker aspect of political
expediency.
Even now, as the world readies itself
for the headlong plunge into a new
millennium, his musings touch the fetid
little hearts of those who dream longingly of unmitigated State power. The
author Christian Gaus, in fact, clearly
winter 1394195

by Mark Westion
states in his introduction to the
1953 Mentor edition of The Prince
that "Machiavelli has repeatedly
been hailed as the founder of
modem political science."

black and white fantasy of "God" and
"Satan."
As children, it is easier to
Pragmatism vilified
regard events as intrinsically "good" or
"bad." As we age, though, the blacks
profession
"A man who
of goodness
wishes to in
make
everya
and
whites tend to merge into varying
thing must necessarily come to grief
shades
of gray. This situation can be
good,
among so many who
~
h
~it isnecessary..,to
~
~
f
learn
~
~ the~cause
, of a certain amount of turmoil
how not to be good, and to use this in the more romantic mindset. To the
knowledge and not use it, according degree where the most minor infrao
to the necessity of the case."
tions of the moral code, such as a
-Machiavelli "white lie," can create in us a dilemma
wtlich we dare not gaze at for fear of
Although our pragmatic side may
losing our romantic ideal of a 'soul" to
aaree with the above. we tend to shun
the
Medusa of critical thought. In this
the moral dilemma that it Bntails. We
regard,
the realization that "goodness"
Americans are brought up to be rois
a
purely
subjective concept, supmantic idealists, firmly believing, and
ported by nothing more solid than
ready to die for, "truth, justice and the
"faith," can be equivalent to the death of
American way." Pragmatism, being
Santa Claus.
antithetical to romance, is thus viewed
It is for this reason that the so-called
as ethical pornography. Ironically, this
"religious right" is so easily manipulated
romanticizedworld view is responsible
for much of the misery that the world
into believing that outside forces, (i.e.
GodISatan), are at work in the world. If
has been subjected to throughout
these Christian zealots truly had "eyes
history. This is because this romantic
ideal is presented to the American
that see and ears that hear." then the
real enemy would be readily apparent.
psyche by people who don't believe a
word of it. dolves in sheep's clothing
The Emperor has no clothes, so he
drapes himself with collar and vestas it were.
Our romantic education begins when ment.
Later in life, the educational system
we are children, taught the purely
religious ideals of "good and "evil." Far attempts to instill in the student the
concept of altruism, or the unselfish
from the real world of genuine human
regard for the welfare of others. While
dynamics, we are presented with a

...
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this is a fine concept as it applies to
one's family and loved ones, it only
works on a societal level when
practiced by ail members of the
community. And there's the rub.
Pragmatic manipulators are ail too
aware of the fact that altruism is
nothing more than a castle made of
sand. Altruism begins with politeness, which can either be promoted
by the media to build bridges between disparate groups, or disparaged by the same to build social
barriers.
Later still, when the hapless
citizen joins the work force,, he is
expected to live up to some amorphous Judeo-Christian work ethic.
This sector of the moral code is
considered necessary as it regards
getting people to labor. On their
own, people will figure out just how
much labor is really needed to
produce the quantity of goods which
are really ngeded. This "ethic" is
useful in fostering a consumer
speiety where workers are encouraged to produce far more than they
need, in exchange for currency
which they can then spend on products that they don't really need
which in turn forces them into debt
which in turn enslaves them to their
job. Purely obsessive1compulsive
behavior which has been legitimized
by the collective gestalt. It isn't really
our fault though. The age-old axiom of
"garbage in, garbage out" truly holds
sway in this case. The "garbage" in
this case being provided by nelwork
television in the form of the "buy this
-eat this" message that it constantly
hammers home. The world on the
tube leaves little room for any real
lifestyle alternatives.
To summarize, the manipulative
pragmatist, while following his own
code, promotes a popular mythology
to foster a fear of non-compliance
among the general populace. This
mythology includes the following major
points:
.A big father god exists in the
heavens. While this god loves his
children, he is also a strict disciplinarian. Meeting with his disapproval
equates to soul death.

It must have been
reassuring for the

The well being of the community
is paramount. You are a mere cog in
the machine. To give your life for
others (i.e. the State), is the highest
ideal.
.Work hard to produce products
which then can be purchased for
currency. Lack of gainflil employment
puts you at risk of being considered a
vagrant "slacker." Keep in mind that
you are what you do. This is the first
thing that strangers will ask you when
you meet them in a social setting.
World War Two: The Grand
Experiment
"A prince should therefore have no
other aim or thought, nor take up
any other thing for his study, but
war and it's organization and it's
discipline, for that is the only art
and that 1s necessary t o one who
commands, and it is of such virtue
that it not only maintains those
who are born princes, but often
enables men of private fortune to
attain to that rank."
-Machiavelli
paranoia
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Although the societal structures
mentioned above have been in place,
in one form or another, since the
beginning of time, only since the end
of World War Two have they been
employed with such dehumanizing
efficiency. The popular zeitgeist has
now been perfected to the point
where the message, though still an
undercurrent, is implicit: obey, consume and die.
The Second World War was fought
not so much for political idealism as it
was for purely pragmatic reasons. The
reality of the situation surely would
have surprised the average Joe who
signed up to fight a war because of
his patriotic convictions. "Our boys"
were shipped off to battle by a gang of
big business Fat Cats who were
gleefully reaping large profits by
supplying both sides in the conflict.
And the band played on. The "band"
in this case was located in Hollywood,
California. The movies were a cheap
entertainment that kept the propawinter 1994195 @

ganda machine going full steam
ahead. Mr. and Mrs. America couldn't be blamed for the fear they felt as
they watched the giant screen light
up with images of "Jap" soldiers
invading San Francisco. Although
highly unlikely, the public was regaled with such gory spectacles,
replete with bloodthirsty "Nips"
bayoneting babies. The reason that
this Capitocracy wasso adept at
leading the buying public like a lamb
to slaughter was because Hollywood
was such a willing accomplice.
When the war was finally called
off afler successful field tests of that
newest of infernal devices, the
Atomic Bomb, Hollywood lost much
of it's power to the new spectacle of
television, which was eagerly accepted as proof of the superiority of
the American
Televisions
are~. Wav.
~,
~
now a central piece of furniture in
virtually every home in the country.
Television has thus become BIG
BUS ESS 'T V news, in combination
.
..
witK oplnlon polls, has become the
hammer and anvil employed to shape
the soft and malleable American psyche.
~

~

~
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The 50's: The Life o f Riley
"And one sees...that when
princes think more of luxury than
of arms, they lose their state. The
.chief cause of the loss of states,
the 'Ontempt of this art (war),
and the way to acquire them is t o
be well versed in the same."
-Machiavelli
We can see in Machlavelli's
words a warning to the "princes"
of the world not to get too comfortable. The powers that be
wasted little time in promoting yet
another conflict, this time with a
conglomerate of third world countries known as the Soviet Union.
This was the decade when
most American families went out
and bought their first idiot box.
Although we were already embroiled in yet another war (Korea
this time) the movies were dishing
out repeated doses of a glorified
World War Two. This was done
because the soldiers returning
from Korea were a bit confused
as to their actual role in the wacky
world of domino theory. They
didn't have the l u x u of
~ black
and white issues such as those
involved in what Studs Terkel
termed "the Good War." It must
have'been reassuring for the
average grunt to fly home on
leave and be mesmerized by the
paranoia
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image of that philosophicaljuggernaut
John Wayne. He always made you
proud to be an American. Maybe the
Duke didn't always understand the
orders that his superiors expected him
to follow, but damnit, follow he did.
Unbeknownst to the general populace however, dedicated men were
hard at work in our nation's clandestine think-tanks. They saw what was
accepted as gospel and duly noted
how that message was presented. All
of this feedback was entered into
computers to be distilled down into
even more efficient sound bites. It
would never suffice to simply hang
giant posters on the stadium walls.
This was not China. No, virtue and
hard work could be extolled in more
subtle, and as history has proven,
more effective ways. Subtlety was
key. If we were to have an American
Obermensch, he would have to be
sold on the idea that he invented
himself. The stage was set for the
next experiment:
In the next issue of PARANOL4 we'll
don o11r '"grannyglasses" and take a
magic caFet ride into the 603, doubleb ~ i our
r way fhrolcgh the 70's, and bust
the bank in the 80k,finally crarh
fanding in the midst of a jin de siZc1e.

-

An interview with George Arzdrews by Joan D'Arc
George, Iregard your book Extra-terrestrial Friends
and Foes as one of the best books written on the extraterrestrial dilemma. Can you tell me what led to your
interest in ETs?
I decided-to dedicate myself to UFO research afler I saw
a metallic disc perform in ways no aircraft known to me
could perform (going from high speed to a dead stop in a
~f
second,
l hovering for several minutes, then going
instantly from dead stop to very high speed) on a farm
near Carmarthen in Wales in 1972. Previous to this, my
research and my books had been entirely focused on
various aspects of psychoactive drugs.
It is interesting that I was at work on a book entitled
Drugs and Magic at the time that the sighting occurred.
This sighting was a landmark event that changed the
direction of my research. Since that incident, the primary
focus of my research has been UFO phenomena, paying
particular attention to what may at first seem marginal or
peripheral aspects previously neglected by other researchers, making use of knowledge acquired during my
previous cycle of research. Although it is not always the
case, the high strangeness factor in UFO research that is
so baffling to the conventional academic mentality may be
more comprehensible to a seasoned veteran of the psychedelic experience.
Why have you chosen to dedicate yourself to this
research and what do you hope to achieve?
As stated at the beginning of Extra-terrestrials Among
Us, I seek to bridge the gap in understanding between the
children of the Earth and the children of the stars, to prepare the way for mutually beneficial communication instead
of disastrous antagonistic confrontation, to renew the
a liance that existed in deeo antiauitv as we cross the
threshold of the Space A&. In aide; to do this, it is essentlal that we learn to dlst~ng~lsh
between frlend and foe,
between those whose motlvat~onfor lnteractino wlth us
~~-IS
predatory and those whose presence here is compatible
with human well-being.
Is there a sense of urgency in the publication of
your books?
The most urgent priority in the present situation seems
~

~~

.,

~~~

~

to be to

achieve
n~lhlin
- r--..repudiation, on
a scale so larae
it constitutes
clear majority,
of the secret
and illegal treaty made between representatives of our
government and the Grays. This would clear the way for
an alliance more positive in nature, such as with the Tau
Ceti group and/or one or more of the Blond groups. The
reason for the urgency is that our survival as a species
depends on our ability to make a correct decision in this
matter.
InET Friends and Foes you describe the distinct
differences between the extraterrestrials known as Ule
Blonds and the big-headed type known as the Grays,
with reference to where they come from, the history of
their planet and why they are here. How have you
come upon this amazing information?
My source of information for the characteristics of the
different types of ETs has been mainly descriptions of
experiences reported by abductees I have encountered. I
would be the first to admit that I do not have any formal
proof or even substantial evidence of the existence of
these different types of aliens, beyond what abductees and
other witnesses have reported. I have no conscious memory of ever having seen an alien myself, though I have
definitely seen UFOs.
It was in correlating information from different abductees
that I began discerning patterns in the types of behavior
reported involving the entities responsible for the abductions. I decided to fit together the pieces of the puule that
t out in the open for p~blic
had come my way, and p ~tnem
examinat:on, mv book beino the means of doing this.
There are many researchers who each have some differen1 pleces of the puzzle, I don t tn:nk any researcher has
access to ail the Dleces of the ~ u u l eIt is only by sharing
our findings that ihe big picture can emerge.
What is wrong with the attitude that they are
"peaceful" space brothers?
The only thing wrong with the assumption that all types
of ETs are peaceful space brothers is that it is contradlded
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and indirectly in a multitude of different ways, physically,
over and over again by the abductee reports. The cattle
mutilations are also an alarm signal! We must deal with this emotionally, mentally and even spiritually. The way to
escape this is to develop multidimensional awareness,
as a reality in the here and now, rather than as a comfortwhich makes one far more difficult to manipulate.
ing playland fantasy, which is tantamount to suicide when
confronted with predatory entities camouflaged as benevoAre these alien groups, or some other "higher
lent.
evolved group, possibly responsible for putting humans on this planet at some earlier time?
In your estimation, is it possible that Earthling elite
power groups have invented the "alien" as a common
The record left in the Pre-Cambrian and Cambrian rocks
enemy by utilizing secret mind control techniques such is clear. The basic life-forms from which the more highly
as brain implants, to make us believe we are being
developed life-forms later evolved appeared in the primeval
visited from another world?
ocean at about the same time, for the most part fully
formed with no trace of intermediary stages of developThis is a possibility that should be explored impartially
ment, exactly as if they had been deposited in the ocean
like any other. However, who then was responsible for the
by entities from elsewhere. I think life was seeded on this
brain implant in the case of Dr. Torralba in 16th Century
planet by extra-terrestrials, but that does not give them the
Spain, recorded in the literature of that period? How come
right to treat us as their property or their slaves.
not only Dr. Torralba but many others saw El Rubio as a
physically real entity, human in appearance?
So Earthling abductions by UFO occupants can be
seen as periodic DNA testing and moditication?
I think a small percentage of the abductions are indeed
mind control experiments by Earthling elite power groups,
I think that abductions by UFO occupants can be seen
desianed to confuse and
to be at least oartiallv for the
distract independent repurpose of DNA rnohitoring
searchers, but there is no
and modification. A group of
OW
way this could provide a
ETs seeded the primeval
satisfactory explanation for
ocean with the ancestors of our
the entire range of pher,
1
flora and fauna, and ourselves,
nomena or eCen a majority
and may have now returned for
the harvest, but our awareness
of the cases. The abducte have too many suphas developed to the point that
p rtlng witnesses that
they no longer have the right to
something physically real
use us as slaves or as a food
actually happened
source.
1
11
1
What is behind the imOf course Bia Brother
would love n o t h g better
ahen
p~gnat!Onofwomenby
be~ngsand the taking
than to unite US all under
his command to defend
of the fetuslhybrid? Is it
ourselves against an
by the .dying
imaginary alien threat.
race" scenario? How would
However, the ships and
YOU explain the subterranean
entities re~ortedare not
1
1.
1
"farms" which arow these
products 6f the imaginahybrids in liquii? How do we
know this is not a collective
tion, and can be ignored
only at our own risk. Prodnightmare?
ucts of the imagination do not leave behind landing traces.
I wish the subterranean farms growing hybrid fetuses
or bovine carcasses mutilated in the field with far greater
were a collective nightmare, but unfortunately it looks to me
precision and speed than would be possible for our best
as if the nightmare is for real. There are far too many
veterinarians operating under laboratory conditions.
women reporting missing fetuses that had previously been
In your estimation, just how serious is the extratermedically determined to be present, with neither the doctor
restrial problem? If there are in fact more missing
nor the patient able to explain how the fetus suddenly
persons than governments dare to disclose to the
disappeared without a trace. That is a nightmare in broad
public, what is the worst case scenario you might
daylight. They are so ruthless in their procedures because
the dying race scenario is for real. My opinion is that harsuggest?
vesting of emotions is a secondary factor of much lower
In my opinion, the extra-terrestrial problem is as serious
priority, and far less urgent.
as any problem can get, since what is at stake is our survival as a freely evolving species. If we don't wake up to
How have your views changed and what new theowhat is going on and take resolute action, we will be a
ries have you developed since you wrote Extraterrestrislave species used as a reservoir of vital fluids and Organic als Among Us?
spare parts by the Gray group our government made a
A lot of new information has come in since the publicasecret and illegal treaty with. Thai is the worst case scetion of ETs Among Us, but none of it is of a nature that
nario.
would oblige me to make fundamental changes in my
Do you think Earthlings are being "hawesfed" i n any theories. The new information that has come in tends
rather to confirm the accuracy of the statements made in
manner?
both of my books, with one exception, which is this. Since
Yes, I think Earthlings are being harvested both directly
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Those who
SO ~ m . g l ~
iggle or -&law
at the
!
€
mentionof UP'u phenomena
are the Ones who
be
most vulnerable to paralyzing
pam, when all at, once the
whole world sees fleets of
UFOs in the sky and mass
landings begin.
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the book came out, several abductees have told me that I
was mistaken to assume that all Grays are predatory foes.
They say that there are different groups of Grays that operate independently of each other, sometimes in rivalry with
each other. Apparently, they may not be all linked up to the
same superbrain. If this turns out to be true, I would be glad
to admit my mistake. However, at present we have no way to
confirm or invalidate this information.
What's the most fascinating new development you've
come across?
One intriguing theory proposed to me recently is that the
aliens performing the abductions were actually made in the
USA, and cloned in the vats on the lower levels in the Dulce
base [New Mexico]. Furthermore, they are under the control
of the US government, which plans to stage a fake invasion
from outer space so the citizens of this country will accept
the State of Emergency and Martial Law. The theory is
interesting but in my opinion unlikely.
Are you ever threatened by anyone who does not want
this information public?
So far the people who do not want this information made
public have not gone beyond verbal insults, but I must say
that when I wake up each morning, I am pleasantly surprised
to find myself still alive! As I see it, my margin of safety lies
in the fact that I have written so extensively, and have found
enthusiastic readers all around the world, that if they were to
arrange an "accident" or "strange suicide" for me, it would be
interpretedworld-wide as instant confirmation of the truth of
my cpmtroversial and debatable ideas.
lt'will soon be 2000 years since Jesus walked the
Earth. Is there something special in store for Earth peoples as we near the year 20007
It would be presumptuous of me to attempt to prophesy
what will happen in the year 2000, when I don't even know
what will be happening an hour from now. I can say that the
present situation is apocalyptic in many respects.
We are in the final stages of irrevocably destroying our
own planet's biosphere, in order that a few very wealthy men
can become even wealthier. It bears repeating that Mother
Earth is our star, and is the only one we have. This potential
suicide of our species intimately and legitimately concerns
every single human being on the planet.
Our civilization is crumbling before our very eyes. New
York has become like Bombay, its streets clogged with the
myriads of desperate starving homeless. Our politicians of
both parties are sold out to the corporations that fund them
through Political Action Committees. Despite the cosmetic
change in administration, they continue to pass laws which
make the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, concentrating the planet's wealth into fewer and fewer hands, thereby
guaranteeing a permanence of turmoil, misery and war. The
democracy we inherited from our forefathers is being systematically replaced by totalitarian despotism, which our
government officials at the highest levels are conniving to
bring abo~t.Near y everyone is go'ng 0ankrupl except the
stockho.ders wno own the Federal Reserve and the World
Bank.
This tiny clique may have made the fatal mistake of succeeding too soon and too well with their plans, since the
enormous and ever-increasing dispar~tybetween the I~xuriOLS surro~ndinasin which :hev spend their ives and the
conditions under which the average citizen must live are
becoming far too obvious to far too many people all at once,

thereby paving the way for sudden revolutionary change, ln
no matter what direction one looks, the comforting facade of
business as usual is bursting at the seams or already
cracked wide open. All the signs indicate that we are living in
the final days of a major cycle in history.
Do you correlate this at all with the growing numbers
of UFO abductions and contact?
The Christian tradition predicts the Second Coming and
Judgement Day. The Hopi tradition predicts Purification Day.
The Islamic tradition predicts the Coming of the Mahdi and
the Day of Fire. The Jews are expecting the Messiah. The
Buddhists are awaiting the arrival of Maitreya, the new B U ~ dha for the new world cycle. If YOU put all that together, and
then add the wild card in the game, which is extra-terrestrial
and other-dimensional intervention in human affairs (the
UFO factor), it is obvious that the period we are entering is
not going to be one of business as usual.
It is also obvious that those who cling to the concept that
business as usual is going to continue indefinitelv are likelv
to be among the firstcasualtles. Those who now so smugiy
giggle or guffaw at the ment;on of UFO phenomena are the
ones who wll be most vulnerable to paraklna Dan c.. when
ail at once the whole world sees fleets of ~ ~ 6 ithe
i n
sky
and mass landings begin. It looks to me as if an event of this
nature is what all these decades of hide and seek games
have been building up to. I know this has been predicted
semi-annually for the last fifty years and has never yet happened, but this does not mean it never will happen. When
one considers what has been going on during recent years in
UFO hot spots like Belgium, Mexico City, Gulf Breeze, Texarkana, Virginia and many other places, the trend developing
and where it will lead becomes quite obvious.
George, what would you say in response to Catholics
who are upset with your analysis of Virgin Mary sightings as "extraterrestrial scams" [as reported in PARANOIA Issue 517
I think that the way you treated the apparitions of the
Virgin was excellent, and the way you credited me was
appropriate. I hope with all my heart that the aliens responsible for the cultural conditioning we know as Christianity
wish to share this planet peacefully with us, themselves living
up to the ethical standards of the religion they have promulgated. However, many of the experiences being reported by
abductees do not correlate with this type of benign intervention. These cases consistently appear to indicate that at least
one group of aliens intends to replace humanity as the
dominant species on this planet, rather than to peacefully
share our ~vingspace. It is of the utmost importance to
explore as thoroughly as poss:ble these contradict'ons be,
tween the relis:ous doctrines supposedlv promulgated by
ETs and the actual behavior of ETS beins reported by abductees. If what we are confronted with is different groups of
aliens with extensive camouflage capabilities, who have
been involved in a "war in heaven" since deep antiquity, It is
literally a matter of life and death for us to distinguish what is
genuine from what is imitation. ~tshould be realized !hat lust
because there are imitations, this does not necessanly,mean
that there is no true Virgin Mary. We must learn to d!st!nguish the real thing from the imitation, as we must dlst~nguish
our ET friends from our ET foes..
George Andrews' Extra-Terrestrial Friends and Foes
is published by IllumiNet Press, PO BOX 2808.
Lilburn, GA 30226.
noia
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they remembered enough about their
Constitution to recognize truth when
American Justice FederationinIndianapolis, Indiana created quite a stir with her call they saw it. Their interest was awakened when they realized that - hey,
wait a sec, this might actually work!
- The result achieved from calling the
for the formation of citizens' militias, and her plan to conduct a uniformed and militia assembly in Waco were immediate and nation-wide. First and forearmed militia march into Washington on September 19, 1994 to arrest evev most, came the attacks on me: "Who
does she think she is, calling herself
member of Congress for treason. Thompson's group had delivered an ultimatum to the 'Adjutant General' of the militia!"
Why, how pleasant of each of YOU to
each member of Congress, giving them a chance to rethink their allegiance. volunteer for the job, dear fellows. Oh.
Linda Thompson
you didn't?
Essentially, she asked them: Do you answer to We the People, or to the
Well, perhaps you'd like to discuss
exactly "what is the militia" before you
international bankinglcorporateregime that has become the American government? cry "it's not legal!!" "You'll be indicted
s l a m s h e r
for sedition!!", etc. ad nauseum, as well
Those who answered incorrectly, warned Thompson, would hang by the lamp posts
as publicly debate how assembling for
an armed, peaceful demonstration in
in Washington, D.C.Thompson subseq_uentlyreceived much criticism, some based
Waco was going to "get us all killed."
back-peddl~ng-cry-baby
on hostility, some on simple concern. As the last issue of PARANOIA went to was "playing into the hands of the
NWO," - all the same garbage I also
heard
about the Sept. 19 march. Plenty
press, Thompson called off the-march. At that,time, we called Thompson's actions
of
radio
stations interviewed me, motic
r
~
t
m
c
s
vated
solely
by their desire to publicly
" p y f an intelligent tactical maneuver against the forces of the NWO." However,
ridicule me and make a spectacle of
one o f our letter-Writers was quite critical. Now, in the interest of fairness, we are me, only to discover it backfired, because the Constitution, and the law,
publishing Thompson's own reasons for the planning and subsequent calling off of were behind me. Their programs woke
up a lot of people.
AIIof this public debate, first of all,
the march, as well as her response to her critics.
served to identify the whiners, liars,
doing something so they don't look like cowards and thieves, but more imporDate: 09-Aug-94 04:48 From: Linda
Thompson To: All Subj: SEPT. 19
the lame, lazy, cowards they are! It is
tantly, proved to be the SINGLE
guaranteed to invite media ridicule (due FASTEST, MOST EFFECTIVE method
MILITIA ASSEMBLY CANCELED
The September 19th militia assembly to the control of the media and how the of getting a lot of information out to the
in Washington, D.C. is OFF for several media is used to sway public opinion);
public, while at the same time, actually
and most of us already rightly fear and
tactical reasons, the first and foremost
getting people to pay attention.
being that the reason for calling it at all are well aware of the direct attacks that
The radio would hype it up in adwill be made by the feds, via the IRS
was itself tactical. Many militia comvance - "Wait'll this dumb broad with
and other harassment.
manders are well aware of this and
her dumb ideas gets on here! We'll tell
have been since the inception of the
Additionally, few people seemed to
her a thing or two." Many have been
be able to even RECOGNIZE the fact
assembly. So what's the deal?
the sorry announcers who got their
that the MILITIA IS a CONSTITUThere was no one in the country
butts kicked up one side and down the
TIONAL and wholly legitimate method
effectively calling attention to the probother with the law and the Constitution,
for ridding ourselves of tyranny. The
lems we are facing and at the same
as their listeners eagerly picked up the
time, offering a solution to the problem obvious "solutions" such as "writing our ball and ran with it! Two U.S. Attorneys
congressman" or "vote them our are
that would actually work, or any soludiscovered to their own chagrin, that,
just simply dead issues that make
tion other than "write your congressson-of-a-gun, the militia assembly was
people yawn and change the channel.
man" or "vote them out." Why? Beabsolutely, surprise, legal. What vindiEven people who don't know what is
cause to propose any actual solution
cation, when they could not indict me,
going on, recognize that these measkills the "cash c o V that so many of
though they tried, for calling the militia
ures are futile. At some gut level, we all assembly in Waco - and more publicthese "information sources" thrive on.
know this doesn't work. We may not
Secondly, it invites public ridicule
ity, too, that helped even MORE people
know why. But suddenly, here's somemost of it from those who don't want
find out what "this militia thing" is ail
their cash cow cut off, but also, from all one offering something most people
about.
the lame, lazy and cowardly who MUST didn't even know existed - our "eduWould it have worked as well if
cational" system has seen to that, but
find a way to attack anyone actually
Earlier this year, constitutional Attorney Linda D. Thompson, chaman of the
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someone, particularly a woman, had
not been willing to play the role of
"dumb broad," proposing an "outrageous" idea, to be publicly ridiculed?
Once people were paying attention,
they listened to the problems AND the
solutions. Suddenly, instead of 50
years of whining from the Birchers and
tuning out the din, they were, many for
the first time, HEARING the problems
AND they also quickly realized that
there really WAS an alternative, legitimate solution that just might work,
besides the lame 'write your congressman" or "ate them oul' that ail of
us know is a waste of time.
The 2nd Amendment became something more than just a useless line in a
document mostof them had heard of
but never read. Suddenly, they were
whipping out copies of their pocket
Constitutions - shoving them on their
friends, explaining this "militia" thing to
them. And jury rights, too! And finding
out about how the courts work, how to
unrig the rigged systems whoa, all of
a sudden, "We the People," began to
take& original shape. It is, afler all,
WE, THE RIGHTFUL MASTERS, OF
BOTH THE CONGRESS
COURTS.
The NRA, for all of its millions of dollars and so-calle
"lobbying powel" was
exposed as the impotent,
government-controlled
lame horse that it is, doin
nothing but misleading
people into believing the
NRA would "save their rights,"
deceiving people into giving up
the fight themselves.
Preserving our liberties is a
duty that cannot be delegated. It
requires vigilance. If we can be tri
into believing that someo
fight for our liberties, when we cannot
or will not fight for ourselves, then the
battle is already lost. This was one of
the vely reasons the NRA was such an
effective tool for those who have
stripped us of the present ability to
exercise our rights.
But no one can take our rights from
Our rights are G~~
us against our
given. Preserving the ability to exercise
these rights is the very purpose of the
militia and the need for the militia is

-

why the right of We, The People to
keep and bear arms is absolute and
inviolate.
In the process of writing the ultimatum, the problems were identified, and
in such a way that not even my detrao
tors could disagree. Thus, it was impossible for ANYONE to attack me or
the ultimatum, without (first, and this
was hilarious to watch) AGREEING
with every point in the Uitimatum. This
forced the fed propaganda operatives,
as well as the "pay patriots" into my
corner, whether they wanted to be
there or not. Many were literally stealing our information and publishing it,
while simuitaneou~lydenouncing me. It
Was sad to see that some people were
duped by this tactic and embraced
these sources of information -coming
from our work and research used by
mongrel dogs to gain credibility for
themselves, but they were easy to
detect.
For at the same time they used our
work and agreed with the positions set
forth in my writings, they were left
scrambling to achieve some shred of
credibility after they would then turn

or willing to back up what they claim,
this was it. The back-peddling-crybabies and outright liars, are not friends
nor patriots. They are selling us out
and serving only to lull people into the
false belief that "someone else" is
"taking care of the problem" or that
false ~0lution~.
such as "writing our
congressmen," will do the trick, keeping
us busy, so we do nothing at all, all the
while, feeding THEIR cash cow.
By calling for the militia assembly,
the following has been accomplished:
(1) In the process of publicly ridiculing me, radios, televisions, newsletters,
magazines, etc. had to give publicity to
the entire issue, i.e. the Ultimatum
(what it says) - with which EVERYONE agrees; next, exactly WHAT it is I
called for as a solution: An armed
assembly of militia units, thereby giving
exposure to: What, exactly, is "the
militia," is an "armed assembly legal"
(of course it is - look at the 1st and
2nd Amendments), thereby raising the
consciousness of hundreds of thousands of people to what is a BASIC
and PROTECTED RIGHT in this country that many were unaware of.

nothing more than, "She's just a
woman, Pay no attention," to outright
lies, such as the claim that I ran for
governor of Illinois on the Socialist
party ticket, as was put out by Mike
Dillon, the Orlando Sentinel, and
others. Could they attack what I said?
Of course not. It is the truth. The call
for a militia assembly to arrest Conin that regard, been jhe
gressmen
littlisnake catcher, ever. ifyou
needed a barometer Of who was able

publicly ridiculing me, people who
"had a better idea of what to do with a
militia" had to first FORM a militia.
Leaders began to lead and militia units
appeared where none had ever existed
before - hundreds of units -and
those already in existence, tripled their
numbers.
(3) In the process of trying to talk me
out of the "tactically stupid" march on
D.C., all these units had to come up
with their own, better plan, to propose

-
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- and they did.
(4) In the process of preparing for
either their own plan or the Sept. 19
assembly, militia units TRAINED,
RECRUITED. STOCKPILED WEAPONS, AMMO, FOOD, AND MEDICAL
GEAR, arranged safe houses, and
actually GOT PREPARED.
Until now, many would say, "Hey,
when they come to MY door, I'll be
waiting." Big whoop. When there's 50
of them and 1 of you, you are going to
die, period, end of subject. But until
now, a better alternative hadn't been
suggested.
Has anything, in the history of this
country, since the RevolutionaryWar,
accomplished this much towards actually solving our current problems,
mobilized so many, so quickly or so
effectively, or done so much to literally
scare the absolute bejeebers out of the
opposition, as the public announcement, by a dumpy broad in lndianapolis, that, enoug6 is enough, we are
going to arrest the traitors, man the
weqpans?
The call for the militia and the resulting mobilization that has occurred
ALSO forced THE OPPOSITION to
reveal several tactical deficiencies on
THEIR side.
The most REVEALING, OBVIOUS
and GLARING deficiency, on heir side,
that was exposed through the course of
public debate of this "dumb idea" is that
they CANNOT PUT DOWN A LARGE
GROUP OF PEOPLE, period.
They do NOT have the ability they lack the sheer numbers in manpower, and the training, and they have
stretched their assets too many places.
Additionally, they ARE NOT SURE
(and rightfully so) if they can count on
the US Military to back them up or to
fire on US citizens (and they CAN'T);
lastly, they DO NOT HAVE the U.N.
troops to do it, either. If they use U.N.
troops (if they could - since those
troops don't train well together, don't
speak the same language, use the
same signals or equipment, and overall, work together like the Keystone
Cops), then they will most CERTAINLY
LOSE the support of the majority of the
U.S. military the first time a foreign
troops kills a U.S. citizen on U.S. soil.
In other words, they are SCREWED,
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either way they go, whether they call up Once that thought process was started,
our military or UN military, to put down
the answers were obvious. Gee, wow,
golly - we outnumber the SOB'S 100
the militia.
Were they scurrying? Did you notice to 1, easily. With only 1% of the population, we outnumber them 5-1. Again,
that OJ Simpson's hot-mediathose
claiming "you'll be annihilated"
propaganda-distraction-trialdate was
were
revealed
to either be total asses,
actually moved UP to, get this, SEPT.
traitors,
or
nothing
but pay-patriots
19 (no, the court did NOT miscalculate
sucking
down
people's
money.
the original date of SEPT. 20) or that
No, we wouldn't "all be annihilated
Sen. Dole said he was going to have
-far from it. But we WOULD take
an important public announcement in
unnecessarily large numbers of casualresponse to Clinton's proposals on
ties if there were a large assembly.
SEPT. 18 - A SUNDAY - when did
There's no reason to do that, when we
Congress ever do ANYTHING on
can accomplish the same goals, while
limiting our own casualties, with a
widespread, national militia action.
So, scoff if you like (I'm plenty used
to it!) - it's been a 100% success,
period.
Secondly, there are two warring
factions in the bid for global domination (or at least, U.S. domination). The
first
of the two warring factions are
what could be called a rogue faction
of CIA working with rogue factions of
military special operations.groups and
private corporations comprised of
pastlpresent CIA and very wealthy
people.
The other warrim faction is what
most of us think of as "the international banker" group (also called "The
CFRITRILATSIONE-WORLDERS,"
etc.) ~ 0 t want
h
global domination. For
now, they work towards many of the
same interim goals, though "ot necessarily because they want to, but
.
merely because they have what could
'
be called a maconvergence
of political
viewpoints" on some issues.
One goal that they have in common
Sunday? Coincidence? A military unit
is to disarm America. For the time
was called in from Europe and guard
being, both are working towards this
units were put on extended duty goal, but for different reasons. The CIA
they didn't even have active duty units
group wants the money and power to
to RECALL, period. Is all this a clear
be had when the biggest black market
enough picture?
in the history of the world is created by
But thanks to the fed propaganda
banning guns in the U.S. They are
machine, the KNEE-JERK reaction I
nothing but organized crime, who will
received to my call, initially at least
capitalize on the black market. They
was, "You'll $1 be annihilated. You're
have done this in every country where
trying to get patriots killed!" Everyone
we have gone to "war" or "conflicY' or
immediately ASSUMED that the feds
"peacekeeping." In many cases, they
were "the great all-powerful Oz." Few
have CAUSED these wars, precisely to
people BOTHERED to even do BASIC profit from running guns and bomb
INTELLIGENCE., i.e., just how many
supplieslpharmaceuticals to the waning
troops COULD they call up, anyway?
countries andlor to get one of their

Would it have
worked as well if
someone,
particularly a
woman, had not
been willing to play
the role of "dumb
broad," proposing
an "outrageous"
idea, to be publicly
ridiculed?
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chosen leaders in place in a country, in world. Most people who have heard of
the march at all, had to first inform
preparation for global domination.
themselves
of what is going on (or else
The CFR group must disarm the
tune
out
entirely).
people to prevent successful rebellion.
Once learning what is going
Both groups want to terrorize the peo- -on, vou
.
should have come to the obvious
ple into submission, which is accomanswer that arrestina Congress would
plished through media disinformation,
provide, at best, a minor part of the
convincing us all that "it is useless to
solution to the problem.
fight the government machine." The
CIA and military have perfected mind
The bottom line: We now have very
control and mass propaganda techwell-organized militia units throughout
niques, which they teach to the leaders the US., ready, willing, and able, to do
of government (i.e., NLP programming. what needs to be done, who KNOW
"Non-lethal weapons." etc.), thereby
what is going on and WHY we must
utilizing their own opposition to their
fight, and not only must fight, but be
ABLE to fight. New units, literally, are
advantage.
forming daily. We can't keep up with
Tactically, I figured one group or the
other would back us up in our bid to put the demand for information, the dedown the one-worlders. Iwas right. We mand has been so great.
Many took the "she's a woman, what
have been approached numerous
times in efforts to sell us unbelievable
does SHE know" approach - more
power to 'em! -and in the process of
weaponry; whether these were atuoutsmalting"me, developed excellent
tempted "set ups" or legitimate, I don't
alternatives:
know. We have been approached with
numerousschemes that were obvious
One would hope that YOUR militia
attempts to set me up very similar to
unit was one of the hundreds of units
the guys were set up on the
the
that figured this out and has developed
worl trade center bombing, so that
their own alternative Plan and targets.
"middle east terrorists" could be blamed But these units DO NOT need to be EN
as their connection -all set up by the
MASSE, ANYWHERE, to do what
CIA, I might add. These efforts to set
needs to be done, nor organized under
me up failed,.but in the process, were
ANYONE'S"main umbrella:' The infilgreat for teiling me exactly who is
trators WILL be in your units, like it or
running the show.
not. Deal with that reality and recognize
We have established excellent
the limitations it imposes. There are
intelligence networks. Our sources
FAR BETTER times and methods than
have indicated that the CIA and a
a combined march on Washington,
rogue faction of military and
D.C. to do what is painfully, obviously,
God-knows-who-else, plan to attack
the only solution. Many of us, indeed at
times it seems the entire nation, have
Washington, D.C., perhaps using
succumbed to a nearly numb state of
nukes or Hawk missiles (we have
confirmed reports of both in the posmind and an inability to think on our
own. We seem to beg for someone
session of the CIA in this country).
Originally, they planned to blame it on
else to provide our answers, instead of
N. Korea, but now, instead, plan to
seeking them ourselves, someone to
blame it on "the militia."
hold our hand, tell us what to eat, drink,
think.
We have come to accept that
Clearly, this would go the same way
there
"must
be a law" or "a rule" for
as the guys who were convicted of
everything,
like
blind sheep, not reaiizbombing the world trade center or the
ing that for every "law" or "rule." there is
Waco assault the media would do
someone to impose it and someone to
their part as the lame, idiot sheep that
enforce it, and we will be the targets of
they are, regurgitating whatever tripe
those impositions. We've nearly lost
they were fed "by official government
sources" and would convince the world our faith in the decency and rationality
of our fellow man, and the media and
that "the militia" nuked D.C.
The Congress is only one part of not power mongers have done their best to
reinforce the notion that our society is
one, but two, well-oiled machines that
are dominating this country, indeed, the riddled with criminals, murderers,
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Until now, many
would say, "Hey,
when they come to
MY door, I'II be
waiting." Big
whoop. When
there's 50 of them
and 1 of you, you
are going to die,
period, end of
subject. But until
now, a better
alternative hadn't
been suggested.
whoremongers and thieves.
But that faith isnY gone, nor is the
basic decency, heart or spirit of our
people. It just needed to be awakened.
All i have done is provide a catalyst to
reach that spirit and the love of liberty
that lies inside most of us, having faith
that Americans are still the hardy,
liberty-breathing people who, once the
evil was exposed, would refuse to
knuckle under and would fight these
dogs to our last breath. I have not been
disappointed.
If you have come this far, and understand enough to know why we must
do what must be done, it should be
plain by now that this is not a game
it is deadly serious.
We are at war. right now, make no
mistake about it.
God bless us all.
Death to the New World Order..
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The Pennsylvania group Brotherly Lovers, founded
in the City of Brotherly Love last March, has received hundreds of signatures from dozens of states
petitioning "an immediate govemmental investigation
at the highest level" into 'the possible artificial origin
of the AlDS virus" (quoting Washington State Supreme Court Justice William Goodloe, cited below).
Signatures from PWA (People With AIDS) families
in all fifty statks are required to bypass govemmental
Sovereign Immunity and thereby ensure that the
case be- heard Federal ~ d u r t .

0,

Class Action Lawsuit
Seeks Truth about Aids
by Eric Taylor

Among the evihence: one week after the New York City
Stonewall Riot which spearheaded the Gay Rights Movement,,Pntagon spokesman, Dr. Donald MacArthur, testified
before Congress July 1, 1969 (HB 15090):
The dramatic progress being made in the field of molecular
biology led us to investigate the relevance of this field of science
to biological warfare. A small group of experts considered this
matter and provided the following observation: 1. All biologlcai
agents up to the present time are representative of naturally
occurring disease, and are thus known by scientists throughout
the world. They are easily available to qualified scientists for
research, either for offensiveor defensive purposes. 2. Within the
next five to len years, it would probably be possible to make a
new ... microorganism which could differ in certain important
aspects from any known diseasecausing organism. Most important of these is that it might be refractory to the imunological
and therapeutic processes upon which we depend to maintain
our relative freedom from infectious disease. 3. A research
program to explore the feasibility of this could be completed in
approximately five years at a total cost of $10 million.' (Department of Defense Appropriations for 1970, House of Representatives Subcommittee, Page 129.)
AIDS appeared ten years later, right on schedule. Further
compelling evidence appears in the 1972 Bulletin of the
United National World Health Organization in an article
entitled "Vi~s-ass~ciated
lmmunopathology:Animal Models
and Implications for Human Disease." It states: "An attempt
should be made to ascertain whether viruses can, in fact,
exert selective effects on immune function, e.g. by ... affecting T-cell function as opposed to B-cell function. The possibility should also be looked into that the immune responsp to
the virus itself may be impaired if the infecting virus damages more or less selectively the cells responding to the viral
antigens."
.
Both proposals are exact definitions of AIDS.
The development of such an immunosuppressive virus is
described in Progressive Medical Virology, "lmmunodewinter 1994195
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pression by Oncogenic Viruses," 14:l-35, 1972: Nature,
"Common Genetic Alterations of RNA Tumor Viruses Grown
in Human Cells," 230:445- 447, 1972; Texas Medicine,
"Cross-species Transmission of Mammalian RNA Tumor
Viruses," 69:65-75, 1973; and The Journal of Experimental
Medicine, " immunosuppressive Activity of a Subline of
Mouse EL-4 Lymphoma," 143:187-205, 1976, et al.
Robert Strecker, M.D., Ph.D.. and Ted Strecker, Esq.,
have compiled a list of 50 other articles from respected
scientific journals that led them to conclude that AlDS was
predicted, requested, produced and released by the U.S.
Government via smallpox vaccinations in ~fric'and hepatitis
B vaccinations in America under the supervision of Dr. Wolf
Szmuness. [See PARANOIA Issue 21 The list, "AIDS Refer-

mvs.
the USA

ences," can be obtained by contacting The Strecker Group,
1501 Colorado Blvd., Eagle Rock, CA 90041, (800)
622-8828. Their video. "The Strecker Memorandum," condenses this information into a 90-minute tour de force which
demonstrates that HIV is a genetic recombinant of Bovine
leukemia and sheep Visna virus cultured in human tissue
and named Bovine visna in many scientific papers.
Dr. Alan Cantwell Jr., M.D., has published two welldocumented books, AlDS and the Doctors of Death, 1986
(ISBN 0-917211-25-1) and Queer Blood, 1993 (ISBN
0917211-26-X). outlining man-made origin of AIDS. They are
available in bookstores, or by calling (800) 356-9315. Dr.
Cantwell, a recently retired dermatologist specializing in
cancers such as Kaposi's Sarcoma and published in over 30
leading medical journals, initially dismissed the concept of
AlDS biowarfare as absurd, until he became one of the few
to actually investigate the voluminous evidence compiled by
the Strecker brothers. His book was banned by World Health
Organization officials at the 1989 AlDS International Conference in Canada. (Were they uncertain that the "experts"
were capable of coming to their own conclusions?) However,
AlDS specialist and best-selling author, Elisabeth KublerRoss, M.D., endorses his books.
Strecker's and Cantwell's presentation of the thousands of
authoritative sources and precedents likewise convinced Dr.
William Campbell Douglas, M.D.-National Health Federation's 1985 Doctor of the Year-to publish his book, AIDS:
The End of Civilization (1989) detailing the development of
HIV by Soviet doctors working at the Fort Detrick biowar lab
in Maryland and the New York City Blood Center during the
1970s.
Other prominent experts outspoken on bio-engineered
HIV are: John Seale, M.D., who published "Origins of the
AlDS Viruses, HIV-I and HIV-2: Fact or Fiction?" in The
British Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine
(81:617-619, 1988), which caused an international uproar

censored in the American press; Professors Jacob and Lilli
Segal, whose research paper, "AIDS: USA-Home Made Evil
Not Imported from Africa" (Germany 1986) further supports
the conclusion of Strecker, Cantwell, Campbell, and Seale.
Dr. Jack Felder Worked in the very laboratory at Fort
Detrick where the HlV-virus experiment is supposed to have
taken place. Dr. Felder later resigned his post and started a
crusade to expose what has become known as "the American connection" to the virus. Dr. Felder says the laboratory
at Fort Detrick is a "P-4 maximum security one built in October 1977 in Building 550." (New African, December 1993)
William Cooper resigned from the CIA after 30 years
service upon gaining access to documents verifying that
AlDS was created by the Pentagon as population control.
Cooper's book, Behold a Pale Horse, is available at bookstores, or from The William Cooper Foundation. Suite 301,
19744 Beach Blvd., Huntington Beach, CA 92648.
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas E. Bearden (U.S. Army,
retired) published the book, AlDS Biological Watfare, 1988
(ISBN 0-914119-044). He maintains that HlVwas developed in American labs by Soviet scientists. Bearden holds a
Master of Science degree in nuclear engineering and a
Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics.
At an AlDS symposium held on April 10, 1983, State
Representative Theodore Weiss (D-N.Y.) said, "As farfetched as it m i y seem, given the attitudes towards homosexuals and homosexuality by some segments of society,
sible utilization ofbiological weapons must be serious explored " (New York Native, Issue 62)
the
Illinois State Representative Douglas Huff was very vocal
in supporting "The Strecker Memorandum." giving many
press interviews before he was found dead on September
22, 1988 of an apparent suicide. Suspiciously, Ted Strecker
was also found dead on August 11,1988 of an apparent
suicide. Neither attorneys were suicidal according to family
and friends.
The Report of the President's Chemical Warfare
Commission admitted, "The rapid advances of genetic
technology-in which the US for now is fortunately the
leader-offer the predictable likelihood of new agents being
developed for which no vaccines or counteragents are
known or available." (Govt. Printing Office, 1985) A 1975
U.S. Military Manual proposes "ethnic chemical weapons
which would be designed to exploit naturally occurring differences in vulnerability among specific population groups."
(Covert Action, Summer 1987) In 1976, Erwin Chargaff,
Professor Emeritus of Columbia University and a recipient of
the National Medal of Science for his work with DNA,
warned, "I should say that the spreading of experimental
cancer may be confidently expected." (New York Times
Magazine, 8/22/76)
In 1987, a lawsuit by the Foundation for Economic Trends
forced the Department of Defense (DoD) to divulge the
operation of 127 chemical and biological warfare research
sites in the U.S.. including universities and corporations.
Science magazine reported that the suit revealed "DoD is
applying recombinant DNA techniques in research and the
production of a range of pathogens and toxins including
botulism, anthrax and yellow fever." (2127187) The New. York
Times reported that "Fort Detrick was the Army's biological

warfare development center until 1969 and is now the site of
some AIDS-related research. (418187) It is very odd that the
Pentagon's biowariare lab would be converted into an AlDS
research lab. A comment by a Fort Detrick official published
in the Philadelphia Daily News implies that the lab is involved in much more than researching the cause and
treatment of AIDS. Col. David L. Huxsoll, told a meeting of
scientists, "Studies at the Army laboratories have shown.that
the AlDS virus would be an extremely poor biological warfare agent." (2118187)
Gee, it sure seems to be a very good one, if the enemy
happens to be Gay or Black or Asian! The National Research Council recently concluded, "MIV infection and AIDS
will remain limited to specific geographic areas and risk
groups identified at the beginning of the epidemic: gay men
and more particularly an ever-growing population of urban,
drug-addicted, poverty-ridden, malnourished, hopeless and
medically deprived people." (The Wall Street Journal,
3117193) Journalist Robert Lederer published a powerful
piece in Covert Action, Summer 1987, presenting a long
history of acknowledged biowarfare programs upon populations as well as vast evidence of AlDS biowarfare, noting,
"Given the historic oppression of Third World and gay people, and the vicious westem response to the current medical
crisis, many people suspect AlDS is too convenient to be
coincidental.''
The Black community is a lot more informed than the Gay
community, which tends to remain silent on AlDS biowar.
Tony Brown's Journal, the longest-running Black public
affairs show aired weekly on PBS, devoted one month to
"The First AlDS Whistle-Blower" about Strecker (#1214);
"What Causes AIDS" with Cantwell and Duesberg (#1215);
'Is AlqS A Biological Experiment?" with Dr. Leonard Cole
and a panel of experts debating ethnocide (#1217); "Is AlDS
Man-made?" with Dr. Rudolph Jackson (#1132). To order
the videos, call (800) 524-3552, or (212) 575-0876.
So convinced is Bill Cosby that he risked his reputation on
CNN, Thanksgiving, 1991, by stating that AlDS was manmade. Spike Lee has made identical charges in the media.
Top Ten actor Stephen Seagal has been turned down by all
studios to make a film on AlDS biowarfare. Paramount
Pictures bought the rights to Streckers' story long ago,
[though no film has emerged.] Christian Anders wrote, directed, and performs in the play "The Man W.H.O. Created.
AIDS," which runs every Sunday night at the Wild Side
Theater in North Hollywood. It is also available on video and
can be purchased by calling (800) 359-3177.
Newspaper articles on AlDS biowarfare have appeared in
the New Delhi Patriot (7/4/84), the Soviet Literaturnya
Gazeta (10130/85), the London Sunday Express
(10/26186), and The New York Native (4113187). An anonymous source claiming to have worked for the Fort Detrick
Biological Warfare Lab in Bethesda, Maryland, told the
Native that the AlDS biowar program was called "Operation
Firm Hand."
Dan Rather reported the mounting AlDS biowarfare accusations on the CBS Evening News, 3130187, incurring the
wrath of the Reagan Administration, which simplistically
labeled it "Soviet propaganda." Ironically, Drs. Strecker.
Cantwell and Campbell are often dismissed as "right wing
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fanatics." The facts are clearly nonpartisan, though they are
agreed upon by conservatives and liberals alike: AlDS is
man-made.
Upon examining evidence compiled by award-winning
journalist Peter MacKenzie in the Clear Lake (CA) Independent, 6122193 to 7120193, Washington State Supreme
Court Justice William Goodloe (retired) wrote: "I have heard
and seen reports of the possible artificial origin of the AlDS
virus, but until this report have not seen such compelling
evidence of its truth. Mr. MacKenzie has assembled a remarkable documentation of heretofore unpublished data,
and an immediate governmental investigation at the highest
level should be commenced."
Regrettably, without even examining the extensive documentation, this issue is unthinkable to most people. Yet, the
U.S. Army has a notorious history of germ warfare. The first
known case of germ warfare occurred in 1763, when colonists intentionally gave smallpox-infected blankets to Native
Americans, a holocaust repeated by the U.S. Army during
the Trail of Tears (Covert Action, ibid). Furthermore, the
recent deadly ':Navajo Flu" turns out to be the Hanta virus,
which Science magazine, 6111/93, reported had long been
under study by the Pentagon for biological warfare purposes.
Exactly where are all these bizarre new post-70s drugresistant strains coming from? Legionnaires? Lymes? Herpes? TB? ~lesh->sting Strep? Sabia arenavirus escapes? A
very important book, A Higher Form of Killing, by Robert
Harrispd Jeremy Paxman, 1982, documents hundreds of
incidents in which the U.S. Army experimented upon soldiers
and civilians with chemicals and viruses-sometimes upon
entire cities, like San Francisco. Reagan weakened Carter's
Freedom of Information Act in 1984 as a result of such
books, like Clouds of Secrecy by Rutgers Professor Leonard Kohl, and The Killing Winds by Gene McDermott, often
cited by Strecker.
The May 6, 1994, edition of the CBS Evening News
reported that the AIDS-like "Gulf War Syndrome," incapacitating thousands of Gulf War vets and their families, was
determined not to be the result of Iraqi biowarfare, as
claimed by the Pentagon, but, rather, the result of experimental vaccinations given to the troops before the war.
(HIV-I is likewise linked to experimental hepatitis B vaccinations first given to 1,083 healthy Gay men from New York
City in November of 1978. The first diagnosed case of HIV-I
infection appeared in New York City in January 1979, and
since then most of the recipients have died of AIDS.)
Recent headlines report that Congressional hearings are
currently unde~wayto recompense thousands of minority
victims of radiation experiments conducted by the U.S.
Military during the 1950s and '60s. Yet another gruesome
example is the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment, wherein 400
Black sharecroppers were denied treatment for syphilis from
1932 to 1972 so that the U.S. Government could study the
long-term effects of the disease. Having been withheld the
penicillin cure, they died agonizing deaths, and their
syphilis-infected widows were compensated by the government. (Bad Blood, James Jones, 1981, Free Press, NY)
With all of these admitted precedents, why is the thought
of AlDS biowarfare so unthinkable to most people? Perhaps
it is because people don't do much thinking anymore, relying
winter 1994f95
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on headlines, sound bites and docudramas as their only
source of information. The fact that NGuide, Parade
magazine, People, and The National Enquirer are the
best-selling publications in America speaks for itself. Americans care about O.J., not genocide.
Dr. Joseph Sonnabend, M.D.-one of the first and foremost AlDS experts-complains that "part of the problem
today is that science writers are a pretty limp lot. They don't
do any investigating. They just sit there and receive their
press kits ... They are so gullible, these science writers nowlazy and gullible." (Interview, December 1992)
What is worse than gullibility and laziness is silence. Even
the Gay community, for the most part, ignores this issue.
Few Gay papers have the guts to cover it. Apparently red
ribbons, quilts, parades, and benefits reassure us that something is being done. Now that AZT proves to be as deadly as
HIV, afler being prescribed even to asymptomatic patients
for a decade, one would think we would begin to suspect
that something stinks. AZT was banned in 1957 by the FDA
because it was killing the people it was supposed to be
curing! (Health Consciousness Magazine, August 1991)
AlDS patients appear to be guinea pigs for hundreds of
toxic drugs, while safe treatments that are clinically proven to
eliminate AlDS symptoms, such as acemannan, are completely ignored. (Medical World News, December 1987 and
The Journal of Advancement in Medicine, Vo1.3, N0.4,
Winter 1990) 50% of PWAs seroconverted HIV-negative!
Denial is a powerful psychological mechanism that must
be overcome if we are ever to get to the bottom of AIDS.
The truth is slowly surfacing. For instance. 60 Minutes
(6119194) presented a very strong case that Kimberly Bergalis and five other plaintiffs who won a $10 million settlement for supposedly contracting AlDS from their dentist, Dr.
David Acer, all lied about their sex lives. Kimberly, a selfproclaimed "virgin," had been diagnosed with the STD genital warts, and had previously admitted on videotape to engaging in sex with two men. The Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) overlooked conflicting testimony by all six plaintiffs
and used highly questionable DNA tests to generate public
hysteria and homophobia in the sensationalized case. Dr.
Acer was accused of first degree murder by the media.
The CDC also played a major role in the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment and the hepatitis B vaccine trial:
Because the U.S. Government enjoys immunity from
being sued by individuals, it is essential that hundreds of signed petitions from HIV-positive people,
their families and friends in all 5 0 states be received bv Brotherlv Lovers in order t o initiate
this clas; action suit. Concerned
parties should write a brief
letter to their Congressional former Washquoting
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ington State Supreme Court Justice William Goodloe (see above.)

To obtair~a petition, send
an s . A . s . E . . ~ ~Eri
: 'c Taylor,
2028 Mrrrdstone Rc)ad,
Pittsburgh, PA 152141.
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people to know that she had been alive for
at least two hours. The story was that she
drowned, who wants to go into the details
of how long it took her to drown?
And Teddy claims he can't remember
how he got out of the car, he just somehow emerged?
I canl see +ow he got out of the car!
That's why I can't see h'm in the car at all.
If he was so drunk he can't remember, then why didn't he drown along with
Mary Jo?
Absoluteiyl And if he was that drunk, he
couldn't have been driving fast enough for
what ha~oened.I think applying the brakes
:S a nat~ial
react on, even'for <dunk he
couldn't have had that much to drink, there
wasn't that much booze at the party, unless
he was drinking it straight.
Could he have gotten out of the passenger window somehow?
Well, then you'd have Jack Olsen's story
(The Bridge at Chappaquiddick). He's the
one that out Maw Jo behind the wheel. He
figures t(ey got out, waded In the polson
IVY and then Teddy let ner dr'we Then he
just floats out the passenger window. AG
cording to Olsen,-she didn't know how to
woik the car and drove it off the bridge, got
into the backseat, and drowned. Now how
do yoydo that?
Typical "dumb broad?"
Oh yeah. There are a lot of theories out
there. And so many facts to keep track of.
So, Mary Jo had been Bobby Kennedy's secretary?
Yes, Mary Jo had been very upset about
Bobby's assassination. She was a very
respected girl, smart, and doing exactly
what she wanted to do. Everybody said she
was going with some fellow who wanted to
marry her, and some tried to say she was
pregnant. All kinds of rumors. She lived in
Washington and shared a place with one of
the other girls. They were Kennedy campaign workers, the so-called "Boiler Room
Girls." They worked tremendous hours. I
have a lot of respect for those people. This
was not the first party the Kennedys had
thrown for the girls. Teddy couldn't make it
to the last one they had held in D.C.. so he
suggested to his cousin Joe Gargan to fix
up a party for them the weekend of the
boat races at the Vineyard. So Joe got the
cottage. There was ndthing hanky panky
about the party at all.
One of the most important witnesses
was Huck Look.
Yes, he saw a black sedan, which appeared lost, and as he approached the car
to offer directions, the car sped off. He has
never changed his story one bit, and nobody has really tried to make him, except
the Judge at inquest. Here's Look's story
with Ted's car and occupants alive and well
at 1 a.m. and here's Teddy's story, off the
bridge at 11:30. Totally at odds. and nobody does anything about it!

Ted also claims he took a wrong turn
on the way to the ferry and ended up at
the bridge. Didn't he know his way
around the island?
Certainly he did. They had been around
that area since they were kids. He knew the
area like the back of his hand.
So, how many people did Look claim
to see in the car?
He saw two people in the front and
"something" or a "shadow" in the backseat,
but he wasn't sure what it was.
Maybe a slumped figure?
He didn't guess at what it was. He never
And the people in the car appeared
lost?

have been silting in the front seat and
got thrown to the back during the flip?
I don't think iR possible. Wih the car
upside down, she would have to dive down
deeper to get over the front seat and into
the back. It's unnatural to do that. You
wouldn't dive down deeper to save yourself. She was already in the back seat and
scrambled up to where the air pocket was
in the footwell. That's exactly where she
was found, In rigor mortis, by John Falrar
at about 9 a.m. He had someone make a
drawing exactly as he had found her. IYs a
very important document.
Could this hit have been done by the
Mob?
The CIA knows better how to engineer
an accidental death, I think, than the Mafia.
The Mob only knows how to take a .9

Do we operate under
a system of equal

justice under the
law, or is there one
system for the
average citizen and
another for the high

and mighty?
Sen. Edward Kennedy, speaking
o f the pardon o f Richard Nixon
Yes, they were the ones who didn't know
their way around, not Teddy Kennedy! I
don't believe Ted was driving the car at that
point. They attempted to drive straight down
Cemetery Road, stopped, backed up and
turned down Dyke Road toward the bridge.
Teddy would not have done that. He knows
the island very well.
So there are no street lights out
there?
No, just poison ivy, six feet high. There
were some who asserted that the stains on
Mary Jo's blouse were grass stains. Pig's
eye! I can't see any hanky panky going on in
the poison ivy. The place is loaded with it.
Have you .ever spoken with Huck
Look?
No, I almost made it, but not quite. He
didnt want to give any intelviews. He knew
he was in contradiction with Ted's story,
and that'i not a happy position to be in.
So, you believe that Mary Jo could not

millimeter and shoot a guy in the back of
the head behind the ear. That's what they
are much better at. The CIA has been
engineering accidents ail over the world.
But nobody can believe the CIA operates
in Massachusetts! These things don't
happen here. Maybe in Vietnam. Africa,
Europe, South America, (i happens all the
time down there), but not in Massachusetts!.

Chappaquiddick is available
from Robert Cutler, Box 1465,
Manchester, M A 01944; $10
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June A wntinuence of May, except
that; we draw closer and closer, and I
think very little now of Ella. In the last
days of this month I revele my longing
to return to America. My wife is slightly
startled. But than encourages me to do
what I wish to do.
July - I decived to take my iwo week vacation
and travel to Moscow (without police permission)
to the American Embassy to see about getting
my U.S. passport back and make arrangements
for my wife to enter the U.S. with me.
July 8 - I fly by plane to Minsk on a il - 20, 2hrs
20m later after taking a tearful and anxious parting from my wife I arrive in Moscow departing by
bus. From the airfield I arrive in the center of the
city. Making my way through heavy traffic i don't
come in sight of the embassy until
3:00 in the afternoon. Its Saturday
what if they are closed? Entering I
find the offices empty but mange to
contact Snyder on the phone (since
all embassy personal live in the
same building) he comes down to
greet me shake my hand afler
b
interview he advises me to come in
the first thing mon.
July 8. Interview July 9 recive
passport; call Marina to Moscow
also.
of
July 14. 1 and Marina returen to
Minsk.
July 15. Marina at work, is
shocked to find out ther everyone
knows she entered the U.S. embassy.
They were called at her place of work from some
officials in Moscow." The boses hold a meeting
and give her a strong browbeating. The first of
many indoctrinations.
July 15Aug 20. We have found out which
blanks and certifikates are necessceary to apply
for a exit visa they number about 20 papers; birth
certificates affidavite photos ect. On Aug 20th we
give the papers out they way it will be 3 and 112
months before we know wheather they'll let us go
or not. in the meantime Marina has had to stade
4 different meeting at the place of work held by
her boss's at the direction of "someone" bv
phone. The young comm ieauge headquthers
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also called about her and she
'had to
go see them for 1 and 112 hrs.
The purpose (expressed) is to dissuade
going to the USA, Net Effect: Make her more
stubborn about wanting to go. Marina is pregnet,
we only hope that the visas come through soon.
Aug 21Sept I- I make expected trips to the
passport & visa office also to ministry of for.
affairs in Minsk, also Min. of interal affairs, all of
which have a say in the granting of a visa. I
extracked promises of quick attention to US.
Sept.-Oct 18. No word from Min. (They'll call
us). Marina leaves Minsk by train on vaction to
the city of Khkov in the Urals to visit an aunt for4
weeks. During this time I am lonely by I and Erich
go to the dances and public places for enitanment. I havent done this in quite a few months
now. I spend my birthday alone at the
opera watching my
favoriot "Queen of
Spades: l am 22 years
of old.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a $ { e n t ,
with several iars of
prese~esf0.r me from
her aunt in Khkov.
Nov-Dec. Now we
are becoming anoid
about the delay Marina
is beginning to waiver
about going to the US.
Probably from the
strain and her being pregrate,
still we quarrel and so things are not to bright,
esp. with the approach of the hard Russian
winter.
Dec 25th Xmas Day Tues. Marina 1s called to
passport & visa office. She is told we have been
granted Soviet exit visa's. She fills out the completing blank and then comes home with the
news. its great (I think!) New Years, we spend at
the Zeger's at a dinner party at midnight. attended by 6 other persons:
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From The Warren Report, Vol. XVI. Spelling and
other errors retained from the orieinal. Some researchers
believe the Oswald
to be a CIA forgery.
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J e f f r e y F. J a c k s o n ' s s h o c k i n g film
expos6 tells the s t o r y of
Gordon Kahl, a
North Dakota
f a r m e r who
b e c a m e
America's
;
"most-wanted"

How

did

- ..
mutilated body found in A r k a n s a s , in
€act, Gordon Kahl?
DEATH & TAXES
explores the myths

a

become the l a r -

...

.

documentary t r a i l
ofKahi a s his body
new

i n FBI h i s t o r y ?
Was Kahl a g u n toting fanatic o r a
victim of t h e IRS?
Did Bill Clinton
'conspire t o coverup his torture and
execution? Was the
badiy burned and

.

. .. .. . ...

...

"Dl/lTiI & bLWS is llre 1 r . r ~siura.
~ d I V J I ~ I ~I I ~
gurerrrrrrcr~lcll(1lo CorcIoo.o~~(I
onr81t1111ily

..."

autopsy.

views and eye
witness accounts
of t h e t w o f i e r y
shoot-outs
between Kahl and
federal agents,
DEATH & TAXES
reveals f o r the
f i r s t t i m e the
t r u e s t o r y as i t
happened a n d a s
it continues to rever,.
berate nationally.
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